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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Over the past thirty years there has been considerable growth

in governmental expenditures at all levels of government in the United

States and it is expected that this growth will continue at a rapid

pace into the future. Many of these goverranental units have found

themselves in a critical position in raising the necessary revenues to

finance ever increasing expenditures. Florida is no exceptionl Her

revenue needs have been increasing rapidly and there are strong indi-

cations that new revenue sources will have to be found in the near fu-

ture if the State expects to continue to provide the desired services.

The question is, from where will this new revenue come?

The answer to this question, of course, is not a simple one.

Realizing this. Governor Sums appointed a study committee in 1963 to

make recommendations to the 1967 legislature on the tax situation in

Florida. The 1967 legislature is not legally bound even to consider

the recommendations of this committee but indications are that it will

do so. A possible solution to the problem is to find a broad based

tax that would yield the necessary revenue and not place an undue bur-

den on the Florida economy. One such tax which could fulfill these

needs is a value added tax.



Historical Background of the Value Added Tax

Though the value added tax has been the subject of considera-

ble discussion in the past few years, its basic nature was conceived

almost fifty years ago. A form of the value added tax was proposed

for Germany as early as 1919 by the German industrialist W. von Siarnens

as a substitute for the then newly introduced Umsatzsteuer .
' The von

Slainans proposal involved the direct application of the tax rate to a

calculated value added. This proposal was rejected, however, in favor

of a reduction in the rate of the existing Umsatzsteuor . The basic

reason for this rejection, according to Professor Due, was the fear of

the administrative difficulties it would involve.^

Apparently the first proposal for thte value added tax in the

United States was made by Professor T. S. Adans shortly after the von

Siemens proposal for Germany. Although Professor Adams first hinted

at a value added tax in an address before the National Tax Association

in 1917 when he said that in business taxation the government should

"insist strictly upon the taxation of salaries, rentals, and interest

at source, "3 it was not until 1921 that he explicitly outlined the gen-

eral base for the value added tax. This outline is given below:

'john F. Due, ^ales Taxation (Urbana: University of Illinois

Press, 1957), p. 6b. The Umsatzsteuer In its "puref' form is a turn-

over tax which applies at a uniform rate to all sales at all stages in

production and distribution. The German model was slightly modified
from the pure form but the basic principle was still present.

^ Ibid .

3t. S. Adams, "The Taxation of Business," Proceedings of the

1 1th Annual Conference . National Tax Association (New Haven, Connec-
ticut, I9I8), p. 193.



In the case of producers and seHers of "goods,
wares and merchandise" further simplicity could be

achieved, if desired, by giving the tax the form of a

sales tax with a credit or refund for tax paid by the
producer or dealer (as purchaser) on goods bought for

resale or for necessary use In the production of goods
for sale. It v^ill be noted that the proposed tax on

"approximate net income" avoids the strongest arguments
against the turnover or sales tax, namely, tiiat it would
be pyramided, create a grossly unfair competition be-

tween synthesized and single-process industries, and ex-

empt those occupations or transactions such as banicing,

advertising, professional service and the like in which
the profit or gain rioes not arise from a "sale." The
worst features of the turnover tax arise from its appli-
cation to "cost of sales, which would of course be sub-

tracted or eliminated under the proposal made here.^

Professor Adams' proposal bears a striking resemblance (as will

be shown later) to the value added tax system that has been adopted in

France. He realized that his proposal had little If any chance of be-

ing adopted at that time. This proved to be correct but evidently it

led to another proposal made by Mr. Charles J. Tobin, a tax attorney

and counsel for the New fork State Tax Conmtssion, at tiie \929 meeting

of the National Tax Association. He called his proposal a production

tax and It was made with the idea of tax reform in New Yorlc in mind.

He stated that:

A tax on "production" would be a bsttat base than

net income because it would require every corporation
In the class to pay something toi^ard tite bupport of the

government. Production base siould neither ba the net

•r^oi^,^ base nor the gross sales base. . . . The "produc-

tion" base should be a gross sales base less the cost

of the material and supplies entering into the manufacturing

'*T. S. Adams, "Fundamental Problems of Federal Income Taxa-
tion, quarterly Journal of Economics . XXXV (August, 1921), 553.



of the product, the sale of which is subject to the
production taxes.

^

Hr. Tobin's proposal had been endorsed, before its presentation

at this meeting, by the members of the Hsm York State Tax Commission.

Thay had made this endorsement through a recommendation of it to the

New York Legislature as a measure of tax reform for the state. ^ Mr. J.

F. Zoller, a tax attorney for the General Electric Company also

strongly endorsed Mr. Tobin's proposal at the 1929 meeting. This can

be seen from the following statement.

We believe If you took the gross sales and deduct
from that the cost of material and supplies that go into
those sales, you will have a base that will apply to all
taxpayers in a class, you reduce your pyramiding to a
minimum, you get away from net income, which can be
evaded and which only results in a tax upon those whose
reports show a prof it.

7

Three years later the Institute for Government Research of the

Brookings Institution, in Its study Taxation of the State Government

of Alabama , proposed a tax on the "net value product" as a part of the

reform it suggested for Alabama. Specifically, the report stated that:

Net value product overcomes many of the most seri-
ous difficulties involved in gross sales when used as
the base of business taxation. It eliminates the py-
ramiding of the tax. It makes allowances for differ-
ences in the rate of inventory turnover, it is at the
same time easily determined, since even tho most rudi-
mentary accounting systems will provide the data of pur-
chases as well as of sales. It has the added advantage

^Charles J. Tobin, The New York State Tax Situation as Viewed
Taxpayer," Proceedings of the Twentv-s

1929 (National Tax Association), pp. lOif-lOS.

by the Taxpayer," Proceedings of the Twentv-second Annual Conference.
lion)

,

^Roscoe Arant, "The Place of Business Taxation in the Revenue
Systems of the States," Taxes—The Tax Magazine . XV (April. 1937). 199.

TTobIn, OP. cit .. p. 12b.



of providing at least a rough check on the tax returns,
since the purchases allowed as deductions on certain
returns may be checked against the gross sales of other
concerns.

On the other hand net value product overcomes many
of the disadvantages of net income. It eliminates the
allowance for depreciation, obsolescence, and depletion.
It is simpler to compute than net income. While it

might be more variable than gross sales, it would not
be as variable as net income. Consequently, it would
provide a reasonably stable revenue base for a state."

in 1934, Professor Gerhard Colm proposed for the United States

a tax based on the value added by manufacture^ and restated his posi-

tion in favor of this tax again In 1939 in his article "The Basis of

Federal Fiscal Policy. '^ His position both In 193^ and 1939 was that

a tax based on 'Value added by manufacture,' i.e., the sum of wages

and interest and profits, appears to be the most equitable form of

business taxation." In fact, he en^haslzed the Idea that these taxes

should become the backbone of state tax systems. This* of course, has

never come about.

in 1937> Professor Arant made a study of the place of business

taxation in the revenue systems of the states and concluded that of the

various forms of business taxation available to the states the "net

value-product appears to be the most v/ideiy applicable, the most

^Brookings Institution, Institute for Government Research,

Taxation of the State Government of Alaban^ . IV (Montgomery, Alabama:
Wilson Printing Company), 339.

^Gerhard Colm, The Ideal Tax System," Social Research. I

(February, 193^). 329.

'^Gerhard Colm, The Basis of Federal Fiscal Policy," Taxes—
The Tax Magazine. XVII (June, 1939), 338-340, 369-370,

•'ibii., p. 369.



equitable, and the nnost economically sound tax base yet proposed. .

.
."'^ Professor Arant seemed, however, to be somewhat more cautious

in his endorsement of the value added tax than the other proponents up

to that time and he enumerated what he considered to l>e several impor-

tant weaknesses or limitations.^ Even after recognizing these limita-

tions, tiiough, he still concluded that the value added tax base was

"best."

These proposals all appear to have received only passive atten-

tion at the time they were discussed and it was not until 1940 when

Professor Paul Studensid presented a detailed analysis of the value

added tax that it received the recognition It most assuredly deserved.'^

That is, his article (proposal) seemed to receive objective rather than

passive attention and appeared to renew tl^ interest that had been

shown when the tax was first proposed by von Siemens and Professor

Adams. Professor Studensici's proposal will be discussed further in

Chapter II.

At about the same time that Professor Studensl^i was formulating

his proposal another proposal was being formulated by Hr. Wadsworth W.

Hount, a management consultant. In 1341 dr. Kuunt made his proposal

to United States congressmen but this proposal, even though it was sup-

ported by several congressmen, failed to produce any legislation. His

'^Arant, op. cit .. p. 242.

' 3|bid .

I4paul Studensic!, "Toward a Theory of Business Taxation," Jour-

lal of Political Economy. XLVI 1 1 (October, 1 940), 651.



proposal was to levy the tax on the value added to Its product by each

business unit regardless of how It ran Its Internal affairs. He

stated:

To determine this actual production for each busi-

ness unit is a matter of finding out what added wealth,

or added value, is given to the products or services
handled by each business due to its operation during

the tax accounting period. This figure is readily ob-
tained by deducting from the figure of gross receipts

from sales and other income, for the tax period In

question, all costs and expenses which are paid to peo-

ple outside that business unit. This means that costs

of raw materials, insurance, rent, advertising, all

other taxes, freight when handled by outsiders, etc.,

would be deducted. The balance remaining, which is

that part of the gross receipts from sales and other

Income which Is available for use by the people in
business, represents the money value added to tite prod-

ucts of that particular business by all the people em-

ploying their money or time therein.
How each business uses this "Inside remainder of

added value' Is its own affair and does not enter into

the computation of this tax. Out of this sum must come

all Incomes of everyone connected with each business,

including wages, salaries. Interest on Invested capital

and dividends, except when payments are made out of

capital. To tax this figure of 'added value" In every

type of business would Involve a tax on everyone con-

nected with that business In a most fair and simple man-

ner as it resulted in reducing at the source the amount

of money available from current production for distri-

bution to ttx)se deriving Income from each business unit.

This tax is based upon the fundamental business reali-

ties of cash receipts and cash payments.^

Although considerable interest was generated, Congress made no

legislative move to utilize the value added tax. With the beginning of

World War 11, the discussion of this tax was pushed Into the baclcground

and lay somewhat dormant until the production tax was levied In France

*5wadsworth W. Mount, "A Re-examI nation of Taxation Fundamen-

tals," Financial Management Series No. 67 (New York: American Manage-

ment Association, 13^1), pp. 11-12.



in 19^. Interest in and discussion of the tax were further stimulated

by the issuance of the Shoup Mission Report sponsored by the Supreme

CoOTiander for the Allied Powers (SCAP) . This report contained recom-

mendations for the use of a value added tax as a part of the reform

proposed for the reconstruction of the Japanese Tax system in 1950.

Although the value added tax was strongly recommended by the Shoup Mis-

sion and endorsed by the SCAP It failed to gain the necessary support

from the Japanese leaders in the Diet and particularly from the general

population of Japan and thus was officially abandoned by the Diet in

1954.'^

Even though it appears to have been generally accepted that the

French value added tax (which was officially adopted with the reform in

195^) grew out of the production tax of ]3^, at least one American and

one French tax economist have suggosteo that it goes as far back as

1936.'^ Regardless of when the value added tax ( la taxe sur la valeur

aioutee) actually was adopted in France, there is little if any doubt

that it was the first real experiment in the use of the value added tax

in the fiscal structure of an economic entity on a major scale.

In the United States the first and only major attempt to use

the value added tax has been the Michigan Business Receipts Tax that

was passed by the Michigan Legislature in 1953 in a compromise to ward

'"M. Bronfenbrenner, "Ihe Japanese Value-Added Sales Tax," Na-

tional Tax Journal . Ill (December. I950), 299.

''Martin Norr, "Sales Taxes In Europe and Canada," Report of
the 1962 Conferonce (Canadian Tax Foundation, 1963). See also Charles
Campet, "duelques Aspects Economiques de la Taxe Franca! se Sur la

Valeur Aioutee." Public Finance . XII, No. I (1957)» 26.
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off the corporation income tax. Alttiough the Michigan tax is called

a business receipts tax it Is a hybrid form of the value added tax.

This will be shown in the discussion relating to the practical appli-

cations of the tax In a later part of the paper.

The only other specific use of the value added tax by a govern-

ing body is In the European Coal and Steel Commiinfty which has adopted

It as Its sole source of revenue. The value added tax, however, has

been proposed for use In several of the Common Market countries as a

means of tax harmonization and It has specifically been proposed for

adoption In Germany.'^

From the time the production tax was adopted in France, there

has been a continuous discussion carried on In the tax and ecoiinic

literature as to the merits and demerits of the value added tax. Pro-

fessor Nicholas Kaldor proposed an expenditure tax for England which

was relatively close to the value added tax In 1955. ^'^ Professors

Norr, Due, and Sullivai\all noted tax economists have made strong

'"Peter A. Firmin, The Michigan Business Receipts Tax (Ann

Arbor: University of Michigan, 1953)

•

19Maurice E, Peloubet, "An Alternative to the Present Corporate
Income Tax." Price Waterhouse Review , Vlll (Winter, 1963), 12.

^^Nlcholas Kaldor, An Expenditure Tax (London: George Allen

and Unwin, Ltd., 1955). Their similarity rests In that both taxes
would supposedly place the final burden on the consumer as a user of

the marlcet place and both taxes would spare savings. The expenditures
tax would tax the consumer direct while with the value added tax, the

burden would be shifted to the consumer indirectly. Professor Kal dor's
expenditures tax would have been progressive and was proposed to elim-
inate a part of the income tax.
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21arguments for the value added tax."^' Maurice £. Peloubet, a leader In

the accounting profession, made a strong proposal to substitute the

value added tax for the corporation income tax in 1963. He said:

In my opinion, the corporation income tax should be
recognized for what It is, a capricious and inequitable
excise tax levied on an unstable base. It should be re-
pealed and a broadly based, equitable and productive tax
such as the value added tax should be substituted for
it. 22

There have been several other proposals along this line which show the

increasing interest that has been developing around the value added tax

in recent years. ^^

Purpose

It is the purpose of this study to evaluate the value added tax

t^iich could be used to raise the necessary additional revenue for the

state of Florida. The value added tax will be compared with a less

broadly based tax--the corporation income tax. Conceptually the value

added tax is very simple. It Is a tax on the value added by a business

2^ee,for instance, Hartin Norr, "Sales Taxes in Europe and
Canada," Report of the 1962 Conference (Canadian Tax Foundation, 1963);
John F. Due. Sqles Taxation (Urbana; University of Illinois Press,
1957); and Clara Sullivan, "Sales Taxes in Europe and Canada, Report
of the 1962 Conference (Canadian Tax Foundation, 1963).

22peloubet, op. cjt; .. p. 19.

23see, for example, Richard W. Lindholm, "Adjusting the Posture
of the U. S. Economy to Facilitate Corporate Freedom in International
Actions," Papers and Froceedings of the Twenty -fourth Annual Meeting
(New York: American Finance Association, May, 1966), pp. 253-265; A.
R. Prest, "Value Added Taxation Coupled with a Reduction in Taxes on
Business Profits," British Tax Review (September-October, 1963), pp.
336-3^7; and Research and Policy Committee, A Better Balance In Federal
Taxes on Business (Committee for Economic Development, April, 1966).



firm to its product, measured In the aggregate by the sum of wages,

rent, Interest, and profits.

This study will attempt to determine whether or not the value

added tax can fulfill the future revenue needs of Florida and whether

or not It will fit into the fiscal structure of the state. This Is

accomplished through an evaluation of the current tax structure and an

empirical study of the tax as it would be applied to the Florida econ-

omy. The empirical study uses data from the most current year for

which the necessary data are available.

The study will concentrate Its attention on the "true" value

added tax rather than on some type of hybrid form such as the Hichigan

Business Receipts Tax.

Hypo^hgges

There are two major underlying hypotheses in this study. One

is that Florida will need additional tax revenue to provide the neces-

sary public services In the near future and that the existing tax sys-

tem will be unable to fulfill these needs. The second Is that a broad-

based tax will be necessary to fulfill these revenue requirements and

that a value added tax will meet these requi r^nents better than the

other taxes available, especially a corporate income tax.

Source Material

This study draws heavily on the literature relating to the

value added tax and the corporation income tax as discussed In the

various economic and accounting publications. The empirical data re-

lating to the Michigan Business Receipts Tax are acquired through the
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use of documents published by the state of Michigan, particularly the

Michigan Oopartmsnt of Revenue, and from correspondence with Mr.

Clarence W. Lock, Cotnmi ss i oner of Revonue for the state of Michigan.

Empirical data relating to the Florida tax system are acquired from

official publications of the state, from the Bureau of Economic and

Business Research, University of Florida, and various other sources.

Also many unpublished studies relating to the Florida tax system are

used.

Shwtffr orqnff)?^t»on

This study is basically divided into two parts. Tlie first

part consists of Chapters I through IV and the second consists of

Chapters V through VII with Chapter VIII presenting the summary of

the study. Chapter I, in addition to the Introductory material, gives

a brief historical background to the value added tax since Its first

major consideration in Germany in 1919. Chapter II discusses the

various theories of the value added tax as they have been presented in

the literature. The different versions of the tax are presented as

are alternate methods of calculating value added. Chapter III gives

an overall evaluation of the value added tax and discusses the numerous

problems that arise from its use. Of particular interest In this

chapter is the problem of shifting and Incidence and the possible prob-

lem of equity that might arlsa. An appendix to the study gives a brief

discussion of tlte corporation income tax. This discussion is designed

to serve as a frame of reference for comparison of the value added tax

and the corporation income tax.
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Chapter IV discusses the two snajor applications of the value

added tax [Jue Michigan and French taxes) and the Japanese proposal

which was adopted by the Diet but which was never irapl««wnted.

Chapter V gives a description of the various ta;4es in the

Florida system, presents the criteria for evaluation of the Florida

system, and begins the evaluation of ths system. Chapter VI completes

the evaluation using, in addition to the criteria set forth In Chapter

V, certain other analytical tools. Chapter VII presents a proposal

for Florida confer I ng the estimated yield from a value added tax to

the estimated yield from a corporation income tax. Also the various

problems in dealing with a value added tax in a state economy are dis-

cussed. Chapter VI It presents the summary of the study.



CHAPTER II

THE FORM OF THE VALUE ADDED TAX

We have seen that there has been much Interest in and discus-

sion of the value added tax since the turn of this century and even

more so since the implementation of the French value added tax in 195^.

In this chapter, this tax will be described and analyzed theoretically,

Broadly defined, the value added tax is a tax upon the final value of

the product to the flnn less the value purchased from other firms.

Professor Paul Studensl<i has given the following succinct description

of It:

It can be described as the gross sales of a concern
less the cost of materials and services procured from
other enterprises for use In production. It represetiits

the net value of the labors of the establishiaent itself
wittout any admixture of the labors of other establish-
ments and includes, in the main, the cost of iabor, man-
agement, and capital employed by the enterprise and the
returns due to the entrepreneur as a reward for his con-
tribution to production.'

Similarly, in his description of the value added tax as it is

levied in France, Professor Hartin ^torr stated the following:

The value-added tax is a tax on sales. In France
it Is levied only on sales at the manufacturing and
wholesale levels; there are some exceptions that need
not detain us. But although this is a tax on sales* it

is so arranged that it does not apply in any particular

IPaul Studensl<i , "Toward a Theory of Business Taxation," Jour «

nal of Political Economy. XLVI 1 1 (October, 19^*0), 6^.

1^
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case to the total sales price received by the seller.
The tax applies only to the value added by the seller—

'

that is, to the difference between the amount that the
firm tal<es in in sales proceeds, and the amount the firm
spends to buy materials and services from other firms.

Let's descend to the concrete. Suppose the factory
Selling price of a car is $1,000. Suppose the cost of
the materials that went into the car—fenders, paint,

glasSr, tires, parts, and so on— is $i*00. Then the value
added is the difference between the receipts of $1,000
and the expenditures of $400; vihen the car is sold, the
seller pays tax not on the selling price of $1,000, but

on the value added, the difference, of $600. Value added

is equal to the total amount of wages, salaries, rent,

interest and similar outlays of the firm, increased by

the amount of profits earned. Instead of stri Icing the

whole sales price charged by the seller, the value-added

tax In effect strikes only his gross profit—gross re-

ceipts less -est of goods purchased.^

With this background we can derive a definition of the value

added tax that is workable. It may be defined as a tax on the sum of

the distributive shares—wages, rent, interest, and profits. Value

added defined in this manner would usually be positive even when profits

are zero or negative. "It utilizes as its base the economists' con-

cept of value-added by manufacturing or commercial activity."^

This conceptual simplicity should not be taken too lightly,

liowever, since there are some problans that must be solved before an

attempt can be made to measure value added. One problem has to do with

the nature of the monetary unit, that is, whether constant or current

^Martin Norr, "Sales Taxes in Europe and Canada, Report of th^

1^62 Conference (Canadian Tax Foundation, 1963), p. 247.

^Richard E. Slltor, "The Value-Added Tax as an Alternative to

Corporate Income Tax, T^m Policy. XXX (October-November, 1963), 3.
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dollars should be used.^ A second probl«m daals with the administra-

tion of the tax.

The Problem of Administration

There Is another problem that should be considered. This other

problem deals with administration. Theoretically the tax should be

levied on all value added (real or money depending upon the tax base

choice) regardless of the size of the firm. And this could probably

be Implemented without too much trouble. This was emphasized by Pro-

fessor Studensid In his analysis. He stated:

The tax can be applied even to the smallest business
concern whose accounting may be quite imperfect. For
every business however small, has some record of its
sales and invoices or bills of its purchases.^

Whether or not the levying governmental body would want to go

this far with the tax would depend upon many factors such as. cost of

^alue added for tax purposes could be either money value added
or "real" value added, that is, value added based on a constant pur-
chasing power of the monetary unit. Since the proposal under considera*
tion is for state tax purposes, it is assumed that money value added
would be the proper base. This assumption could certainly be chal-
lenged and if the tax were to be a national tax a strong case could be
made for using "real" value added as the tax base. A brief exonple
using a liighly simplified situation and using only depreciation can il-
lustrate this problem of measuring value added under changing price
levels.

Price Level 100 IIP 90
Value added before depreciation $1,000 $1,000 $1,000
Depreciation based on historical cost 200
Depreciation adjusted for price level

changes 220 180
Value added tax base $ 800 $ 780 $ 820

It can be seen from the above example that if a money value added tax
base is used, firms would be "over taxed" In periods of increasing
prices and "under taxed" in periods of decreasing prices. Thus an ad-
justment would be justified.

Sstudensld. 0SU..&11.-* P* ^9*
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Implementation, attitude toward taxing small businesses, and other ad-

ministrative difficulties. The administrative difficulties found in

dealing with a very large number of small businesses would probably

force the taxing authority of most countries to set a level of value

added before the tax would apply at a level high enough to eliminate

from the base many of these small businesses. This, however, Is not

necessary as far as the implementation is concerned (at least not in

the United States or states within the United States with the highly

developed methods of auditing the taxpayers). Also it should be noted

that if all businesses, regardless of size or the amount of value added,

were subject to the tax then the total product of the economy would

bear at least some tax. This was pointed out by Professor Shoup in the

following statement:

Every business firm in the economy adds value to what

it buys from other firms. The total of value added by

all business firms is the value of the total product of

the economy. A general tax on value added is thus a tax

on the total product, the total output of the community .**

Also while no one tax can be expected to be fully understood by

all individuals in an economic entity, the value added tax would appear

to Impose a minimum strain on a taxpayer's understanding. In fact, one

Canadian accountant has made a very strong statement along this line.

He savs, in speaking of the simplicity of the value added tax, that

"Certainly, as compared to the present systam, the difference would be

^Carl S. Shoup, "Theory and Baclcground of the Value-Added Tax,'

Proceedings of the Fortv-elghth Annual Conference. 1955 (National Tax

Association, 1956), p. 7.
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such that serious unemploymant might arise among the growing body of

tax specialists."7

Types of Value Added Tax

In surveying the literature on the value added tax, one finds

many variations proposed. Basically these different forms can be

divided into two broad types—the consumption type and the income type.

The Consumption Type

The consumption type of the value added tax represents the

situation where the cost of capital equipment purchased is deducted In

the year of purchase. "It is a consumption type of value-added con-

cept oecauso the value added that is represented by the capital equip-

ment does not appear in the accounts until later years, when the equip-

o
ment is being consumed in the process of production. "° In this situa-

tion the value added appears as an Increase in Income in later years

since there are no deductions in these later years for the using up of

the equipment that Is under consideration. This would impose an addi-

tional burden on businesses due to having to Iceep additional records to

satisfy this withtiolding. Horeover, the value added would be under-

stated for growing firms and overstated for old and/or declining firms.

The French system has modified this somev/hat by permitting a deduction

or credit for the cvnount of the value added tax that is shifted forward

7d. R. Huggett (ed.), "Tax Review," Canadian Chartered Account -

ant . LXXXII (March, 1963), 223.

°Shoup, OP. cit .. p. 9.
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to the purchasor of a capital asset. For example, if $100 of tax is

shifted forward, the purchasing firm is permitted a reduction of $100

in its calculated liability. Under the consumption type of value

added tax, the tax base in any one period is equal to consumption in

that period.^ That is, the tax base is increased by the amount of the

depreciation deduction that would have been allowed if total purchases

of capital equipment had not been deducted at time of purchase.

The Income Type

The Income type of value added tax represents the situation

where the cost of the capital equipment purchased is not deducted in

the year of purchase but in later years through depreciation deduc-

tions. This type is based on the aK:counting concepts familiar in com-

puting accounting net income. Horeover, the incane type of value added

tax will give a tax base in any one period that will be equal to the

net national income (disregarding other indirect taxes) created In the

economic entity under consideration in that period,'" The use of the

income type of value added tax would also eliminate. If followed, the

necessity of establishing additional rules to be followed since estab-

lished generally accepted accounting principles could be used. Fol-

lowing generally accepted accounting principles in the implementation

of the tax would be at least one point in favor of Che Income type

^Richard A. Musgrave and Peggy B. Rlchman, "Allocation As-

pects, Domestic and International,*' The Role or Direct and Indirect

Taxes in the Fedoral Reserve Svstem . National Bureau of Economic Re-

search and the Brookings Institute (Princeton University Press, 1964),

p. 89.

»0|bid.
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since it would not require more and expensive records to be icept by

the business firm. If some other base were followed, even though fa-

vorable to some businesses, it i^rould probably be questioned by business

men since most business organizations now maintain at least two partial

sets of books (one for financial reporting purposes and one for federal

income tax purposes). Theoretically it would be easier to justify

following generally accepted accounting practices even though it would

be possible practically to justify following the accounting methods

that are allowed for federal income tax purposes. Either of thma

methods would be preferable to adding another burden (that is, another

set of records) to the voluminous records now required of business

firms.

The consumption type of value added tax will give a smaller

value added for a firm in the year of purchase of capital equipment

and a slightly larger value added In later years of the life of the

equipment. The income type will give the opposite effects—a larger

value added in the year of purchase of capital equipment and a slightly

smaller value added in later years. Therefore, the taxpayer receives

a slight advantage under the consumption type even though total deduc-

tions can be made for the equipment over its life under both methods.

This advantage arises out of the interest factor on the tax saved in

the first year through deduction of the entire cost of the capital

equipment.
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By using a hypothetical case these two types of the tax can be

easily distinguished.'' For sake of simpHcif.y assume there are two

firms, A and B, and value added tax rate of 10 per cent. Assume fur-

ther that Firm A, in Year One, has no costs except labor costs of $100

(no profits, no loss, no materials, et cetera). Firm B, In Year One,

by using labor only, sells $1,000 of goods to consumers (again no

profits, loss, et cetera). In Years Two Through Eleven, Firm B expands

its sales to $1,015 through the use of the machine purchased from Firm

A. Ten dollars of this increase in sales represents the machine used

up (1/10 x $100) and the other $5 represents interest (assumed rate of

5 per cent) on the $100 Initial Investment in the machine. This postu-

lated situation is set forth in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table I that the total value added over the

eleven years by both firms under either type of tax Is $11,130. If,

however. It is assumed that the taxpayer could reinvest the allowed

deductions for the capital equipment at the assimed 5 per cent inter-

est rate, he would have a $37 advantage under the consumption type.

(The deduction for the purchase of the capital equipment under the

consumption type is "worth $163 and the deductions under the income

type are "worth" $126 over the ten years at 5 per cent.) Whether or

not this interest advantage would more than offset the cost of the ad-

ditional records, et cetera, that would be required due to the use of

the consumption type of tax is a question which would have to be set-

tled in actual practice.

11 This hypothetical example and discussion is based on the ex-
ample found in i feitj .. pp. 9-10.
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TABLE 1

DERIVATION OF TAX BASES IN YEAH ONE AND YEARS TWO THROUGH
ELEVEN FOR CONSUMPTION AND INCOME TYPES OF

VALUE ADDED TAXES
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Methods of Calculation of Value Added

As was noted above in the discussion of the types of the value

added tax that have been proposed, there have also been proposed a num-

ber of ways of calculating this value added. How should this value

added be con^}uted? There btb basically two methods of calculating

value added; by addition or subtraction. Or, as Professor Leif Huten

has preferred to call them, by direct or indirect application.'^ In

addition to these two basic methods the French have adopted a slight

modification which will be referred to as the French method.

The Addition Method

In using the addition or direct method, value added for a firm

is determined by adding together the various elements (wages, rent.

Interest, and profits) of which It Is composed. While this method ap-

pears relatively simple on the surface, it forces the serious problem

of trying to allocate the distributive shares and therefore the calcu-

lation of profit. Since there is at present no one definition of

profits upon which all econcxnists and accountants can agree, this

method would probably make the administration of the tax a rather dif-

ficult if not impossible task. If only a rough allocation Is required,

however, this method would probably be acceptable.

'^Lelf Muten, The Value-Added Tax—A New Weapon In the Fiscal

Armoury?" Skandinaviska Banken . XLIV (No. 2, 1963), ^2.



The subtraction or indirect method Involves deducting from

gross sales those items that do not constitute value added. This would

Include items, such as materials and parts purchased from other firms,

lawyers and accountants fees (assuming that the professions are subject

to the tax), and other items of this nature. Under this method, value

added can be calculated without attempting to determine the profits

for the f i rm.

Because of the difficulties involved in the two approaches dis-

cussed above, the French Government has adopted a somewhat modified ap-

proach. In France a business firm determines a contingent liability on

its total sales and deducts the amount of the tax that has been shifted

forward to It on its purchases from other firms and then pays the dif-

ference to the government. (The details of how this tax is shifted

forward in France will be given In the discussion of the French value

added tax.) By using this modification, the French have actually

gotten around the problem of calculating value added. As Professor

John F. Due has said In referring to the French tax:

. . . the firm would actually pay tax on the basis of

value added, without the necessity of calculating the

magnitude. Thus the operation of the tax would be very

much simpler, and enforcement would be a' 'jd by the abil-

ity to cross-audit various firms (tax paid to the govern-
ment by one firm would be reported as tax ^iet^ixtions by

others).'^

'3john F. Due. Sales Taxation (Urbana: University of Illinois

Press. 1957), p. 67.
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All the above methods, including the French modification, would

give Identical results, assuming that all the factors (such as the pur-

chases of capital equipment, increases or liquidations of inventories,

profits, et cetera) are treated the same undtfr each method. The pre-

ferred method would be the method which treats all firms "fairly" and

be as administratively simple as possible. The method chosen should

minimize the cost of compliance and administration. Frcmi a theoreti-

cal viewpoint, no one method would be preferred over the others.

<;hftlt9 ^f^T^q AH^rr>al;iye^

As was pointed out above, the consumption type of value added

tax would cause the value added of growing firms to be understated and

that of old and/or declining firms to be overstated. From a theoreti-

cal standpoint this is difficult to justify. That Is, under this type

of tax the firm can decrease its value added during any given period

simply by purchasing more capital equipment. Even though this is dif-

ficult to justify from a theoretical point of view it may be easily

justified from a practical political point of view In that It could be

used as an investment Incentive. That is, It could be used to entice

firms to invest In "desired" types of plant and equipment by permitting

the tax advantage. Under the consumption type, the taxpayer would be

burdened with additional accounting records that would be necessary to

substantiate these additional decreases In the tax base. If past expe-

rience can be used as a guide here, this additional record burden could

become somewhat substantial. All one needs to do to realize this is to

look at the reports and records that are now requi red by both the



federal and state and local governmental units in justification of tax

base calculations.

On the other hand, if the income type of value added tax wer«s

followed the value added in any given period by the firm would not de-

pend upon the purchases of capital equipment but upon the actual pro-

duction of value added through the productive process used within the

firm. Also, if the income type were selected most companies would not

be required to keep additional records as they would already have suf-

ficient records (in most cases two sets) to support the calculations

required under the value added tax. This could be done, as was pointed

out above, by following either the accounting methods used in financial

reporting or the alternative methods used In the calculation of federal

income taxes. The first would be more easily justified from a theoreti-

cal point of view but the latter might be preferred because of politi-

cal considerations. For example, there are a number of deductions per-

mitted for federal Income tax purposes that are not (or may not be)

made for financial reporting purposes. This, however, is a policy

question and would have to be settled as such.

As was pointed out in the above discussion, the addition method

of calculating value added by a firm to Its products forces the monu-

mental task of allocating the distributive shares, thus requiring the

calculation of profit. This could probably be done satisfactorily in

the case of corporations If only a rough allocation is desired since

generally these items are broken down in the accounts of the business

and the residual is the profit of the corporation. This approach would

probably be acceptable since all the items constitute value added and
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the allocation would not disturb the total value added of the firm or

the »nount of the tax if all value added were taxed at the same rate,

it would present an almost impossible task, however, if rate differen-

tiation were used for any reason.

In the case of sole proprietorships and partnerships the situ-

ation becomes more serious. A serious problem encountered here is

that there may not be a clear distinction between which transactions

are business transactions and which are personal transactions of the

owners. There is also the possibility that the distributive shares

(wages, rent, interest, and profits) <j4ould not be brolien down in the

accounts of the firm. Probably the most serious of these inould be for

wages as the owners of a sole proprietorship or partnership do not

"dravi/' a wage like the managers of a corporation. In this situation

as well as that of the corporations if only a rough calculation Is

needed and no tax rate differentiation is encountered, the addition

method could still be used.

Host of the above difficulties could be eliminated through the

use of the subtraction method of calculating value added. Under the

subtraction method, it would be relatively simple to determine v^ich

purchases had been subject to the value added tax. Therefore, all

that would be required would be to subtract this amount from the gross

(taxable) sales of the business firm under consideration whether it be

sole proprietorship, partnership, or corporation.

The French method of calculating value added would also be

very simple to implement. The only difference in this and the sub-

traction method is that the tax paid on purchases is used as a credit



•gainst the tax tlability of the firm under cons I deration. This method

would require that the tax on the purchases be invoiced separately and

thus Mould impose additional bookl<eeplng details upon the business

firm. This factor, however, would provide the levying governmental

body with a useful auditing tool in the assessment and collection of

the tax since tax paid to Firm A by Firm B would appear as a credit

against the tax liability of Firm B and would force Finn A to declare

all its sales.

Thus at this stage it appears that the Income type of value

added tax and the subtraction method of calculation of value added

would be the 'best" If a value added tax were to be adopted. This is

the case at least from the point of view of the firm. From the govern-

mental or tax collecting point of viev; the income type using the French

Method of calculating value added might be preferable due to the

built-in auditing checlc. Also, the French tax-credit method appears

to be the most efficient if rate differentiation is prevalent at dif-

ferent stages In the production of the product and it appears to ena-

ble the shifting of the tax forward if this is the desired objective.'^

Other pertinent factors relating to the selection of the income

type of value added tax and the subtraction method of calculating value

added will be postponed until the discussion of shifting and incidence

and the principle of neutrality in the next chapter.

'\iara K. Sullivan, The Tax on Value Added (New York: Colum-
bia University Press. 1^63), p. 17.
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The value added tax may be defined as a tax based upon the

value added by a firm to its product. This value added may be meas-

ured in either reaS or money terms. The value added tax could be ap-

plied to all businesses regardless of size but due to administrative

considerations it would probably be necessary to put some minimum level

at which the tax would tai<e effect.

There are two types of the value added tax: the consumption

type and the Income type. The consumption type represents the situa-

tion where the purchases of capital equipment are deducted in the pe-

riod of purchase. The income type represents the situation vidiere the

cost of the capital equipment is deducted over tlie life of the equip-

ment through depreciation deductions. Either the rules relating to

financial reporting or to federal income tax calculations could be used

as a basis for these deductions. The consult ion type gives the tax-

payer a slight advantage over the income type due to the interest fac-

tor on the additional first year deductions.

The value added can be calculated by either the addition or

subtraction inetliods or the French modification. The addition method

presents some serious problann such as the calculation of the profit

of the firm while the subtraction and French methods are relatively

simple to implement, if all factors were treated tlie same under each

of the methods, they would yield Identical answers.

At the present stage of analysts it appears as if the income

type of value added tax using the subtraction or French method of
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calculating value added would be preferred. However, other pertinent

factors will be discussed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER III

ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE VALUE ADDED TAX

In^rffductipn

Taxation, regardless of its form, is an economic plienomenon

and when a tax is introduced into a balanced economic system it neces-

sarily disturbs the existing equilibrium. Except for the taxes that

are sumptuary or regulatory or taxes designed and levied to have a

particular effect on economic activity, it can be said that taxes have

a negative impact even though the expenditures financed by taxation

may be desirable.

'

The value added tax is no different than any other tax when

viewed in this perspective, that is, it is "bad," but when conH>ared to

the alternatives and given the assumption that some type of tax is go-

ing to have to be levied then the perspective changes. Therefore, it

must be evaluated in relation to the various alternatives available

and with their related effects. Professor Oan Throop Smith has said

in regard to tax systems that "a tax structure should be appraised from

the standpoint of equity, economic consequences, and simplicity, and

'This study, of course, cannot go into the merits or demerits
of the various types of governmental expenditures. Rather these are
taken as given data.
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Its bad effects listed under these three criteria which often conflict

with each other.
"^

It is recognized that in practice neither of the ultimate re-

sults of equilibrium (that is, all forces at the economic system are

in balance) in economics nor equitable distribution of the burden of

taxation may actually be achieved but "the failure to realize such an

Ideal product, however, does not dUprove the presence of basic forces

that would produce that result were it not for the presence of restrain-

ing factors."^ This is analagous to the situation where the forces of

competition are impeded by elements of roarlcet control, immobility of

labor and capital, et cetera. So also the forces for equity in the tax

burden are often diverted by such considerations of political expedi-

ency, unequal political strength, inadequate knowledge, and the various

other factors that may come into being In a practical situation.

In recognizing this situation, how does the value added tax

fit into the tax structure? The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate

the value added tax from the standpoint of equity, neutrality, and var-

ious other factors. In doing so, an attempt will be made to determine

who would bear the burden of the tax, td" see whether or not it is eco-

nomically neutral, and to try to determine the other economic effects

that may come from the tax. A decision on the relative merits of a

2Dan Throop Smith, Tax Alternatives for the Next Decade,"

Alternatives to Present Federal Taxes (Princeton: Tax institute of
America, 1964), pp. 3-^.

^Roscoe A rant, 'Business Taxation in the Southern States," Tax

t^aqazip^ . XVI (June and July, 1933), 436. Professor Arant, in speak-

ing of the ideal product, is referring to an economic system which is

in equilibrium and also has an equitable distribution of the tax burden.
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tax, whether it be the corporate income tax, the vaiue added tax, the

sates tax, or any other type of tax oaist turn its attention to that

evasive factor—the incidence of the tax under consideration.

^htnjoq and ln<?idpi^^

Trying to determine the final Incidence of a value added tax

is no easier than for a corporate Income tax. In fact, one writer

has said that "The shifting process Involved in the value added tax is

much less easy to trace than that of a tax whose Impact falls only on

one element, such as the sales tax or the net income tax."^ Further-

more, according to Professor FIrmin, shifting of the value added tax

is particularly complicated because it combines the features of a net

income tax, a tax on the use of capital, and a tax on payrolls."^ This

difficulty Is further emphasized by Professor StudenskI . He stated:

The incidence of a tax on value added cannot be

easily determined, for It is subject to a great many

varying influences. Inasmuch as the tax would become

a part of the entrepreneur's costs of production, it

would affect his profits and his pricing and production

policies.'^

There are three alternatives available to the entrepreneur In

regard to shifting: (1) the tax may be shifted forward to consumers

^ee Appendix A below for a discussion relating to the shift-

ing and incidence of the corporate income tax.

5peter A. ^^rmln. The Michigan Business Receipts Tax (Ann

Arbor: University of Michigan. 1953)> p. 129.

^Ibld.. p. 126.

7paul StudenskI, "Toward a Theory of Business Taxation," Jour-
nal of Political Economy . XLVIII (October, 19^0), 657.



In the form of higher prices; (2) It may be shifted backward to the

other factors of production In the form of lower factor prices; or (3)

It may be absorbed by cutting costs through higher efficiency or by

receiving lower profits (or higher losses).

If we view the value added tax as a form of tax on output,

Professor Harry Gunnison Brown appears to have eliminated the problem

In one sweeping stroke. He recognized the problem of shifting a tax

on output and realized that It could be shifted either forward In the

form of higher prices to the consumers or that It could be shifted

backward to the suppliers of the factors of production In the form of

lower factor prices. After completing his analysis, he came to the

conclusion that it really does not make any difference which direction

a tax of this nature could be shifted because the burden would be iden-

tical in either case. His reasoning In arriving at this conclusion

can be seen in the following quote.

if, then, there is a general tax on output, the
money Incomes received by laborers, capitalists, and
landowners must all be reduced. Since, of the prices
paid for goods, a part ... is taken by government,
only the retnainder can go as wages, interest, and rent

for the factors of production. The Incidence of a gen-
eral output tax Is, then. In practical effect, the same
as if it raised all prices (as most of the public seems
to suppose it does) without either decreasing or increas-
ing money incomes. For In either case there Is a sub-
trcK^tion, proportioned to the tax, from the real incomes
of wage receivers. Interest receivers, and recipients of
land rent. Whether commodity prices remain the same and
money incomes fall or commodity prices rise and money
incomes remain unchanged, the distribution of the tax
burden would appear to be identical.^

%i. G. Brown, "The Incidence of a General Output or a General
Sales Tax." Journal of Political Econonry . XLVI I (April, 1939), 257. It

should be pointed out that Professor Brown was referring to a fuil-
employment economy and that the tax under consideration applied to all

output.



If, on the other hand, ws view the value added tax as a form

of the retail sales tax, according to Professor Brown, the conclusion

will be the same but reached in a different way. He said, and this is

particularly relevant to the use of a value ^dded tax for producing

state revenues, that:

So far as concerns a general retail sales tax levied
by a single state or by a very few states, our conclu-
sion is that such a tax would raise retail prices in

such a state or states by approximately the amount of
the tax. The view of the man in the street that such a
tax raises the prices of goods in general is, to this

extent, confirmed,

3

The degree of shifting actually attained would appear to depend

upon maricet conditions and the rate of the tax* If the tax were levied

when there exists a high level of economic activity and a high level of

employment, shifting could probably be achieved to a high degree. If,

on the other hand, it was levied when economic activity was sluggish

and when there exists a high level of unemployment, the tax probably

could not be shifted and if it could be shifting would tend to accentu-

ate unemployment. The degree of competition that exists In the maricet

would affect the amount of the tax that could be shifted. If the in-

dustry is highly competitive, it would face a much more difficult task

In shifting than would the Industry that is highly monopolistic. Pro-

fessor Studensl^i has stated this very succinctly. In relation to mar-

ket conditions and structure, he has stated:

Although the general trend of the incidence of the
tax on "value added" may be such as described, the actual

incidence v«uld most likely vary greatly from industry to

Slbjjd., p. 259.



industry, depending on its nature and thte relative
elasticity of supply and demand and existence of compe-
tition or monopoly therein.'"

Professor i)ue, however, does not fully agree that the degree of

monopoly power has ^ny significant effect on the possibility of shift-

ing the value added tax. in fact, he has said that "it doesn't seem

to me that the degree of concentration has much to do with the extent

of the shifting of the value-added tax. In most martlets, the tax is

going to shift forward anyway, regardless of concentration."''

From the above discussion there are at least two conclusions

that can be drawn. First, a tax that applies to all business activity

should be easier to shift than one that applies to only a particular

segment of business activity. Therefore, it follows that the value

added tax would be subject to more shifting than the corporate income

tax since it would (conceptually at least) apply to all businesses

adding value to their product. Second, the lower the rate of tax the

easier it should t>e to shift the tax. This second conclusion is based

primarily on the fact that the lower the rate of tax the smaller the

atTount that must be added to the price of the product in order to shift

the tax forward. If this is true then the value added tax should L>e

more easily shifted than the corporate income tax since it would be

levied on a broader base and at a lower rate than the corporate

tax. These conclusions do not necessarily iK>ld, ixiwever, if we

*°Studensl<l , op. cit .. p. 675.

"John F. Due, "Should the Corporation income Tax Be Replaced
by the Value Added Tax?" Proceedings of the Fifty-seventh Annual Con-

ference. 1964 (National Tax Assoc i at ior>, p. 456.
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contrasting ths value added tax with a retz\] sales tax. In fact.

Professor Due has said in contrasting the value added tax with a re-

tail sales tax, that "... a value-added tax applying at all stages

in production and distribution Is basically the same with respect to

final distribution of burden by commodity as a retail sales tax apply-

ing to all sales of consumer goods. '^

This conclusion appears to be the consensus of opinion of r.iost

tax economists if the retail sales tax does apply to all consumer

goods, that is, they appear to agree that a sales tax is generally

shifted forward to the consumers of the product and that while the

value added tax probably Is shifted It

. . . cannot be passed forward into consumer prices so

automatically as other sales taxes. What would probably

be shifted Is some sort of weighted-average "value-added"

among firms In an "industry or in a group of closely

competing industries. This means that some firms can

pass on more than the total amount of their tax, v<rtiile

others must bear part of the tax themselves.''

From this discussion of shifting it would appear that a retail

sales tax would be preferred over a value added tax. This appears not

to be the case, however, due to the fact that the value added tax would

be applied to a broader base and therefore would necessitate a smaller

rate to yield the same revenue as would a retail sales tax unless the

sales tax ii«s all inclusive. Also, regardless of the problems of de-

termining vjhether or not the tax can be shifted, there seems to be an

•2john F. Due, Sales Taxation (Urbana: University of Illinois

Press, 1957), p. 126.

'3m. Bronfenbrenner, "Second Tiioughts on Value-Added Taxation,'

Finanzarchiv. XVI, No. 2 (1955). 310.



implicit assumption in the writings on the value added tax that it can

be shifted and this shifting would be forward. Moreover, If we accept

the conclusion that we do not know Ixjw the burden of the value added

tax is going to fall and let this influence us into accepting another

tax such as the corporate income tax there is an implicit assumption

that the incidence of the corporate income tax is ioiown. This is just

not the case; therefore, if we have valid reasons to believe that the

burden resulting (even though we cannot prove it) from the value added

tax is more equitable'^ then this is reason enough, at least from the

equity standpoint, to adopt it.

Priori P»^ pf N^u^rality

Neutrality Is the ultimate goal of business taxation. While

it Is recognized that business taxes cannot be entirely neutral, they

should be designed so as to interfere as little as possible with the

functioning of the marlcet system, disregarding the Intended effects of

sumptuary and regulatory taxes. But, as was pointed out above, taxa-

tion is an economic phenomenon and the introduction of any tax in a

balanced economic system will disturb this system If for no other rea-

son than the introduction of the tax itself. "It is, therefore, im-

possible to consider taxes as being neutral, unless the term 'economic

neutrality' of taxes is reserved to the particular case of a levy of

taxes which, though inevitably modifying the numerical elements of the

economy concerned, would not modify the respective relations of these

'^ee page 56 below for a discussion of the equity of a value
added tax.



elements."^ With this in mind how does the value added tax measure

up to this principle of neutrality?

Generally it appears that writers on the subject believe the

value added tax meets the principle of neutrality better than most

otiier types of business taxes. Professor Shoup has given it a broad,

sweeping approval. He said:

This is the most economically neutral form of busi-
ness taxation; it does not discriminate against the use
of labor-saving devices (as does any tax on profits);
it does not favor machinery over labor (as does a pay-
roll tax); it does not favor the large vertically Inte-
grated concern (as does the turnover tax or gross receipts
tax). It is presumed to belong to the family of shift-
able taxes to be paid chiefly by the consumer.'"

Later Professor Shoup appears to have nudified his opinion

somewhat. While he still endorsed the value added tax, he came co the

conclusion that the income type (see aiK>ve discussion) "... exhibits

the sane icind of discrimination in favor of consumption spending and

against saving in a form that yields an interest return that the usual

type of income tax does."^ He also concluded that it is not natural

with respect to tlie use of capital versus labor. ^ This situation

'^Charles Campet, "Quelques Aspects Economiques de la Taxe
Francaise Sur la Valeur Ajoutee," Public Finance . XI i. No. I (1957),

*^Carl S. Shoup, 'Tax Reform in Japan," Pnxeedings of the
Forty-second National Conference. 1949 (National Tax Association,

1950). ... -M/.

^7carl S. Shoup, Theory and Background of the Value Added

Tax," Pr9ceedinq$ pf th^ FprU-eJqh^h Anpyal Cpnf^fgnf^t ^9?S (National

Tax Association, 1956), p. 13.

18 Ibid ., p. 18.



exists because of the interest factor arising out of the tax savings

realized from the early deduction of the cost of capital equipment.

Professor Due, while not giving the value added tax the broad

endorsement of Professor Shoup, also favors it over many other taxes.

He says:

Compared to the multiple stage sales taxes, the ad-
vantages of the value-added tax are tremendous. The
discrimination against non- integrated production and
distribution channels is completely eliminated, as v>jell

as the incentive toward further integration, and the
highly uneven burden on various commodities. The only
possible limitation is the somewhat higher tax rate nec-
essary, other elements being the same.'^

However, after what seems to be an overwhelming endorsement.

Professor Due goes on to say that ". . . if a country is able to ad-

minister a retail sales tax without difficulty, very little is gained

by using the value-added form, and operation of the tax is Inevitably

made more complicated."^^ It should be pointed out that this is based

on the assumption that the sales tax would be on ALL consumer sales,

not just a selected segment.

Integrated vs. Non- integrated Firms

The argumtnt that the discrimination against either integrated

or non- integrated firms is eliminated by the value added tax is based

on the fact that the firms pay the tax only on the value added to the

product and it is assumed that all value added carries the same tax

rate. If the firm is highly integrated the value added would be high

'^Oue, Sales Taxation, pp. 366-367.

20 Ibid.
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and therefore the tax would be high, absolutely. The opposite would

be true for the non-integrated firm.

This can be demonstrated with the following example. Asstme

that we have four firms making identical products. Firm I is verti-

cally integrated and therefore completes the entire product while Firms

a-1, a-2, and a-3 are not integrated but complete the product in each

of the respective stages that it goes through. The product is completed

in three stages. The final selling price is $130* There is a value

added tax rate of 20 per cent. To eliminate pyramiding (which will be

taken up later) assume that all transactions are net of tax. Also it

is assumed that the tax is shifted forward.

The following takes place in Firm 1:

Stage 1 - Purchases raw materials for $30 and adds labor
costing $30.

Stage 2 - Adds more raw materials costing $15 and more
labor costing $23.

Stage 3 - Sells and distributes the product to final con-
sumer for $130.

Firm I will have $9 value added tax shifted to it on purchases of raw

materials from other firms and will incur a value added tax liability

of $17 on the value it adds to the product. The product will bear a

total value added tax burden of $26.

The following takes place in Firms a-1, a-2, and a-3:

Firm a-1 - Purchases raw materials costing $30 and adds
labor costing $30 and sells the product to
Firm a-2 for $70.

Firm a-2 - Purchases the product from Firm a-T for $70
and adds raw materials costing $15 ant* labor

costing $25 and sells the product to Firm a-3
for $120.

Firm a-3 - Purchases the product from Firm a-2 for $120
and distributes it to final consumer for $130.



Firm a-l will have value added tax of $b shifted to it and will incur

an $8 liability on the value It adds to the product. Finn a-2 will

have $14 of value added tax shifted to it from a-l and $3 shifted to

It on the raw materials It adds and will incur a $7 value added tax

liability on the value it adds to the product. Firm a-3 will have $24

of value added tax shifted to it from a-2 and will Incur a $2 tax li-

ability on the value it adds to the product. The total tax on the

product produced by Firms a-l, a-2, and a-3 will be $2b, the sante as

the product produced by Firm I. Therefore no discrimination exists In

favor of vertical integration.

If, on the other hand, a general turnover tax of the same rate

were levied,^' the product of Firm I would have to bear a tax of $35

made up of ^9 on materials purchased and $26 on Its own sales. The

Seune product produced by Firms a-l, a-2, and a-3 would bear a tax of

$73. This total is made up as follows: materials purchased by Firms

a-l and a-2, $9 ($45 x .20); sales of a-l, $14 ($70 x .20); sales of

a-2, $24 ($120 X .20); and sales of a-3, $26 ($130 x .20). Therefore,

from this extreme exan^le. It can be seen that a turnover tax would

discriminate against the non-integrated firms In favor of Firm I, the

integrated firm.

A single stage sales tax of the same rate would, of course,

produce the same tax as the value added tax but would be levied only

on the final sales price and only on the firm selling to final consumer.

^'it is obvious here that a lower rate for the turnover tax

would be required if a given amount of revenue was desired. The sell

ing prices of the three firms have again been stated net of tax for

simplicity.
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Labor Intensive vs. Capital Intensive Firms

It has been argued that the value added tax discriminates

against labor intensive firms in favor of capital intensive firms.

This argument is based on the fact that capital equipment can be de-

ducted from the value added by the firm whereas the purchase of labor

cannot. This appears to be a valid argument if the assumption is that

the tax is not shifted. If it is assumed, however, that the tax is

shifted forward, the labor intensive firm pays a larger sum of tax

than does the capita) intensive firm per dollar of sales, but the cap-

ital intensive firm has a larger tax burden shifted forward to it in

the cost of the items purchased and used.^^

The assumption made that 100 per cent of the tax is shifted

forward is probably a rather heroic assuiT4}tlon. Less than 100 per

cent or more than 100 per cent of the tax may be shifted forward. If

less than 100 per cent is shifted forward then the tax discriminates

against tht labor intensive firm and if more than 100 per cent it dis-

criminates against the capital Intensive firms.

This !s demonstrated by the following example. Assume there

are three possibilities that exist for the shifting of the value added

tax: 100 per cent shifting; less than 100 per cent shifting (50 per

cent is used for illustrative purposes only); and more than 100 per

cent shifting (120 per cent is used for illustrative purposes only).

There are two firms: A and B. Sales for each firm amount to $200.

The value added tax rate is 20 per cent. Firm /\ purchases and uses up

^^Due, Sales Taxation, p. 366,



$100 of capital equffziient In producing the sales of $200 and Firm 8

purchases $100 of labor in producing the $200 of sales. (For simplic-

ity, assume that no other factors exist.)

If 100 per cent of the tax is shifted forward on the purchase

of the capital equipment, then Firm A will have shifted to it $20 on

the purchase of the equipment and will have to pay $20 on the additional

value of $100. Firm B will have to pay $20 on the laix>r it purchases

since labor is Included in taxable value added and $20 on the additional

value added. Therefore, the sales of both firms will bear a burden of

$^ and no discrimination exists in favor of either.

If less than 100 per cent of the tax Is shifted forward (30 per

cent is assumed) on the purchase of the capital equipment, then Firm A

will have shifted to it only $10 tax on the purchase of the equipment

and will have to pay $20 on the additional value added while the sales

of Firm B must still bear a burden of $40 as calculated above. There-

fore, discrimination exists in favor of the purchase of capital equip-

ment sinco the sales of Firm A will have a $10 smaller tax burden to

bear.

If more than 100 per cent of the tax is shifted forward (120

per cent is assumed) on the purchase of capital equipment, then Firm A

will have shifted to It $24 on the purchase of the equipment and will

have to pay $20 on the additional value added while the sales of Firm B

still bear a burden of only $'M as calculated above. Therefore, dis-

crimination exists in favor of the use of labor lnste6:J of capital

since the sales of Firm A will have a $k larger tax burden to bear.



As was shown earlier, however, the consumption type of value

added tax does in fact tend to discriminate slightly in favor of the

capital intensive firms as opposed to the labor Intensive firms. This

Is due to the Interest factor involved on the tax savings realized

from being able to deduct the entire amount of the capital equipment

purchased in the period of purchase rather than over the entire life

of the asset as under the income type of tax. This can be overcome by

using the income type and does not serve as an indictment of the value

added tax. Also, this process would be reversed over the life of the

equipment if the consumption type' were used due to the firm being un-

able to deduct depreciation during the use of the equipment.

Profitable vs. Unprofitable Firms

Another argument used in favor of the value added tax In con-

trasting It to the corporation income tax is that a value added tax

would end the discrimination against the profitable and efficient firm

in that it would tax all firms, whether profitable or not, if they had

added value to their products while the corporation income tax would

not. There appears to be an implicit assumption In this argument that

a business firm can bear the burden of a tax. This Is true only if the

business enterprise is viewed as a separate and distinct entity from

its stoct<holders, that Is, the enterprise Is essentially the same as an

individual. This type of reasoning Is difficult to accept. ^^ If any

23For a discussion of this point see L. E. Kust, "Appraisal of

the Corporate income Tax," Alternatives to Present Federal Taxes

(Princeton: Tax Institute of America, 1964), pp. 17-31.



tax falls on a business (that is, it is not shifted forward or bacic

ward) then it is the stocicholders who must bear the ultimate burden

(not the business firm itself) through lower dividends or through

lower prices for their Shares if theie shares are disposed of in the

open marlcet. If the opposing view is taiten, that is, if the tax is

shifted, than consumers must pay higher prices for the product or fac-

tory owners roust receive lower prices. If this shifting exists, then

there is no discrimination against profitable firms.

Professor SI i tor strongly believes that the corporate income

tax discriminates against profitable firms while a value added tax

would not. This can be seen from the following statement:

The value-added tax mattes no distinction between
costs and profits. It is a tax on costs, on the use of
productive resources, as well as on profits, it would
be paid by every firm wi)ich uses marlcets and resources,
efficient and inefficient alilte, in proportion to such
use. It would penalize the inefficient for dispropor-
tionate use. 2**

This argument appears to be realistic if it is assumed that

the tax (or at least part of it) is not shifted. But a basic assump-

tion of a value added tax appears to be that it would be shifted, if

this is true, then the unprofitable and inefficient firms cannot bear

part of the burden as it would be shifted and if shifted the firms re-

gardless of whether or not they are afficlent or inefficient would not

bear any burden since it cannot be torne at two places. This is not

to say that partial shifting cannot occur with the unprofitable and

2^1 chard E. Si! tor. The Value-Added Tax as an Alternative to
Corporate Income Tax," Tax Policy. XXX (October-November, 1963), 6.
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Inefficient firm bearing part of the burden. But to hold the tax Is

shifted In full and then to argue that the unprofitable firms bear

part of the burden is untenable.

Also, there seems to be another assumption made here. The

proponents of this argument appear to be assuming that the profitable

firms are always the efficient firms, that Is, profitability equals

efficiency. In fact, this Is so stated by Professor Slitor. He says

that by its nature, the corporate tax is paid only by the profitable

and therefore efficient firm, it costs the marginal producer little

25
or nothing," This may or may not be true. That Is, a firm may be

Inefficient and still be profitable particularly If the firm has a de"

grec.^f monopolistic powers that it can use In the maricet or if there

Is a high level of economic activity. But It must be rwtad that,

ceteris paribus, the more efficient a particular firm Is the more prof-

itable it would bo In a given situation. A firm may also be efficient

and unprofitable (granted this may be the exceptional case, but it can

happen) depending upon the level of economic activity and the degree

of competition In the market. But here again, ceteris paribu
,̂

. the

more efficient a particular firm Is In a particular situation the

smaller would be Its loss. To say, however, that all unprofitable

firms are Inefficient is bordering on the absurd just as It is to say

that all profitable firms are efficient. As an Illustration, looic at

the same firms operating in the 1920' s and 1930' s. To carry this argu-

ment to its logical conclusion one would have to conclude that the

25 Ibid .



finns that were making a profit in the I920's suddenly became Ineffi-

cient as most firms suffered losses in the early thirties. This would

be a rather unrealistic conclusion. In fact, these firms may have

bean taore efficient in the I930's than they were in the I920's due to

this squeeze on profits. The loss of profits was generally not due to

a decrease in efficiency but to a slow-down in economic activity.

It is further argued that a tax assessed wholly on net income

is paid only by those firms that operate at an accounting net profit

and this makes them directly subsidize their inefficient competitors

«ll of whom along with their employees vote for the various forms of

governmental expenditures. Moreover, if the tax is shifted by the

more profitable firms it raises a price umbrella over firms that are

inefficient and are using obsolete and outmoded equipment. Therefore,

resources are left in the hands of individuals who are least able to

utilize them which in turn slows down economic growth and expansion.^'

The value added tax may pressure the firm into becoming more

efficient, particularly in relation to the corporate income tax. This

is due to the value added tax making no distinction between certain

costs and profits. For example, under the corporate income tax a firm

may have to decide whether or not to increase an executive's salary by,

say, $10,000. Under the corporate income tax, the efter tax profit

for the firm will decrease by approximately $3>000 as the otiier $5,000

^"Wadsworth W. Mount, "A Re-examination of Taxation Fundamen-
tals," Financial Management Series ^k). 67 (New York: American Manage-

ment Association, 1941), p. 10.

27s 11 tor, IsSjuSUi,



serves as a reduction In Income taxes. But under the value added tax

the increase in salary of $10,000 would still be taxable since it con-

stitutes value added. On the other hand, a firm may, by certain moves,

be able to decrease cost by $10,000. Under the corporate income tax

the after tax profits would be increased by approximately $5»000.

Under the value added tax, however, the $10,000 decrease in costs would

be all profits since it would not ch«ige the value added of the firm

unless it was a reduction of costs purchased from outside firms, that

is, the purchase of materials or other costs included in value added

by the other firms. Therefore, the value added tax liability would

remain unchanged.

Furthermore, the loss firm and/or the firm that maices zero

profits must be able to shift the value added tax since to tiiem the

tax is a cost that must be recovered unless they are to go out of

business. Of course, if they are so Inefficient' so as to be forced

out of business then the tax has probably fulfilled one of its goals—

the elimination of inefficient use of resources. Moreover, by includ-

ing in its base both net income and all other factors of value added,

the value added tax excuses no one and assesses each enterprise for

what may be thought to be Its proportionate share of the cost of the

government.^"

2^0. R. Huggett (ed.), "Tax Review," Canadian Chartered Account-
ant. LXXXti (March, 1963), 222.
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F^rn^S of Bygine^g OrgyU^tioq,

The value added tax would be neutral as to the form of business

organization that an individual enterprise would take. The corporate

income tax discriminates in favor of the Individual proprietorship or

the partnership form of business organization since neither of these

forms are subject to this tax. (This discrimination Is, of course,

partially offset by the effect of the progressive personal income tax

and the various preferential tax provisions for dividends and capital

gains.) This discrimination v«}uld end under the value added tax

since all businesses would be taxed on the value they added to the

product and at the same rate. The retail sales tax does not have this

discrimination factor built into it as it taxes all businesses on their

sales regardless of the form of organization the particular business

takes.

If the value added tax were adopted, organizers of businesses

would not have to expend time and energy in selecting the "correct"

form of organization that would minimize the tax burden; rather, they

could expend this time and energy into Increasing the efficiency and

output of the business enterprise.

Reqressivitv Argument

The classic argument used against the value added tax as a

substitute for the supposedly progressive corporate income tax is that

^%or a detailed discussion on this point see Daniel M. Holland,

Dividends Under the Income Tax (Princeton: National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1962).
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It would involve the replacement of a progressive tax on corporations

and their shar^iolders with a tax that is regressive in nature. 30 This

argument, however, c^inot be used against the value added tax in com-

parison to a sales tax since both are considered to be of the regres-

sive nature. 3'

if It can be assumed that the value added tax is shifted and

the corporate income tax is absorbed by the corporations and their

stockholders, then this Is a clear indictment of the value addud tax

(If progresslvlty is a criterion). It can be seen from the preceding

discussion that this assiffl^tion cannot be accepted without questions;

thus, the argiHnent roust be questioned, if it is assumed that both are

shifted forward like a sales tax then the issue ". . . Is not regres-

sivity but a choice between a more uniform and rational sales tax and

an erratic and economically harmful sales tax, the amount of vi^ich

would va.y ip relation to consumer price, depending on the corporate

profit margin of the particular Industry.""

If progresslvlty is to be used as a criterion, there is the

possibility of introducing it into the rates of the value added tax as

30sntor. OP. cit .. p. 8.

3'For empirical studies which support the regressivity hypoth-

esis of the sales tax see Irving J. Goffman, The Burden of Canadian
Taxation (Canadian Tax Foundation, 1962), p. 18; David G. Oavles, "An

Empirical Test of Sales-Tax Regressivity," Journal of Political Econ-

omy. LXVII (February, 1959), 72-78; and Gerhard N. Rostuold. "Distribu-

tion of Property, Retail Sales, and Personal Income Tax Burdens In

California: An Empirical Analysis of Inequity in Taxation," National

Tax Journal. XIX (March, i960). See also pages 130-133 below.

32s n tor, op. cit., p. 7.
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has been done to a certain degree in France. This, however, appears

to be a complicating factor that should be avoided. If possible. If

progression is desired in the tax system it could be brought in through

the use of other types of taxes rather than complicating tl>e value

added tax. (Progress! vlty In the tax structure Is generally not a

problem at the state level, however, as it is usually left to the fed-

eral government.)

Burden on New Businesses

Even though the validity of the above criticism rests upon

what assumption is made in regard to shifting, there appears to be one

serious wealcness in the value added tax. It appears as if the value

added tax would tend to discourage new firms since it would raise the

risk of whether or not they would be profitable. This is not true

under the corporate income tax since it spares all businesses in lean

years, that is, no income no tax liability.

This can be illustrated by the use of a simple example. As-

sume we have a new firm. There is a value added tax which applies to

all value added and it is of the income type using the subtraction

method of calculating value added. It is assumed that all materials

purchased are used to avoid the problem of inventory accumulation.

The firm has capital equipment that is subject to depreciation of

$20,000 In period 1 and $30,000 in period 2 and subsequent periods

(calculated by using the straight line method of depreciation). For

purposes of Illustration assume that the value added tax rate is 2 per

cent, and, alternatively, the corporate income tax rate is 10.6 per
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cent (these are the rates required and used to y!e1d a certain amount

of revenue in Chapter VII In the proposal for Florida). The compara-

tive income statements found in Table 2 incorporating the above assump-

tions will show how the value added tax increases the risks of the

early years of the life of a business. (The firm here Is assumed to

have become profitable in its second period of operation. This prob-

ably would not occur in practice.)

it can be seen from these income statements that if a value

added tax is In existence the firm will Incur a liability of $600 on

its value added In period I even though It has an accounting loss of

$10,000 and a liability of $1,^00 in period 2 with an accounting net

income of only $5>000 whereas if the corporate income tax were used

there would be no tax liability in either periods I or 2 and only

$1,590 in period 3. Moreover, it Is not until period 5 that the tax

liability under the corporate Income tax will in the aggregate be as

large as the tax liability under the value added tax. This obstacle

could be overcome through the use of certain administrative policies

relating to new businesses, however, and should not be used to condemn

an otherwise sound tax.

The administrative method of overcoming this obstacle would

have to be designed very carefully, however, to avoid the serious

problem of permitting an old business to change "hands" and become a

new business in order to tai<e advantage of whatever policy was decided

upon. In other words, some strict guidelines would have to be dravm

up as to what constitutes the beginning of a new business and what

constitutes an old business that has changed hands.
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Avoidance of "Cascade" Elements and Pyramiding

The value added tax would be relatively free from the pyramid-

ing effects found In many taxes such as the turnover tax or the manu-

facturers' excise tax. This Is so because under It each business en-

terprise is taxed on its actual production, that is, tlie actual value

added to its product based "on the relative use made by it of the market

and other facilities maintained by organized society. "^^

Generally speaking, pyramiding results from the application of

markups by successive processors or distributors to their costs, includ-

ing the tax paid and shifted forward by the earlier stages of produc-

tion. This application of the markup to the amount of the tax shifted

as well as to the costs increases the final price by more than the ag-

gregate anount of the tax, the increase representing in a sense profit

or interest on the additional working capital requirements imposed by

the tax. The value added tax is not free from this kind of pyramiding.

Neither is any tax imposed at the earlier stages of manufacture, in-

cluding a shifted corporate net income tax."^

An example of pyramiding would be a 2 per cent tax levied on

flour sold to a baker and a 2 per cent tax levied on the bread sold to

the grocer and a 2 per cent tax levied on the bread sold to the final

consumer without first deducting the tax at each level. The absolute

amount of this pyramiding would depend upon the number of times the

33studenski, op. cit .. p. (M.

3%i chard E. SI I tor. The Value-Added Tax as an Alternative to

Corporate Income Tax," Alternatives to Present Federal Taxes (Princeton:

Tax Institute of America, 1964), pp. 37-38.



gcx)ds under consideration "turned over" from its beginning until it

reaches the final consumer. This pyramiding process tends to favor the

large integrated firms which decrease the number of times that the goods

must be "turned over" and against the small specialized firms that are

limited to only a small number of steps in the production process. ^^

While the value added tax would not be completely free of pyra-

miding the costs that are purchased from outside the firms arc deducted

at their total purchase price and this would minimi^re the effects. Also

under the value added tax the government vould be treated as an agent

of production as are labor, management, and capital, and it v.ould also

share as they do. The government would, however, be guaranteed a stated

percentage of the value added by a firm without having to go directly

into the market to sell its services, that is, under the value added

tax, it would be assumed that every business enterprise would make use

of the services furnished by the government— the benefit principle.

Eoulty

How does the value added tax measure up to the three major dis-

tribution principles of taxation: (1) c< ual treatment of e.-uals; (2)

ability-to-pay; and (3) the benefit principle?

If all value added is taxed at an ecual rate, there is little

doubt but that a value added tax v/ould be horirontally eoui table. Hor-

izontal c uity is defined as "people in e ual positions should be

35Roscot Arant, "The Place of Business Taxation in the Revenue
Systems of the States," Taxes—The Tax Magarine . XV (April, 1937), 197.
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treated equally."^° In fact. It would tend to treat everyone equally,

regardless of whether or not he Is equal since all value added would

carry the same amount of tax.

A tax of equal rates on all value added would not follow the

ability -to-pay approach, unless abl 11 ty -to-pay can be measured by con-

sumption expenditures, since It would tax both the rich and the poor

at the same rates. If, however, as in France the rates are made "pro-

gressive" by taxing so-called luxuries at a higher rate than necessi-

ties, it does follow, to a certain extent, the abl 11 ty -to-pay approach.

The problem then arises as to what constitutes necessities and

what constitutes luxuries. This would be a very difficult proolam to

resolve, except In rare cases, although there iitay appear to be agree-

ment among the individuals making up certain segments of the popula-

tion. But v^at Is a luxury to one segment of the population may actu-

ally be a necessity to another segment. For exan^le, expensive cham-

pagne would be a necessity to an Individual In top management but a

luxury to a department store cleric. Introducing progressive rates

into the value added tax would appear to be an unnecessary complicat-

ing factor as other taxes could be used if progression is required.

On the surface it appears that the value added tax meets all

the requirements of the benefit principle in that each firm is taxed

according to the use it maizes of the nation's resources or factors of

production. For the part of the tax that is not shifted (if any) this

3^RI chard A. Musgrave, The Theory of Public Finance (New Yoric:

McGraw-Hill Boole Company, Inc., 1959), p. 160.



is probably true, but for the part that Is shifted It may or may not

b« true. Musgrave and Rtchman are of the opinion that for state taxa-

tion, If it is held that business taxes should be of the benefit type,

that value added is a better Index of benefit received than profits

are. This benefit principle will be accomplished by the value added

Income type and not by the profits tax unless there Is complete short

run shifting of the profits tax.^' Their reasoning can be seen from

the following quote:

If it Is held that state business taxes should be of
the benefit type, there is good reason behind the propo-
sition that value added is a better index of benefits re-
ceived than profits are. Also, If the state business tax
Is to rest on a benefit basis, the tax should be imposed
in such a way that the burden is passed on to the bene-
ficiaries of the public services In question. This Is ac-
complished by Imposing a tax which will increase the cost
of operation, just as the public service has reduced It.

This wi 1 1 be accomplished by VT] but, unless there Is com-
plete short-run shifting, not by PT. Provided that

"benefit" and "tax" shifting will be similar, neutrali-
zation is then achieved, whatever the direction of the
shift. Assuming that public services tend to reduce :ill

costs equally, this result is accomplished by VT{ ; and to

the extent that particular (e.g., transport) costs are
reduced, particular cost taxes (e.g., on gasoline) are

In order. To the extent that the beneficiaries of public

services are cit of state (be It owners of capital or

consumers of the product) it is only proper that the tax

burden be ' exportedJ' corresponding to the export of

benefits received.^

All of the above discussion on equity has one serious drawback.

It considers only the tax side and says nothing of the expenditure

^'^Richard A. Musgrave and Peggy B. RIchman, "Allocation As-
pects, Domestic and International, ' The Role of Direct and Indirect
Taxes in the Federal Revenue System . National Bureau of Economic Re-
search and the Brookings Institution (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1964), p. 98.

^ Ibld . The symbols VT] designate the value added tax. Income

type and PT, the corporate profits tax.
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side of the governnient. A full evaluation of equity quite obviously

39
requires an evaluation of the expenditures side of government.

In addition to the socio-economic problems discussed «iix>ve,

there are several other significant problems (although of lesser im-

portance) such as the treatment of capital expenditures and deprecia-

tion, capital gains, et cetera, which must be solved under a value

added tax. These problems are discussed in Appendix B of this study.

SMtiynary

The general assumption of the proponents of the value added

tax is that it Is of tl>e family of shiftable taxes. The extent of

shifting, however, depends upon many factors, such as the tax rate,

the degree of competition or monopoly in the market, the level of eco-

nomic activity, et cetera. Trying to determine the final Incidence Is

as difficult. If not more so, than with the corporate income tax and

no agreanent has been reached on this point to date.

Although no tax is completely neutral, it appears that the

value added tax approaches neutrality better than most of the other

forms of business taxes except, perhaps, for a retail sales tax on

total consumer sales. The value added tax does not discriminate against

the non-integrated firm In relation to the vertically Integrated firm.

The income type of tax is neutral as to capital and labor, assuming

that the tax is shifted, but the consumption type of tax discriminates

in favor of the capital intensive firms due to the Interest factor

39Thls type of evaluation Is beyond the scope of this paper,

but the above discussion of equity should be considered with this lim-

itation In mind*



realized on the tax savings in the early life of the equipment. It

does not discriminate against the profitable firms as does the corpo-

rate income tax. No definite conclusion can be reached here, however,

because of the inability to determine the actual degree of shifting

achieved under either the value added tax or under the corporate In-

come tax.

The value added tax would not favor one form of business or-

ganization over another as does the corporate income tax since it would

tax all types of business for value added on production at the same

rate. It appears that the value added tax is regressive although no

clear-cut indictment can be drawn and It can i>e made progressive by

using differentiated rates If desired. It can be held that the value

added tax has one serious weatcness in that it would tend to discourage

new firms entering the marltet since it would increase the risic by add-

ing to the cost of their product. This can be eliminated through ad-

ministrative policies, however, and should not be used as an indictment

of an otherwise sound tax.

Probably one of the strongest points for the value added tax is

that it eliminates the cascade" elements inherent in the various types

of turnover and excise taxes. Very little can be said as to whether

the tax would be equitable or not since expenditures made from the

revenue obtained are not considered. To detcrmSna equity one must have

some knowledge of both expenditures and revenues. The requirement for

horizontal equity is, however, apparently fulfilled. That Is. under a

value added tax people in equal positions would be treated equally.



CHAPTER IV

APPLICATIONS OF THE VALUE ADDED TAX

Introduction

As was mentioned earlier* there have been very few practical

applications of the value added tax—-the French and Michigan taxes be-

ing the only significant cases of current usage. However, the Euro-

pean Coal and Steel Convnunity has adopted the tax as the sole source

of its revenue' and it has been proposed (in 1963) for adoption by

Germany in 196b. ^ Japan, the other country for which the tax was

strongly proposed, finally decided in I95'» that it did not want to em-

ploy the tax. There are several other countries such as Sweden that

are at present seriously considering the adoption of the tax. The

following is a brief description of the tax In practice or as it has

been proposed. Only the Japanese, French, and Michigan taxes will be

discussed.

The discussion of these taxes is not supposed to be exhaustive;

rather, it is designed to give a clear understanding of the value added

tax as It has been proposed or actually applied in a dynamic economy.

The Michigan tax will be subject to more analysis since it Is levied

'Martin Norr, "Sales Taxes In Europe and Canada," Report of

the 1962 Conference (Canadian Tax Foundation, 1963), p. 2M».

^Maurice E. Peloubet, "European Experience with Value-^dded

Taxation," Tax Policy . XXX (October-November, 1963), 12. To date this

still has not taken place in Germany.

61
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in a situation that, at least on the surface, is similar to that found

In the state of Florida. That is, both states are members of the same

federal system. OtherMlse their aconomies are very dissimilar.

The ^^p9n?S9 Va>M? Adc^ed Tax

Coming out of World War II in 19^5, Japan found itself with a

war-torn economy in which much of the productive capacity had been

completely destroyed or heavily damaged. Also, the war had been fi-

nanced largely by creating new money through borrowing from its bank-

ing system. This new money was created in the form of bank notes or

bank deposits, increases in prices had been prevented by direct con-

trols such as rationing, allocation, price controls, and similar meas-

ures.^ With these conditions present at the time of surrender In 1945.

inflation burst forth. Very little effort appears to have been made

by the occupation forces to control the domestic economic policy and

the inflation continued, although, through a currency change, it was

checked slightly in \3¥>, This was only a pause, however, and as a

result of the easy borrowing and credit policy followed by the govern-

ment, by \3k8 the price rise had reached a level that was about 200

times that of the pre-war level .^

By late \3kQ and early \9k9 through the aid of the Young and

Dodge Stabilization Missions, the Inflation was controlled and by May,

\Sk3, the price rise had been stopped. Prices remained relatively

3Carl S. Shoup, Tax Reform In Japan, ' Proceedinos of the

Forty -second National Conference, 19^3 (National Tax Association, 1950),

p. 401.

^Ibid .
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stable for the remainder of 1949. Thus, It appeared that price sta-

bility was assured enough to justify the planning of a tax reform.

This being th& case the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (SCAP),

General MacArthur, invited Professor Shoup to assemble a tax mission

to study the situation in Japan and malce recommendations.^

The Shoup Mission made recommendations for a complete overhaul

of the Japanese tax system. In fact, the members believed the recom-

mendations, if carried out within a few years as proposed, would give

Japan the "best tax system in the world. "^ What they recommended was

a complete tax system in which all recommendations were interconnected

with CMch other and a change In any portion of the proposed system

would cause the r^nainlng segments to become unbalanced and require

complex adjustments or complete abandonment. Only the value added tax

(Fuka-kachi -zei

)

is of interest to us here. It was proposed as the

principle source of revenue for the prefectures (governmental units

approximately the same as our states) and they were to receive the

^The Commission consisted of Professor Carl S. Shoup, Profes-
sor of Economics, Columbia University; Dean Howard R. Bowen of the
College of Commerce and Business Administration, University of Illinois;
Professor Jercnne B. Cohen, College of the City of New York; Mr. Holland
F. Hatfield, Director of Tax Research, Department of Taxation, State of
Minnesota; Professor Stanley S. Surrey, School of Jurisprudence, Uni-
versity of California; Professor William VIckrey, Faculty of Political
Science, Columbia University; and Professor William C. Warren, School
of Law, Columbia University. The full report Is published In four
volumes in both Japanese and English and is entitled Shoup Mission,
Report on Japanese Taxation (Tokyo; General Headquarters, Supreme Com-
mander of the Allied Powers, 19^9). Volume II, particularly pages
197-204, deals with the value added tax.

^Ibld .. p. 11.



entire yield from the tax.^ It was proposed as a replacement of the

local business Income tax ( ilgyo-zei) and the national transactions

tax (torihiki-daka-zei) .^

The original version of the value added tax bill (Bill for

Local Tax Reform) was presented to the Diet in the spring of 1950 but

was rejected, it was presented again to a special session of the Diet

in August of the same year and was passed but the enforcement date of

the tax wa<> postponed until January I, 1952.^

The first version of the bill met with some opposition and was

revised slightly along the lines recommended by the second Shoup Mis-

sion'^ but the date of enforcement was postponed until 1953* In 1953

It was again revised and the date of enforcement was set for May» 1954,

at which time it was officially repealed by the Diet.

Provisions of the Jaaaneae Value Added la/<
t

The final value added tax bill as it was presented to the Diet

contained many details that were not covered in the Shoup Mission re-

port. The tax was to be imposed upon persons engaged in any of three

categories of business. The bill read as follows: "The value added

^Ibld. p. 203.

Q
°H, Bronfenbrenner, "The Japanese Value-Added Sales Tax," fisr

)urnal. Ill (December, 1950). 299.

^Hanya Ito, "The Value-Added Tax In Japan," The Annals of the
HitotsubashI Academy. I , No. I (October. 1950). 56.

'OHotokazu Kimura, "An Unrealized Plan: The Value-Added Tax
In Japan," The Annals of Hitotsubashi Academy . VIII, No. 2 (April,

1958), 118-119.



tax shall be Imposed, for value added of the business of the first

through third categories, with the amount of value added as the taxa-

ble basis, by the Oo, Fu or prefecture where an office or place of

work is located, on the persons who operate such business." * The

three categories of businesses are as follows: (I) sales and rentals

of goods and certain services such as warehousing; (2) llvestocic breed-

ing and fisheries; and (3) the professions and certain services such

as newspapers excluded from the first category. Agriculture and the

non-profit seeking activities of an educational, charitable, and re-

ligious nature were exempted as were firms engaged in the property

rental business.'^ Also exempted were forestry and mining and busi-

nesses conducted by any level of government, such as the Japanese Na-

tional Railways, the Japan Broadcasting Company, and various public

banks, itost of the exemptions were of the traditional character found

under most; any type of tax system. There was one exception to this,

however, and that was mining. There appears to be no rational explana-

tion for the exemption of mining and it is even more puzzling in view

of the fact that quarrying was to have ba«i taxed. '^ The only other

major exemption was the exemption of businesses with gross receipts of

"ciara K. Sullivan, The Tax on Value Added (New York: Colum-
bia University Press, I965), p. 131. For an outline of the tax as it

was passed see Appendix C below.

^ ^Ibid .. pp. 131-132.

'^iiid., p. 133.



less than Y90,000 ($250 at the official exchange rate at that tlrae).'^

This was made for the sake of administrative simplicity.

The standard rates for the tax were set at k per cent for reg-

ular business activities and 3 per cent for the professions, stoclc-

breeding, and fisheries. '^ The prefectures were not required to use

these standard rates but could go as high as 8 per cent on general

businesses and 6 per cent on the professions, et cetera. If they so

desired, however, the prefectures could reduce these rates to zero.'^

It was expected that after two years the prefectures would be allowed

to Impose whatever rates they thought necessary to yield the desired

level of revenue. The second Shoup Mission recommended that these

differential rates be eliminated, but this recommendation was never

Incorporated into the tax bill.

in the original version of the value added tax bill, the tax

was designed to be of the consumption type with subtraction being used

as the method for calculating the value added. The value added was to

be obtained by deducting from the total amount of the sales all pur-

chases from outside firms including capital equipment expenditures and

inventory accumulations. Sales, on the other hand, were to include

the sale of capital equipment and any decreases in inventory. There

were to be no deductions for depreciation allowed on capital equipment

In existence at the time the tax was to become effective. Outlays In

'^ronfenbrenner, op. cit .. p. 307.

'5Klmura, I99, cjt.

'"Bronfenbrenner, op. cit .. p. 308.
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excess of value added were permitted to be carried forward for a period

of five years.

According to Professor Bronfenbrenner, wiio served as a tax

economist in Tokyo during tlie 19^9-50 academic year, there were three

reasons for the above method and type of tax being selected. They

were as follows: (I) to encourage new and expanding firms by allowing

complete deduction of capital outlays; (2) to provide simplicity in

the computation of the tax base; and (3) to attempt to stabilize the

revenue since capital equipoient purchases would increase In periods of

high ecoraxnic activity thereby reducing value added and decrease in

periods of low economic activity thereby Increasing value added. '

The disaHowance of a depreciation deduction on capital equip-

ment in existence at the time the tax was to be implemented was iinne->

diately attacked by both businessmen and m&nbers of the academic circle.

Professor ito, a noted Japanese economist, claimed that the discrimi-

nation against existing investment was particularly beneficial to large

firms and injurious to the small and average sized firms and would ac-

celerate the downfall of these enterprises which, he believed, were at

that time the backbone of the Japanese economy.'^

Professor Ito recommended either one of two solutions to avoid

this discrimination: (1) the total value of the assets owned at the

'7|bid.. p. 304.

'®lto, op. cii;.. p. 50. Professor Ito is unclear as to ex-
actly what factors he bases this conclusion on. Apparently, however,
the reason was that most of the small and average sized firms were
labor intensive to a greater extent than were the larger firms and he
believed the tax would discriminate against labor intensive firms.



time the bill was to ba put In force should be computed and this amount

deducted from the value added of the firm and any sales of these as-

sets included In the value added of the firm at the time of sale; or

(2) the receipts from the sale of any assets owned at the time the law

was to go Into effect would not be included in taxable receipts.'^

Professor Bronfenbrenner, on the other hand, recommended simply that

an allowance for depreciation be permitted on the assets owned at the

time of implementation of the tax even though it might complicate the

law somewhat. ^^ When the second Shoup Mission returned to Japan it

also recommended this allowance of a depreciation deduction on assets

owned prior to the enactment date of the law.^' Professor Sullivan

believes that none of these solutions actually met the problem of the

small firms that were In no position to expand. She maintained, more-

over, that this problem is Inherent in the consumption type of value

added tax.22

The subtraction method for calculating the value added was also

attaclced. The criticism came primarily from the large corporations and

the Japanese accounting profession. The basis for these criticisms,

according to Professor I to, was that while it was argued by the propo-

nents of the tax that It would be simple those that complained said

that "they would have to Iceep special booi(S and maintain a special

'^iiid., p. 58.

20Bronfenbrenner, loc. ci^ .

2'sullivan, op. cit .. p. I36,

221Mj4.



accounting system for computing the value-added amount as the object

of the tax, which would involve a tremendous amount of work and trou-

ble,"^3 Moreover, If the addition method were to have been used those

companies could have relied on the calculation of the net profits used

in the calculation of the corporate income tax liability and that it

would be more simple and convenient to adopt a system that would permit

the data already collected to be used.^^ It is difficult to clearly

see the rationale behind this argument since if the data for the addi-

tion method are available it Is a simple matter to convert these data

for use with the subtraction method. However, the critics won and the

addition method was incorporated on the recommendation of the second

SlK>up Mission as an alternative to using the subtraction method into

the revised version of the value added tax bl 11,^5

The Shoup Mission recommended the value added tax with the

idea in mind that It would be shifted forward to the ultimate consumer.

This can be seen from the following quote from the second Shoup Mis-

sion report.

A common complaint is that the value-added tax, not
being restricted to profits, will bear unfairly on those
firms with a large labor element. But this complaint
seems to assume that the value-added tax is supposed to
be borne out of profits, like the present enterprise tax.
Instead, the value-added tax is supposed to be passed on
to purchasers in higher prices, it is a type of sales tax.^°

23lto, op. cit .. p. 50.

25Klmura, osLuAlt.. P* '30.

26(iuotlng from Sullivan, pp. cit .. p. 142.
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This appears to have been one of the big factors that caused the tax

to be finally abandoned as wilt be shown balow.

f»?tftrs Cffn^r|bMt|nq \q %h^ Rep^qi pf

the Value Added Tay>

There were many factors contributing to the repeal of the value

added tax before it could be put into practice in Japan. These have

been covered in detail elsewhere;^^ therefore, no attempt will be made

to give an exhaustive discussion here, but the more important of these

factors will be discussed. These factors should be considered in re-

lation to the above discussion of the various provisions included in

the tax bill.

The tax proposal labored under a severe disadvantage in that

the taxpayers In general and the wealthy taxpayers in particular had

expected to receive a large reduction in the burden of taxation that

they had to bear. This proved not to be the case and furthermore it

was anticipated that the tax would bring aLx>ut a sharp change in the

allocation of the burden. Those that would be particularly hard hit

(generally the more wealthy taxpayers) were the ones who were the most

critical.
2^

If there was one phrase In the proposal that influenced the

repeal of the tax more than any other, it was probably the staten»eht

contained In the report that "it does not discriminate against the use of

27see for instance Kimura, loc. cit . and M. Bronfenbrenner and

Ki Ichiro Koqiku, The Aftermath of the Shoup Tax Reform, Parts I and

II," National Tax Journal. X (September and December, 1957), 236-254.

345-360.

^^Klmura, oo. clt .. pp. 116 ff.
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capital, especially In the form of labor-saving machines. "^^ This

statement was interpreted by the Japanese labor and left-wing movements

to mean that the tax would discriminate against la>;or intensive firms

in favor of capital intensive firms, because payrolls comprised a major

portion of the value added of many enterprises. Due to the fact that

the consumption type had been selected, there would have been some dis-

crimination against the labor intensive firms. While Professor Bron-

fenbrenner agreed with this, he believed that the effects arising from

this had been largely exaggerated since at least part of the conces-

sion to capital was offset by the new property tax that was applied to

land and depreciable assets and due to the fact that the tax was also

imposed upon capital goods which he believed would cause an increase

in the price of the capital goods.'"

Another fear that was expressed by businessmen was' that they

could not shift the tax forward as had been proposed. This fear was

aggravated by the slow-down in economic activity that had occurred Just

prior to the proposal of the tax. This forward shifting was also im-

peded by the fact that there still remained in effect many price con-

trols and the businessmen did not trust the government enough to accept

the promise that the necessary adjustments would be permitted In the

prices of the commodities subject to price controls.^

29shoup Mission, op. cit .. p. 203.

^^M. Bronfenbrenner, 'The Japanese Value-Added Sales Tax," Ija-

tional Tax Journal . Ill (December, 1950), 311-312.

3'suinvan. op. cit .. p. 143.



The underlying distrust that the Japanese have in local govern-

ment officials (In any form of local government) and the general inex-

perience and/or incompetence of the tax officials also proved to ue a

strong factor working against the implementation of the value added

tax. It was also expected that the underdeveloped prefectures would

levy this tax at Its maximum rate while some of the more developed

prefectures would use a lower rate thereby placing an unequal burden

on those firms doing business in the undeveloped prefectures.^^

In conclusion it can be said that the general philosophy which

prevailed In Japan during the period in which the value added tax was

under discussion was not conducive to the application of an untried

tax draMi up by representatives of the occupation forces. Therefore,

under the pressures from all concerned the Japanese Diet officially

abandoned the value added tax in 195^.

The Fr^m^h Va|ug Add^d Tyc

Historical Background

To have an understanding of the French Value added tax ( la taxa

^ur la valeur aloutee) one must look back to see how the French tax

system has evolved into what It is today. France has been the leader

for many years in the use of consumption type taxes on both a national

and local scale. This use became very substantial after World War 1^^

32Kimura, op. cit .. p. 123.

33According to Professor Due, one of the first sales taxes in

the world was imposed in France by Phillipe le Bel in the thirteenth
century. Another was proposed in 1871 but was rejected in favor of a

stamp tax. In 1917 this stamp tax was changed to a sales tax and
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and logically evolved Into the use of the value added tax which was

officially adopted in 195^.

In the early twenties the revenue situation In France became

so acute that an additional major source of taxation was needed.

Therefore, the government finally decided upon a transactions tax that

applied to all stages of production, and, with some miiwr exceptions,

to all products. The yield was somewhat disappointing at first but in-

creased as evasion was detected and the administrative systan was im-

proved. This yield was further improved by the introduction of the

forfait^ system which overcame much of the opposition to the tax by

the small retailers.

There were minor changes made in the tax in 1325 and 1926 with

the introduction of a single stage tax ( la taxe unique) on certain com-

modities such as coal,~ meat, some other food products, and fertilizer.

The rates of this tax ranged from 2.5 to 12 per cent.^^ After these

minor changes in 1925 and 1926, with the exception of increasing the

number of items subject to the single stage tax, the tax system in

extended to all retail sales. John F. Due, Sales Taxatipn (Urbana:

University of Illinois Press, 1957), p. 115.

3^1 bid . The forfai

t

system is a system whereby the tax lia-

bility of small retailers is set by bargaining (using previous years

sales figures as a basis for the estimates) between the tax officials
and individuals involved. Under this system the retailer is not re-

quired to keep a detailed set of boolcs and does not have to submit to

inspection by tax agents, which is an important consideration in France.

The use of this system leads to a rather arbitrary burden on the tax-
payer and to various inequities In the tax system. Even though this

is true the smali retailer prefers it to the inspection by the tax

agents.

35ibid.. p. 117.



Francs raroained basically unchanged unt; 1 the thirties. But by the

early thirties, however, it had become so complicated and the discrlm-

Indtlon it provided in favor of the integrated firms led to the need

for a major reform. 3"

in 1936, through a general reform which became effective De-

cember 31, 1936, the production tax ( taxe a la production) consisting

-'of a manufacturers' single-stage tax Imposed under the destination

principle at the rate of 6.3d par cent on sales of commodities, sup-

plemented by an independent tax on services of 2.04 per cent due when-

ever the services were rendered in France,"^' was introduced as the

basic tax in France. Artisans, who were exempt under the transactions

tax, were made subject to the services tax but were permitted to use

the forfai

t

system. The rates of the production tax were gradually

increased and the pressure for additional revenues with the coming of

World War ii caused the government In 1939 to re-establish the trans-

actions tax which had been eliminated in 1936 at a rate of I per cent

on almost all products. Moreover, the revenue needs of the local gov-

ernmental units also increased and a local sales tax which was col-

lected by the national government was passed. This tax was levied on

retail sales only but eventually it was extended to all sales except

those made by producers.^ This system with a few modifications and

36clara K. Sullivan, The Tax on Value Added (New York: Colum-
bia University Press. 1965), p. 116.

3^
1 bid ., p. 67.

^Oue, OP. cit .. p. 119.
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somo &;>ocia1 cxcisss on certain products such as beer, mineral water»

vinegar, vanilla, and playing cards prevailed through the World VJar II

period and until 1948. Under the production tax, the actual amount of

the tax was collected through a tax suspension system. The purchasing

manufacturers provided the vendors with a tax suspension certificate

or gave then their number In the "Directory of Producers" which was

compiled and brought up to date quarterly by the taxing authorities,

in the case of exporters the tax was permanently suspended. -^^

In 19^, the basic structure of the production tax v^as altered

in a manner which permitted the change-over to the value added tax in

195^. The tax suspension system was replaced by a fractional payment

technique (the same as is now used under the value added tax) vvhere

each manufacturer paid his tax on all sales regardless of whether they

were to other producers or sales of finished products to the consumer.

He was petntitted, however, to deduct from this liability any tax he

had borne on the products purchased up to this point in the production

process. The tax paid on purchases in one month was deductible from

the tax liability in the following month.^*

^^Sullivan, loc. cit .

^Oua, loc. cit . In fact, many authors label the production

tax of 19^ the beginning of the value added tax. Professor Norr goes
even further. He suggests that the value added tax had its beginning

in the production tax of 1936. Actually it could probably be argued

that the value added tax in France had its beginning in the single

stage taxes levied In 1925 and 1926.

^'ibid.



The various complications and inequities that remained in the

tax system after the reform of 19^ became even more unacceptable with

the continued economic growth of the country. This was the case par-

ticularly where there was double taxation due to both the production

tax and the transactions tax being levied on the same product. In ad-

dition doubie taxation prevailed due to the inability of the firms to

deduct the services tax against the production and transactions tax

llabilltias or against any sul>sequent payments of the services tax it-

self. The big factor, ^lOwever, was the heavy tax penalty that remained

on the purchase of capital goods. Professor Due has estimated this

penalty to be about 18 per cent. To the extent that this tax could

not easily be shifted forward to the consumers of the finished prod-

ucts, the total volume of Investment was restricted, and modernization

of French industry retarded." These factors led to the reform in

the French tax system that began in September, 1953* and lasted until

July, 1955* with tite value added tax being adopted in the second step

of the basic reform law of April, 1954.^3

This innovation proved to be highly successful and It quicldy

moved up In the system as far as importance of tax yield is concerned.

In 1962 the total revenue collected in France amounted to approximately

75 billion NF (New Francs) of which the value added tax contributed

approximately 22 billion NF or approximately 30 per cent of the reve-

nue. It was supplemented by the services tax which contributed an

^^Ibid.. p. 122.

^3ibid ., p. 125.
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additional 2.6 billion NF, the local sales tax wliich contributed 2.3

billion NF, and various other consumption based taxes. The total yield

from all of the consumption based taxes was approximately 53*1 per

cent of the total tax revenue as compared with a yield of only about

30.4 per cent from the taxes on income and wealth. The roinaintng

16.5 per cent resulted from various other taxes.

Provisions of the French Value Added Tax

Since the value added tax is only one segment of the tax sys-

tem, the law is very specific as to whom and what products are subject

to the tax. As a general rule the tax applies to all manufacturers,

wholesalers, building contractors or entrepreneurs of fixed construc-

tion, chain store retailers, Importers, and all purchasers of certain

Items such as precious jewelry. ^ Farmers, fishermen, artisans, and

the members of the professions are exempt from the tax. Retailers

with the exception of the chain store retailers are also exempt. The

chain store retailers wore made subject to the tax on the theory that

they take over many of the functions usually performed by the whole-

salers. The government has attributed Its failure to extend the

value added tax to all retailers to the accounting problems of the

small retailers. This is particularly important in France where there

is a very large number of very small retailers.

Sullivan, op. cit .. pp. 51-52.

^Slbid .. pp. 83-85.

^Martin Norr, "Sales Taxes In Europe and Canada," Report of

the 1962 Conference (Canadian Tax Foundation, 1963), p. 2^*8.



R^iSi.—The French use a differential rate system; therefore,

the tax is scxnev^at progressive In that the rates range frora to 25

per cent. These rates apply to the price of the article Including the

tax, thus giving effective rates that range from to 33.33 per cent.^'^

As an example of this assume the tax rate Is 20 per cent and the sales

price of the Item under consideration Is $100. The tax on the item

then Is $20 with the seller realizing $80 net of tax. Thus the effec-

tive rate is higher than the nominal rate. In this example the effec-

tive rate would be 25 per cent.

The first rate bracket Is per cent. This bracket Includes

most of the food products classified as necessities, which Include such

items as farm products, bread, milk, butter, cheese, and fresh and

frozen fish. In addition to these exempt foo^ .products, newspapers

and a few other items are exempt. The second rate bracket Is 6 per

cent (6.38 ?9r cent effective rate). This bracket applies to a few

widely consumed food products not Included In the first bracket such

as wheat flour, sugar, chocolate, and chicory. The third rate bracket

is 10 per cent (11.11 per cent effective rate) and applies to such

items as coal, water, gas. electricity, fertilizers, soap, insecti-

cides, and to almost all agricultural products that have undergone only

slight transformation. The fourth rate bracket is 20 per cent (25 per

cent effective rate) and Is considered the normal rate and Is applied

^'The effective interest rate is calculated by the use of the
algebraic formula: Effective Rate ...% ,

where t is the nominal

Interest rate. For a table of effective rates for nominal rates rang-
ing frora .10 to 2?.0 per cent see Sullivan, op. cit .. p. 297.
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to all products not specifically llstod under one of ti^c other brackets

and includes most maciilner/ and capital goods.

The remaining brackets range frora 23 to 25 pQr cent (29.S7 to

33*33 ?&r cent effective rates) and apply to a long list of products

classified as luxuries.

Tiiey encompass such categories as ornaments and jew-
elry, perfume and beauty products, furs, piiotographic
equipment other than that used by professional photog-
raphers, smokers' supplies, v^atches, mirrors and glass,
various alcoholic and nonaicoiioiic beverages including
mineral waters, certain luxury foods (truffles, pate de
foie gras, caviar, and all food preserves not subjected
to a reduced rate), certain publications on special paper
and of limited circulation, as well as all components
and articles used in conditioning the luxury i tarns.

^

This differential rate system introduces some complexities into

the tax system that would not be found in a tax system that applied

only one rate to all value added by each individual firm.^^ All ex-

port transactions are exonpt from the tax and a tax credit is given

^iJbLd., p. 91.

^^At the present time there is a proposal before the French
government to replace the normal rate of 20 per cent (25 per cent ef-
fective rate) with a new normal rate of 16.5 per cent (19.76 per cent
effective rate) and to have only four brackets. The 6 per cent (6.38
per cent effective rate) bracket would be retained and would include
most of the items that are exempt under the present law as well as the
Items already in this bracket. The 20 per cent bracket (25 per cent
effective rate) would also be retained but would include only a few
items such as electrical appliances, sporting equipment, passenger
cars, et cetera. A new bracket of 12 per cent (13.63fc per cant effec-
tive rate) would be introduced and would include various items such as
petroleum products, fertilizers, water, gas, electricity, wine, bev-
erages, public transportation, restaurants, hotels and some edibles.
Also the proposal calls for the extension of the tax to the retail
level and to extend it to services. The intention here is to eliminate
the services and other miscellaneous consumption taxes. For an outline
of this proposal see Arthur Andersen & Co., Tax and Trade Guide—f ranee;
Supplement Number I (Chicago: Arthur Andersen 6- Co., 1 965), pp. 23-24.



for any tax that may have been pa!d on earlier transactions Involving

the export goods.

A few of the above provisions have been modified somewhat.

Wholesalers are permitted to elect to become subject to the local sales

tax instead of the value added tax If they find It advantageous. 5° If

they make this election, however, they lose the privilege of deducting

the value added tax paid earlier in the process and passed on to them.

If the wholesalers sell at retail as well as at wholesale, they are

allowed a reduction of the selling prices on items subject to the tax

so as to place the tax on a wtK>lesale basis. Small manufacturers

(those with sales under $80,000) have the option of paying the serv-

ices tax. 5'

The Tax Credit Mechanism. —The French value added tax Is of

the consumption type since Immediate deduction can be made through the

tax credit mechanism for any tax paid on the purchases of capital

equipment. Moreover, "the tax credit systan Is the heart of the French

value-added tax."^'^ Each taxpayer Is permitted to credit the tax paid

on his purchases against the tax payable on his sales. A simple exam-

ple can illustrate this point. Assume that a manufacturer purchases

material for $1,000 and processes these materials and sells them to a

50Arthur Andersen 6- Co., Tax and Trade Guide—France (Chicago:
Arthur Andersen & Co., 1961), p. 69.

5'For a discussion of the value added tax In relation to serv-
ice oriented firms In the Florida economy, see pages 181 and 183
below.

52Martln Norr, "Sales Taxes In Europe and Canada," Report of the
1962 Conference (Canadian Tax Foundation, 1963), p. 249.
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wholesaler for $5>000 who tn turn sells them to a department store for

$10,000. These data are presented in Table 3*

TABLE 3

ILLUSTRATION OF THE TAX CREDIT MECHANISM UNDER
THE FRENCH VALUE ADDED TAX

Value
Transfer Added

Raw materials purchased by manufacturer:
^aijJ^JSl

Value added tax payable (20% rate on
total sales price) $ 200

Manufacturer processes materials and then sells
them to wholesaler for $^,^,jOggi

V^hich includes value added tax & 20%
of $5,000 $1,000

Less valuo added tax paid by manufacturer
on purchase 200

Value added tax payable by manufacturer on
this sale $ 800

Wholesaler then sells the goods to a department
store for $1 0. 000

Which includes value added tax ^ KfA
of $10,000 $2,000

Less value added tax payable by wholesaler
on purchase by him 1 .000

Value added tax payable by wholesaler on this sale $J|^^^2

Total value added tax on all transactions $j,lj^

Source: Based upon example found In Arthur Andersen & Co.,
Tax and Trade Guide—franco (Chicago: Arthur Andersen & Co., 1961),

p. 67.

In order for the purchaser to be able to deduct the tax paid

on his purchases from his tax liability, it must be quoted separately

on the invoice. This requirement (at least on the surface) facilitates



the shifting of the tax forward to the ultimate consumer and it is

generally expected that It will be shifted in this manner. Moreover,

this separate quotation of the tax facilitates the auditing of taxpayer

returns In that the tax deductions shown on one return wi M appear as

a liability on another return. The liability for the payment of the

tax is incurred upon the delivery of the goods to the purchaser and

not at the time of the payment for the goods.

if in any period the tax credit is greater than the tax liabil-

ity, the excess may be carried forward to subsequent periods. There are

no reimbursements, liowever, except in the case of exports. It is spe-

cifically stated in the law that "Except in the case of exportation,

the deduction envisaged [the tax credit] may not result in a reimburse-

ment, even a partial one, of the tax having burdened a given commod-

ity."^^ This has become Itnown as the "buffer rule." Apparently this

provision was Inserted into the law to prevent possible evasion through

the understatement of sales and the overstatement of purci.ases although

its stated purpose as indicated by a governmental reply to a question

raised by the legislature is to assure the neutrality of the tax bur-

den, primarily in the application of the value-added tax to the manu-

facture of products and to the accomplishment of construction

contracts."^

Treatment of Capital equipment Expenditures .--Under the value

added tax in France, capital expenditures are in effect exempt from

53Quoting from Sullivan, op. cit .. p. 58.

5^1 bid ., p. 60.
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taxation. That is, any tax paid on capital equipment purchases is

permitted as a reduction In the tax liability of the purchaser. This

Is equivalent to permitting a complete deduction for total capital ex-

penditures from the value added by a firm during the perio<l in which

the purchases are made. This can be seen from a simple Illustration.

Assume a firm purchases a capital asset for $2,000. This cost includes

$400 of tax at the 20 per cent rate in effect in France. This $400 Is

permitted as a reduction of the tax liability incurred on any sales

made. If instead, a complete deduction of the $2,000 expenditures were

permitted from the value added by the firm the same $400 reduction In

the tax liability would be obtained. This deduction, iK}wever, does not

preclude further deduction of depreciation In calculating the corporate

Income tax.

The deduction of the tax paid is permitted on all purchases of

capital ^ulpment except motor vehicles, office furniture, and items

pertaining to trading premises or office space. ^^ This deduction of

the tax paid against the tax liability apparently came about because

of the general feeling that the tax burden on capital equipment was a

drag on the modernization and expansion of French industry and this

"was intolerable In a country which has made wider use of tax Incen-

tives for growth and expansion, and especially of selective tax incen-

tives, than any other in the western world."^^ it appears to be the

general conclusion that the value added tax has woriced well through Its

55Arthur Andersen S- Co., Tax and Trade Guide—France , p. 68.

S^Norr. ffPt 9!^. p. 248.



use as an Invastmatit incentive. This can ix» seen from the following

conclusion drawn by Professor Norr.

To get growth, the French reward growth. So far as
the French are concerned, this incentive worlds. The ex>
tension of the value-added tax credit to cover tax suf-
fered on purchases of capital equipment is a major incen-
tive to modernization and davatopment. Stated briefly,
it means that the French tax system Is biased in favor
of iTtodern methods of production. 57

Treatment of Imports and Exports.—The French tax system uses

the country of destination principle as far as imports and exports are

concerned. The exports are either totally exempt from the value added

tax or a refund is made of any amount that has been paid on the fabri-

cation of the product up to the point of export. This exemption is

very broad and takes a variety of forms.

First, export sales proper are exempt—sales for
shipment outside France. Second, "invisible" exports
are exempt too—sales within France to non-resident
tourists of things that tourists buy to carry home in

their luggage—perfume, ties, and so on. That accounts
for those welcome signs in Paris shop windows—20% dis-
count for payment in travellers' cheques. 5**

There are a few items that are not exempt from the tax. They are items

such as collectors' items, antiques, et cetera, but these are rela-

tively immaterial as far as volume is concerned.

Professor Due has concluded that "exports ar«i freed completely

from tax burden to a greater extent than in any other sales-tax coun-

try."59 This proves to be quite an Incentive since the normal effec-

tive tax rate is 25 per cent.

57 |bid .. p. 2i»9.

58Morr, op. cit .. p. 250.

^^Oue. 9Pt <?U.. p. 127.



Imports, on the other hand (except for collectors' items, an-

tiques, et cetera, —those items which are not exempt under exports)

are taxed at a 25 per cent rate (not the normal rate of 20 per cent).

The tax is applied vh&n the items are brought into the country. This,

according to Professor Norr,^^ is very important to France since there

are some tax havens nearby (particularly Switzerland) which would per-

mit a foreign manufacturer to sell goods in France at substantially

lower prices than the French producers. But as it stands now even

thiough the products may bear a lesser burden from the other types of

taxes they bear the same value added tax burden as the products that

are produced in France. To this extent the foreign competitors have

no advantage over the French manufacturers.

Th^ Miphiqqp BvsJne^s A9^(vi^;;ej?, Ta>^

The Michigan Business Activities Tax (a hybrid form of the

value added tax, since it has numerous modifications from the value

added base), unllice the French value added tax did not evolve from the

existing tax system. It was not, however, a deliberate attempt to ex-

periment or pioneer in the field of taxation aitixxigh it Is unique as

far as taxation in the United States is concerned. Rather it was an

"eleventh hour atten^Jt to stave off the corporate 'profits' tax."

In 1953, the Michigan legislature found the state in serious financial

difficulties and was given the awesome task of developing new sources

^°Morr, loc. clt .

^'C. W. Lock, 0. J. Rav, and H. 0. Hani 1 ton, "The Michigan
Value-^dded Tax." National Tax Journal. VIII (December, 1955), 359.



of revenue to fulfill the financial responsibilities of the state.

This financial crisis arose out of annual deficits amounting to nearly

$90 million that had accumulated In the Michigan General Fund by 1953.

The causes of these deficits are riot of Interest here and have been

given detailed analysis elsewhere;^^ therefore, no attempt will be

made to analyze them In this paper.

The problem of providing the necessary revenues apparently had

two solutions—at least two received strong backing: (I) a corporate

Income tax, or (2) an amendment to the constitution to eliminate the

provision which required the distribution of the retail sales tax rev-

enues to the local governments and to retain a larger portion of it In

the General Fund. This last alternative had been recommended In a

study by a group of private citizens that had been authorized to In-

vestigate this problem. The first proposal, while It was favored by

many small businesses, was Immediately attacked by the corporations,

particularly General Motors Corporation and Ford Motor Company. The

corporations, however, did not simply stop with criticizing the corpo-

rate Income tax proposal; Instead, they suggested an alternative source

of revenue—the Business Activities Tax. Since this tax had originated

with and received the support of many of the state's large buslnesse«,

It was passed with "blitz-krlaq celerity before many members [of the

legislature] had read it, let alone understanding [sicl It."^ The

62peter A. Flrmln, The Michigan Business Receipts Tax (Ann

Arbor: Bureau of Business Research, University of Michigan, 1933).

^^Lock, Rav, and Hamilton, loc. cit .
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governor who had been one of the chief proponents of the corporate

profits tax let the bill become law without his signature due to the

critical financial position of the state.

immediately after the tax was enacted the question was raised

as to what classification of tax the Business Activities Tax should

fall under. "Students of taxation, economists and language purists

have spent many hours attempting to classify the Michigan Business Ac-

tivities Tax and as yet the question has not been finally resolved,"^

The Michigan Department of Revenue has taicen the position that it is a

form of an income tax (with the base being value added subject to the

various modifications and exemptions). This is apparently the position

that was intended by the legislature since in the Act's introductory

title it states that it Is "An Act to provide for the raising of addi-

tional public revenue by prescribing certain specific taxes on Income."^^

The classification of the tax is important since there are many busi-

nesses (in fact most of the large taxpayers—the big revenue producers)

that are engaged In interstate commerce and are subject to the tax. If

it cannot be classified as an income type of tax then its applicability

could be narrowly restricted due to the interstate commerce complica-

tions.^^ Moreover, if it is an income tax there are, according to

^Clarence W. Lock, "Michigan's 'Most Unique' Tax," The Michi-

gan CPA (October, 1956), p. 1.

65Michigan, Revised Statutes. Annotated. Vol. VI (Rice, I960),

C. 60.

66Thls is due to the fact that the United States Constitution
places many restrictions on the types of taxes that a state may use in

the taxation of interstate commerce.



Commissioner Locl<, a wealth of court decisions that provide for Inter-

state conmarce paying its fair share of taxes as long as there is no

discrimination against the enterprises engaging in interstate com-

merce. ^ Regardless of the f't's attached to the tax it appears to

have been accepted as a modified form of the value added tax.

Provisipn? of the HUhiq^n By^inwa
Activities 1^

The Michigan Business ctivitles Tax (hereafter referred to as

the value added tax) was originally designed to be of the consumption

type of value added tax as no deductions were to be allowed for depre-

ciation. This, however, has been changing over the life of the tax

and it is now very close to the Income type of value added tax as will

be pointed out below. The subtraction method Is used to calculate the

value added with the origin principle being followied.

The original version of the Act provided for a rate of 4 mills

to be levied on the adjusted receipts of the business with public

utilities receiving preferential treatment by being taxed at a one mill

rate. The Justification of this rate differential was made under the

theory that public utilities were regulated industries and that they

"Incur expenses of operation out of proportion to the gross receipts

as compared with other businesses.' (Whether or not these are

grounds for rate differentials is subject to serious questioning.) In

1955 the rates were increased to 6.5 mills and 1.5 mi lis, re<«pecti vely.

67Lock. OP. cit .. p. 16.

""Firmin, op. clt «. P. 5.
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The rates wiere further increased in 1959 to 7*75 mills and 2 mills on

the adjusted receipts obtained frorii Michigan sources. These rates are

still In effect. For a business firm to come under the tax, that is,

file a return, It must have aros5 receipts of $25,000.

The original version of the tax had as its base the adjusted

r^eipts (value added) of the business fime. Gross receipts were de^

fined as "receipts from any activity carried on for gain, benefit or

advantage not specifically exempt."^ Several Items, however, were

excluded from gross receipts. These included such Items as:'

1. Wages, salaries or other compensation for services
rendered by an en^loyer.

2. Proceeds of the sale of capital assets.

3. Repayments of debts.

k. Amounts received, as agent or otherwise, on behalf
of another.

The adjusted receipts were then calculated by deducting several

items from gross receipts. The deductions were as follows:''

1. Taxes paid or accrued, except those taxes which
are levied on or are measured by net income.

2. All amounts paid to any other activity subject to
the provisions of this act or which would be so
subject If located in the state of Michigan, for
the acquisition or use of property, services,
privileges or facilities for the purpose of carry-
ing on the activity, except property the normal
useful life of which exceeds one year.

^3|bld.. p. k.

70|bld.

7' lbld .. pp. 4-5.



3* Interest and rents paid.

k. Cash discounts allowed and taken on sales.

5. Sales returns.

Further, if deductions from gross receipts did not amount to

at least 50 per cent of the gross receipts, the taxpayer was permitted

to take a minimum deduction of 50 per cent of his gross receipts, in

addition to the deductions mentioned aixjve, there were several items

exempted from the adjusted receipts. These exemptions are summarized

below.

The exemptions included the first $10,000 of adjusted receipts;

receipts that were prohibited to state taxation by the federal consti-

tution; receipts of non-profit organizations; receipts of agencies or

instrumentalities; state and national banks and trust companies, build-

ing and loan and savings and loan associations; financial businesses;

income from intangible personal property; non-operating railroads which

lease their equipment to operating roads; pari -mutual betting; and

casual or isolated transactions.^^

Even though the amendments to the original act have been kept

to a minimum, a few significant changes have been made. Probably the

most important was the ciiange made in 1955 that permitted the deduc-

tion of a depreciation allowance but on real property only. Deductions

for depreciation on personal property are still not permitted. Thus

the tax discriminates against the use of personal as compared to real

property. This has created many problems both in terms of equity aid

72lbLd., pp. 3-^.
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administration. The fact that the statutes do not define either real

or personal property for the purpose of the act contributes materially

to the problems involved. '^^ The Department of Revenue has been pro"

testing to the legislature about this but to date no acceptable solu-

tion has been found. The Department of Revenue wants either the allow-

ance for depreciation on real property eliminated or an allowance for

depreciation on personal property permitted so as to get ix>th on the

same level

.

Another important change has been the increase in the exemption

from adjusted receipts from $I0»000 to $12,500 thus increasing the size

of the business firm before It becomes subject to the tax from $20»000

to $25,000 of adjusted receipts as the 50 per cent deduction has been

retained. Further, the tax liability computed under the above pro-

visions may be 'reduced in the percentage, not in excess of 25%, that

1% of the taxpayer's adjusted receipts bears to the net income of the

7k
taxpayer." This provision apparently has been Incorporated into the

law to pacify the opponents of the tax who apparently have a dislilce

for it mainly because It does not make any provisions for the "ability

to pay" of the taxpayer to be considered, that is, a business may have

a tax liability under the tax when its "profits" are zero or negative.

These opponents have attaclced the tax in nearly all proposed revisions

73Lock, "Michigan's 'Most Unique' Tax," p. 19.

^Sllchlgan. Revised Statutes, -nnotated . Vol. VI (Rice, i960).
C. 60, Sec. 7.557(2).
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since It was enacted in 1933* ^ The opponents of the Michigan tax are

generally proponents of some type of income tax—usually a corporate

income tax. They apparently are taldng a position that the value added

tax is not shifted forward to the ultimate consumer.

The Allocation Mechanism.—Since Michigan was the first and to

date the only state to have such a tax, a method of allocating the tax

to the firms doing business in Interstate commerce had to be found.

This solution had to be very carefully framed unless the tax would be

declared unconstitutional. Using the experience of other states in

taxing business firms engaged in Interstate commerce, the legislature

decided upon a three-factor formula.'^ The adjusted receipts attrib-

uted to Michigan were to be calculated by using the average of the

three ratios separately derived from the formula. The three ratios

were: (1) the value of the taxpayer's real and tangible personal prop-

erty within the state to the value of all the taxpayer's real and tang-

ible personal property; (2) the total payrolls (wages, salaries, and

other forms of compensation) within the state to total payrolls regard-

less of where paid; and (3) the gro&s receipts of the taxpayer arising

from the sale of tangible personal property, services performed within

the state, and rentals from the property located in the state or

75Michigan Department of Revenue, 23rd Annual Report (Lansing:
Research and Statistics Division and Data Processing Division of Michi-
gan Department of Revenue), p. 63.

7^Lock, OP. ci^ .. p. 17.
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royalties from the use of patents or copyrights within the state to

the taxpayer's gross receipts from all sources.''

As an alternative to the above allocation procedure, in certain

circumstances approved in advance by the Cotnmissioner of Revenue, the

taxpayers may use separate accounting. This separate accounting may b«

used only after proof that it would result in an allocation which

"fairly and equitably attributes to Michigan its proportionate share

of the taxable income [adjusted receipts] received, earned or acquired

in this state."78

The const' tut ionality of the act was established In the Armcq

79
Ste^l case, the first case to be tasted under it.

Yield of the Hichioan Business
Act;ivitie$ T^;^

The value added tax has grown in importance In Michigan and is

now the third largest tax collected in the state, ranking below only

the retail sales tax and the motor fuel tax. (it also ranks below the

property tax but the property tax is collected on a local level.) It

77Hichigan, Revised Statutes. Annotated (Supplement. 1963). C.

60, Sec. 7.557(3).

73ciarence W. Lock, An Administrator's Point of View on the
Value-Added Tax," Alternatives to Present Federal Taxes (Princeton:
Tax Institute of America, 1964), p. 53. The allocated provision of
the tax has been challenged in such cases as: Armco Steel Corporation
vs. Department of Revenue, 339 Mich 430; Eaton Mfg. Co. vs. Department
of Revenue, 359 Mich 459; Express Freight Lines, Inc. vs. Department of
Revenue, 362 Mich 175. See Supplement (1963) . p. 58 ff for these and
other cases pertaining to other provisions of the act.
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is also the second largest contributor to the state's Genera) Fund.®*'

Table k shows in suninarized form the steady growth of revenue produced

by the tax since its enactment in 1933.

TABLE k

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES TAX COLLECTIONS

Fiscal
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have net Income above the tax.°' The decreases coincided with the

slowdown In economic activity that occurred during the 1957-59 and

1961-62 periods.

The tax In Michigan has b«en paid primarily by corporations;

therefore. It is difficult to see the reasoning behind the attacks

that have been made on the tax usually In favor of a corporate Income

tax. Corporations, which account for less than 30 per cent of the tax*

paying firms, pay more than 70 per cent of the tax. This distribution

of the payments by kind of ownership can be seen from Table 5 for the

fiscal year 1963-64.

TABLE 5

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES TAX COLLECTIONS BY KIND OF OWNERSHIP,
FISCAL 1963-64

Number of Net Tax
Taxpayers Per Cent Receipts* Per Cent

Michigan Taxpayers
Individuals 40,729 45.13 $ 5,491,373.26 6.11

Partnerships 18,909 20.95 4,122,195.57 4.58
Corporations 26,849 29.75 63,275,171.16 70.35
Others ^ Jl 137.122.8Q ^

Sub-totals 87.130 96.54 $73,085,863.79 81.26

Out-of-state Taxpayers
(Including Corporations 3.124 3.46 16.851.861.64 18.74

Totals 90.254 100.00 $89,937,725.43 100.00

p. 65.

<>lncludes penalties and interest.

Source: Michigan Department of Revenue, 23rd Annual Report*

8lsee page 91 above for the maximum anount of credit that may

be allowed.



Further breakdown shows that manufacturers account for approxi

mataly 9.5 per cent of the taxpayers and pay approximately 64 per cent

of the tax collected with farming accounting for the smallest percent-

age. A complete breakdown by type of business activity is shown In

Table 6.

TABLE 6

BUSINESS ACTIVITIES TAX RECEIPTS BY TYPE OF BUSINESS
(ALL RETURNSX FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1964

Type of
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valu« added tax is a tax based primarily on big business. This large

yield by a sroaU number of taxpayers can be traced to two factors:

first, Michigan has an unusually Iar9e number of big corporations, and

second, the $25,000 minlimim credit that is allowed from adjusted gross

receipts.

Evaluation of the Michigan i^usineas

Activities T^

To determine whether or not the Michigan tax has been success-

ful is a difficult if not impossible task. In attempting such a task

one must astabllsh some criteria upon which the tax may be judged.

The primary criterion would of necessity be whether or not the tax has

raised the revenue that was envisioned from it at the time of its pas-

sage. Other criteria such as the apparent acceptance by the taxpayers,

the ease of administration and compliance, and equity must also be

considered.

From its beginning, the tax has been controversial and the

subject of many and varied attempts to modify or repeal it. It ap-

pears as if the taxpayers are either completely "sold on the tax or

are completely opposed to it with there being few If any "mlddle-of-

the-roaders."

There can be little doubt that the tax has succeeded in rais-

ing the required revenue. It has become the third largest producer of

state revenue and the second largest contributor to the state's Gen-

eral Fund. This was achieved even though the tax was levied at very

low rates and subject to numerous and varied exclusions and exemptions.
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The Genera) Fund had a deficit of approximately $90 miHton at the end

of the 1953 fiscal year and a surplus of approximately $57 million at

the and of the 196^ fiscal year. ^ It must be conceded that the value

added tax was not the sole force in accomplishing this but it was an

Important factor.

As far as the taxpayer acceptance Is concerned the conclusions

must be somewhat less clear-^ut. At the one extreme is the endorse-

ment given the tax by Mr. Stapchin5l<as» Manager, State and Local Tax

Department. Ford Motor Company. He said:

The wisdom of the Michigan Legislature In adopting
the tax has been proved; It since has been elevated to
a prominent permanent niche In the tax structure of the
State. To understand its popular appeal to Its adminis-
trators and taxpayers alike, some attention must be given
to its basic principle and economic philosophy. ^^

He further emphasized that:

The philosophy of the tax is simple and direct. It

recognizes the basic fact that all businesses, large or
small, Incorporated or unincorporated, profitable or un-
profitable, should make some contributions to the revenue
needs of the government, in the final analysis, all of
them receive benefits^and make It necessary for govern-
ment to incur costs.*^

^^Mlchlgan Department of Revenue, 23rd Annual Report , p. 7.

®3j. P. StapchinsliOL^, Taxation of Business in Michigan: View-
points of Businessmen," Proceedings of the Fortv-elohtt^ Annual Confer-

ence. 19;^^ (National Tax Association), p. 26.

UbJLl** P» 26-27. Mr. StapcKinskas re-emphasized these opin-
ions of the tax in personal correspondence with the writer on November
30, 1965.
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At the other :;s rente is the vieM exprossed by Hr. Preston,

President of Preston Shoes, iac, a small to mediuia sized Michigan re-

tailer of shoes, lie said:

It is most interesting and revealing to me to find

that the smaller businessman is complaining not so much

aix>ut the actual dollars he pays to tiie State Government

as about the multiplicity and complex nature of the vari-

ous reports the State reayi res him to compile monthly,

quarterly, and annual ly.°^

Whi!e this was rather mild form of criticism, he concluded

that "The unanimous opinion is that retailers in Michigan do not lil<e

the business activities tax. We feel that it is an unfair imposition

on retailing."^ It Is Interesting to note that his criticism was not

so much an objection to the tax burden but rather an objection to the

additional burden of reports, forms, and other documents required to

support the tax. These are objections that could easily be overcome

if the legislature v#ould grant the revenue department leeway In estab-

lishing reports, forms, and other supporting documents for tax.

Another critical opinion was levied by Mr. Stephenson, Vice-

President of J, L. Hudson Company and Chairman of the Taxation Commit-

tee of the National Retail Dry Goods Association. He based much of

his criticism on the fact that depreciation was not allowed as a

®5h. M. Preston, 'The Michigan Business Activities Tax as

Viewed by Operators of Small Establishments," Proceedings of

Forty -ejqlith Annual Conference. 1 955 (National Tax Association), p. 3^.

Ou tbid ., p. 35. It Is unclear just how Mr. Preston reached

such an overwhelming conclusion. He did not reveal his source of in-

formation or If this conclusion was derived from a sample of the busi-

nessmen affected, or just how the sample was taken, et cetera. In

other words, his conclusion appears to be personal value judgment

rather than conclusion derived from careful analysis of the problem.
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deduction from the tax base and rent was* therefore, putting the own-

ers of the property at a competitive disadvantage in comparison with

renters. ^ This was partially alleviated in the 1955 changes which

permitted depreciation on real property. However, he went even fur-

ther with his criticism basing it on an apparent hypothesis that re-

tailers are basically different from other types of businesses. He

stated:

The business receipts tax is fundamentally unfair to
retailers. V/hlle the retailer does add the important
value created by time- and place-utility to merchandise
offered for sale in his store, he does not add value in

the same sense as the manufacturer wlio converts materials
purchased in one form Into an entirely different product
by means of the sl^illed labor and specialized tools em-
ployed In his manufacturing plait. It Is possible for
the manufacturer to include the business receipts tax In

his costs of manufacture and recover some part if not all

of it in the price received for his product. The retailer,
on the contrary, cannot allocate his business receipts
tax to the individual pieces of goods he sells. The
amount applicable to each piece of goods Is too small to

be collectible. . . . The job of allocating the tax to
each item would be too burdensome to undertake.^^

He appears to be making an assumption that manufacturers can

shift the tax while retailers cannot. While this may be true it is

difficult to accept since both are dealing with the same products,

that is, the retailers sell the products produced by the manufacturers.

Moreover, It appears if the manufacturer can shift the tax forward to

the retailers then the retailers should aHo be able to shift it

^7e. C. Stephenson, "The Michigan Business Activities Tax: A

Retailer's Viewpoint." Proceedings of the Forty -eighth Annual Confer-

ence. 1955 (National Tax Association), pp. 30-31.

^IMd.. pp. 32-33.
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forward to the consumers. If the retailers cannot do this then they

must bear the full burden of the tax, that Is, the portion shifted to

there by the manufacturers and the amount incurred on the value they

add to the product.

Mr. Stephenson concluded the corporate income tax would be more

favorable to retailers but then joes on to modify his position on the

value added tax as can be seen from the following statement:

. . . the business receipts tax appears less burdensome
on the businesses that give employn^nt to retailers* cus-
tomers and therefore seems to be less likely to drive
manufacturing out of Michigan. In addition, the tax is
imposed on ail businesses whether or not incorporated
and therefore does not give one retailer a competitive
tax advantage over another because of the legal form of
his business."^

He seems to be saying here that even though on the surface the value

added tax may appear to be unfair to retailers if a longer view is

taken It may be tlie better alternative.

Professor Papke of Cornell University, after a thorough analy-

sis of the tax in i960, concluded that "there can be little doubt that

the levy has proved successful, both administratively and as a revenue

provider. And now, after seven years, the tax is rapidly attaining

the status of an 'old' tax, with the corresponding virtues.

89
'jbii.. p. 33.

^^Jamas A. Papke, "Michigan's Value-Added Tax After Seven
Years." National Tax Journal. XIII (December, I960), 351. See also
James A. Papke, The Theory and Practice of Value-Added Taxation
(Cornell University: Unpublished doctoral dissertation, 1959).
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From an administrative point of view, according to Conintssloner

Lock,^' there has been little difficulty encountered although the value

added tax is probably a little more difficult to administer than an

income tax would be due primarily to the lack of familiarity with this

type of tar. particularly on the part of out-of-state firms. The ad-

ministration of the tax apparently was simplified vary much by the edu-

cational program that was carried on Ininedlately following the enact-

ment of the tax In 1953. The Michigan Department of Revenue engaged

in a state-wide educational program which involved more than 250 group

meetings with businessmen and various otiier groups. These meetings

v;ere designed so that the results could be incorporated into the rules

and regulations re!s;;ing to the implementation of the tax.

A serious question that still remains unanswered, however, is

what effect the tax has had upon firms that vi&re considering moving

into Michigan and on those firms already there that were considering

expansion? There is some fear that the tax has acted as a deterrent

to these businesses. Commissioner Lock dismisses this as unwarranted

but realizes that there is always that possibility.^^

Summary

In I9''t9 the Shoup Tax Mission was requested to recommend re-

forms for the Japanese tax system. The mission drew up plans for a

complete reform and believed it would give Japan the best tax system in

9 3 Lock, "An Administrator's Point of View on the Value-Added
Tax," p. 62.

9^lbid.



the world. As a part of the reform, the missilon reconmended a value

added tax to be used by the prefectures as the sole source of revenue.

The value added tax was supposed to ro.viace the local business Income

tax and the national transactions tax. The proposal for the value

added tax met with hostility from the beginning. It came before the

Diet in early 1950 but failed to pass. Later the same year it was

passed but the enforcement date was postponed until 1952 at which time

it was again postponed and finally It was repealed in I95^>

The bill as it was passed was somewhat different from the one

recommended by the Slioup Mission although the basic value added prin-

ciple was retained. Host of the businesses were brought jnder the tax

although there v-srr: .ome exceptions, iiotsb^y mining, for which no

logical reason can be established. Businesses with gross receipts less

than Y90,000 were, for administrative reasons, to be exempt. Tiie

standard rates were k per cent for regular business activities and 3

per cent for the professions with the prefectures having the authority

to increase these rates to 8 and 6 per cent, respectively. The origi-

nal version of the bill called for a consumption type of tax with the

subtraction method being followi&d in calculating value added. This

was later changed with depreciation deductions being permitted and the

addition method being allowed as an alternative in calculating value

added. The tax was, according to its proponents, supposed to be

shifted forward to the consumers. This and the fact that labor thought

It was being discriminated against contributed to its final repeal.

There were, however, many other factors contributing to its repeal,

such as, the decrease in economic activity that occurred during the
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discussion of the tax, the Inexperience and/or incompetence of the tax

officials, and the basic distrust the Japanese people have for local

governments. In general, the philosophy which prevailed during the

period was not conducive to the fair trial of an entirely new tax rec-

oimiended by the occupation forces.

The French value added tax did not have a special mission of

tax experts to recommend it; ratiier, it was an evolutionary outgrowth

of the existing tax system. It grew out of the production taxes of

1936 and 19^. The value added tax was officially adopted in 195^ and

has been very successful from its beginning. The law is very specific

as to whom and what products are subject to the tax. It applies to

most businesses exc^t retailers but does not apply to the professions

which are subject to the services tax.

A differential rate system, basing the rate on sales price

after adding tax, is used with nominal rates ranging from to 25 per

cent. The effective rates, therefore, are to 33.33 per cent as the

tax is applied to the price of the product including the tax. The 20

per cent bracket (25 per cent effective rate) Is considered the normal

rate. (4ost food products are e^^empt or are subject to reduced rates

while luxuries are taxed at hlv^her rates. The differential rates malce

the tax somewhat progressive as well as complex.

The tax is of the consumption type with the subtraction method

of calculating value added used. The tax liability is calculated

through the use of a tax credit mechanism. A contingent liability Is

calculated on the sales made by a firm and a credit is taken for the
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tax that has been shifted forward on the purchases made by the firm

Including the purchases of capital equipment. For the credit to be

allowed, the tax must be listed separately on the Invoice. A carry-

forward Is permitted If the tax credit In any period Is greater than

the tax liability of that period. No reimbursements are made, how-

ever, except In case of exports. Through this tax credit mechanism,

capital equipment expenditures have been freed from the value added

tax burden, thereby making It an Important Incentive for Investment In

new capital assets.

France uses the destination principle In dealing with exports,

thus freeing exports of all the value added tax burden and Imposes a

tax equal to its own rate on Imports. There are a few unimportant

Items that are exempt. This method of taxing exports and Imports has

been an Important Incentive to firms In the export business.

The HichTgan Business Activities Tax did not evolve from the

existing tax system nor did It have a body of tax experts to design it.

Rather, It was a stop-gap measure, as an alternative to the corporate

income tax, to provide the state with necessary revenues to avert fi-

nancial disaster. It was passed and put into effect with little If

any thorough analysis and study. It was supposed to be temporary when

passed In 1953 but was elevated to a permanent position In the tax

system In 1955. There has been some concern as to what classification

the tax should fall, but apparently the legislature Intended It to

fall Into the Income tax classification. This Is Important here due

to the restrictions placed on state taxation of interstate commerce.
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The Michigan value added tax was of the consu^^>tion type in

the beginning but has been fXKdified and is now close to the income

type as depreciation deductions are permitted on real property but not

on personal property. The subtraction method of calculating value

added is used and the origin principle is followed. The original rates

were 4 mills on adjusted receipts of business (value added) and 1 mill

on public utilities. These rates have been increased to 7*75 and 2

mills, respectively. The Michigan tax is subject to several exclusions

and exemptions with the adjusted base barely resembling value added.

Probably the most important exclusion is the exclusion of the first

$12,500 of value added. Also a minimum deduction of 50 per cent value

added is permitted thus requiring a business to have at least $25,000

of value added before any tax liability is created.

A three factor formula is used for allocating the value added

by firms engaged in interstate commerce. The three factors are (I)

real and tangible personal property; (2) payroll; and (3) gross re-

ceipts. Separate accounting is permitted, however, if it will give an

equitable allocation of value added. The yield of the tax has increased

steadily since 1953 and by 196^ it had become Michigan's third largest

state revenue producer and the second largest contributor to the Gen-

eral Fund. The yield has increased fr:»7i $23.4 million in 1953 to $89.9

million in 1964, The tax is paid prim^irily by large corporate manu-

facturers thereby making it difficult to understand the attacks that

the proponents of a corporate income tax have levied against it.

As a revenue producer the tax has apparently been successful

but the taxpayers still have not completely accepted it and it has com«
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up for revision or repeal In almost every tax reform measure that has

been introduced into the legislature. Administratively there have

i>een very few serious problems. This is probably due to a great ex-

tent to the educational program which was carried on just after the

tax was adopted in 1953. However, according to Commissioner Lock, the

ackninistration of the tax could be simplified if the legislature would

permit simplification of the reports, forms, and other documents re-

quired to support the tax.

One major question that has not been answered is what effect

the tax has had upon industrial growth in the state. While it appears

to have had little or no detrimental effect a fear is still present it

could curtail this desired growth.



CHAPTER V

THE FISCAL STRUCTURE OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA:
AN EVALUATION—

I

|ntro<Jviff^lQn

It is the broad purpose of this and the chapter which follows

to present a general description and evaluation of the tax structure

of the State of Florida. (The historical development of the Florida

tax structure wilt not be considered except where it is relevant to

the analysis of the present system.^) The evaluation will include

both state md local taxes with the property tax being the major local

tax of interest. This evaluation of the tax structure will be carried

out by analyzing each tax separately en^loying certain criteria for

the evaluation and analysis.

'Oetai led evaluations have been recently completed elsewhere,

at least on certain segments of the tax system. See John F. Sly, Ta>^

Assets and Tax Polici es In Florida (Tampa, Florida: Florida Council of

100, 1964), and John F. Sly and Henry J. Franit, Business Taxes in

Florida (St. Petersburg, Florida: Florida Council of 100, 1964). The
first study gives a general analysis of the tax policies in Florida and

the second gives an evaluation from a business viewpoint and considers

only the initial intact rather than the final incidence of the tax bur-

den on business. See also, Arthur L. Cunl<le, Financing Goverrattent In

Florida (Tallahassee: Florida Legislative Reference Bureau, 1962), and

Wylie Ki I Patrick, Municipal Finance in Florida (University of Florida:

Bureau of Economic and Business Research, I960), unpublished mimeo-
graphed study.

^or a brief historical review of the property tax see C. H.

Donovan, "The Property Tax and Economic Development In Florida," Ad-

dress given to a meeting of the Committee on Tax Resources and Eco-

nomic Development, University of Wisconsin, June 13* 1966, unpublished

mimeographed paper.
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The criteria to be used can be stated briefly as follows: (I)

Does the tax system as It now exists provide adequate revenues? That

is, If the system remains unchanged will revenue be sufficient to

carry on the necessary state services? (2) Does It provide equity in

the distribution of the tax burden? There appears to be an Implicit

assumption in the present system that a proportional tax structure Is

equitable, that is, each individual should pay a certain percentage of

his Income In state and local taxes. (3) Is economic efficiency pro-

vided with the tax system as it Is now administered? The tax system

should be designed so as to Interfere with the allocation of the

state's resources as little as possible. (4) Is there ease in adminis-

tration and compliance with the existing tax system and are the taxes

effectively administered? The tax system should be structured so that

the taxpayer does not have to spend unnecessary time and money in de-

tennlnlng his tax liability.^ These four criteria are very similar to

Adam Smith's four maxims of taxation.^

^These criteria are adopted from Tax Foundation, Inc., Retai

I

Sales and Individual Income Taxes in State Tax Structures (New York:
Tax Foundation, Inc., 1962), pp. 18-21.

Smith's four maxims of taxation were: (1) The subjects of
every state ought to contribute towards the support of the government,
as nearly as possible, in proportion to their respective abilities;
that is. In proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy
under the protection of the state. (2) The tax which each Individual
is bound to pay ought to be certain, and not arbitrary. (3) Every tax
ought to be levied at the time, or in the manner. In which it is most
nicely to be convenient for the contributor to pay It. {k) Every tax
ought to be so contrived as both to take out and to keep out of the
pockets of the people as little as possible, over and above what it

brings into the public treasury of the state. Adam Smith, An I nqu i ry

into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (New York: The
Modern Library, Random House, 1937), pp. 777-778.
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All taxss must be levied on either one of four bases—property,

sales. Income, or privileges. Florida generally has used all of these

bases extensively except income, which is prohibited by the Constitu-

tion of the state.

5

In the 1965-66 fiscal year, the tax collections within the

state of Florida were over $1.5 bl I lion. The major taxes used were the

property, sales and use taxes, motor fuels taxes, motor vehicle li-

censes, racing or parl-mutuels, clgaretce, docuxsntary stamp, alcoholic

beverage, insurance premium, the intangibles tax, and various other

taxes and regulatory fees. A summary of the collections from these

taxes for fiscal year I965-66 Is given In Table 8.

The Property Tax

The property tax (on both real and personal property with the

intangibles tax being considered separately) Is of major Interest since

it produces between 35 and 4S per cent of the annual tax revenue col-

lected within the state of Florida. The yield for the property tax

since 195^ is shiown In Table 19 of Appendix 0.

The property tax Is almost exclusively the domain of the county

(including school and special districts) and the municipal governments,

with the state receiving a relatively insignificant amount from this

source (approximately $21.7 million out of a total of $3^7 million in

1964).

The tax has been subjected to much criticism in recent years

as a result of a court order forcing counties and municipalities to

•^C^ns^UvMQn Q^ th^ H^te of Fl^rld^. Article IX. Section
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TABLE 8

STATE OF FLORIDA STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT TAX
COLLECTIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1963-663

(ml Mi on dollars)

Tax Amount

Property $ 700.0
Sales and Use 283.1
Motor Fuels Taxes 167.0
Cigarette Taxes 58.7
Alcoholic Beverage Taxes 7^ •9
Motor Vehicle Licenses 86.2
Parl-mutuel Taxes 38.8
Documentary Stamp Tax 23.1
Intangibles 27.8
Insurance Premium Tax 11.8
All Others 90.4

Total Taxes $1.561.8

^or the taxes excluded in this table and for the collections
for fiscal years 195^-55 through 1964-o5 see Table 19 of Appendix 0.

Sources: State of Florida, Annual Report of the Canptrollar
for fiscal year 1965-6^ and State of Florida, Comptroller's Report of
F i nances for fiscal year l965-t^.

revaluate and assess their property at 100 per cent of Its fair mar-

ket value after a long period of fractional assessment. As an example

of this criticism, Ouval County expected approximately 40,000 protest

petitions on Its 1966 county tax assessment rolls." Another strong

criticism was levied recently by Senator B. C. Pearce, Chairman of the

Governor's Special Committee to Study the Tax System, in an address to

the Duval County Taxpayers Association. He stated that "we have about

reached the saturation point back home in property taxes. We've got

^Iqrld^ T||H^^-Un|9n. July 2. 1966, p. 25.
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to give the property owner some relief even if it means increasing

state contributions. ^

This revaluation and assessment at 100 per cent of fair mar-

ket value was generally brought on by two specific court decisions-

one in Dade County and the other in Duval County.^ By the end of the

1965 fiscal year, however, only 8 of the 67 Florida counties had

achieved this goal of assessment at 100 per cent of current market

value. The range of assessment ratios was from I7>5^ per cent of

fair market value in Fiagier County to 100 per cent in the eight coun-

ties referred to above with 30 of the counties or approximately 45 per

cent still below the SO per cent assessment ratio. These counties tend

to be the smaller counties with Hillsborough being a notable exception.

Apparently some pressure is being put upon the county assessors by the

Comptroller of the state to move in the direction of 100 per cent of

fair market value, as evidenced by the meetings being held by the Comp-

troller with the various assessors.

^Florida Times -Union . January 19, 1966, p. 23.

"OuPont Plaza Center, Inc. et al . vs. Irving^. McNayr, Dpcke
,^

641681. Circuit Court for Oade County . June 13, 1964, and Charles G.

Schuler et al . vs. Ralph N. Water et al .. Docket b4-^S2S-£. Circuit
Court for Duval County . January 4, 1965.

%tate of Florida, Comptroller's Report of County Finances for;

the Fiscal Year Ended September 30. 1965 . p. 68. The Railroad Assess-
ment Board lists the following eight counties as assessing at 100 per

cent of fair market value-^lachua, Baker, Bradford, Duval, Hendry,

Orange, Palm Beach, and Union, it is surprising to note that Dade

County is missing from this list since one of the cases came out of

Dade County. Its assessment ratio for 1965 was 94.94 per cent of fair
market value.
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in addition to the variations In the assessment ratios found

In the various counties, there Is a wide range of mil I age rates placed

upon the property. This range Is from a low In Hendry County with

6.U4 mills to a high of 55.79 mills In Santa Rosa County. The differ-

ence Is not so large as It appears, however, v^en note Is taken of the

fact that Hendry County has assessed Its property at 100 per cent of

fair market value vrfil le Santa Rosa County has assessed Its property at

only 35.86 per cent of Its fair market value. An example can show the

difference which exists In the effective rates. Assume a personal

residence is taxed that has a fair market value of $20,000 In each of

the counties. What Is the effective tax rate on fair market value in

each of the counties? in Hendry County the tax base would be $15,000

after the homestead exemption and this would be subject to a tax of

$6.^ per thousand dollars of taxable base or a total tax of $96.60

and an effective rate of approximately 4.83 ml!1s L>a:>eJ en the total

fair market value. In Santa Rosa County the assessed value would be

$7,172 (35.80 per cent of $20,000) and the taxable base would be $2,172

after the homestead exemption and is subject to $55*79 per thousand

dollars of taxable base. The tax liability on this property would be

$121.13 or an effective rate of 6.06 mills based on total fair market

value. The tax liability in Santa Rosa County would be $2^.25 more

even though the assessment ratio is only approximately one-third as

large. The tax liability would be approximately equal on residential

property which has a fair market value of $18,200 in each of these
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counties. This represents only one comparison. Many others could

be drawn up since there are 59 counties that have an assessment ratio

of less than 100 per cent of fair market value. This is not to say,

however, that property with equal market values in different counties

should bear the same tax liability, but simply to show the differences

which exist in the assessment policies between the counties. If these

policies are followed rigidly, however, they will place a higher rela-

tive tax liability on the businesses located In the counties with the

lower assessment ratio due to the fact that the homestead exemption Is

more valuable to the individual In the county with the lower assessment

ratio and, therefore, businesses must pay a higher proportion of the

total property tax that is collected within the county.

For example, in Santa Rosa County under the present assessment

policies, a business with a market value of $20,000 would have a tax

liability of $400.12 (35.86 x $20,000 x .05579). If total revenue to

be raised by the county were $521.30 (the amount collected under the

present system from the residence described and the above business) the

residence would pay 23 per cent of the tax and the business would pay

77 per cent of the tax. if 100 per cent of fair market value were

tOThis value calculated using the following formula and is
rounded to the nearest hundred dollars.

.0Q6kk (X - $5,000) .05579 (.3586X - $5,000)
where: X > Fair Market Value

$5,000 x Homestead exemption
.00644 • Millatjc rate in county with assessment equal to 100

per cent of fair market value
.05579 ' Millagc rate in county with assessment less than 100

per cent of fair market value
.3586 " Assessment ratio in county with assessment less than

100 per cent of fair market value.
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used, the overall mlllage rate would be reduced to 1^.9 mills ($521

total revenue divided by $35*000 tax base) and the residence would pay

approximately 43 per cent ($233) of the total tax and the business

would pay approximately 57 per cent ($298) of the total tax. This

would, ceteris paribus , place the business In a better competitive

position with the businesses in the other counties with a 100 per cent

of fair market value assessment ratio since a large portion of the

relative burden would be shifted from the business to the residence.

Businesses in different localities could still incur different tax li-

abilities but the relative position would be approximately the same as

the businesses in other counties.

It has been estimated that the total business share of the

property taxes under the present system amounts to approximately 50

per cent. If this is the case, then any shift in the tax from busi-

nesses to Individual property owners as described above may become

significant enough to alter business decisions and if It is a shift of

the nature indicated above this should be a stimulant to the growth of

business in the state of Florida. This raises the question of whether

or not business growth is sensitive to changes in the marginal teuc

rate. The assumption underlying this statement is that it is sensi-

tive to marginal tax changes and, therefore, would be Influenced by

the above changes. This may not be the case In the short run, partic-

ularly when the changes are small relative to the total Larden, but it

becomes more plausiole in the long run.

"sly and Frank, op. cit .. p. Zk.
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A revaluation and reassessment program should not, however,

be looked upon as a panacea to cure all the ills in the present prop-

erty tax structure since it is not Icnown how the individual affected

by the increased tax load from the reassessment would react, that is,

what would happen to consumer spending, upon which much economic pros-

perity is based, if the tax on individuals Is increased and that on

business reduced? Professors Sly and ?rank, in their study, appear to

ignore or at least minimize this <)uestion aiKi they seem to think that

from a business standpoing revaluation is all that is needed. This

can be seen from the following statement, ". . . if Florida businesses

are not to be unduly burdened by property taxes, either the liomestead

exemption must be reduced or all property must be assessed at 1^65

[current] prices.'^^

Improvement of the administration of the property tax is hem-

pered by the fact that each county or nunicipality sets Its own st4md«

ards for the tax assessor and few of these assessors have had the

training and/or the experience necessary to do a fully acceptable job

of assessing property, particularly business property which rarely

changes ownership. Also all of the county assessors except Dade are

elected officials and respond more to the desires of the voters in a

particular locality than to the so-called desired principles of taxa-

tion. A good exai^le of this Is again found in Duval County where in

the last local election the county assessor ran and was re-elected on

a platform of no increase in the property assessment ratio, lie was.

12
J^Ll., p. 29.
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however, eventually overruled by the courts and revaluation was

achieved. This occurred only after a court fight and not many counties

have individuals or businesses that will engage in a long court fight

the results of which are expected to go against what is popular with

the local population.

Hgfnwtffyi Ex<mpt'9n

The homestead is a political symix>l . . . for which
no politician may show disrespect. Certainly any office
holder in Florida who proposes repeal of the ixxnestead

exemption invites opponents to run against him on a
ready-made platform"

The homestead exemption, which was adopted In 19>4, has proba-

bly had more effect on the property tax administration and the yield

from the tax than any other single factor. It grew out of the depres-

sion when there was "wholesale tax delinquency and tax sales'*'^ of

real estate in Florida. The provisions of this exemption as set forth

In the present constitution are stated below.

Ef-t^ptlon of )i9fn^$t9#d from tyc^^jop. Every person who
has the legal title or beneficial title in equity to
real property in this state and who resides thereon and
In good faith makes the same his or her permanent home,

or the permanent homo of another or others legally or
naturally dependent upon said person, shall be entitled
to an exemption from all taxation, except for assessments
for special benefits, up to the assessed valuation of
five thousand dollars on said home and contiguous real

property, as defined in Article X, Section 1, of the
Constitution, for the year 1939 and thereafter, provided
that in Sarasota County the first two thousand dollars

'^Arthur L. Cunkle, "Impact of the Homestead Exenn^tion on Local

Revenues" (unpublished mimeographed paper, Tallahassee, December 6,

1963). p. I.

'^Oonovan, pp.
,
cl^ .. p. 6.
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of assessed valuation of such property shall be taxable
for school purposes only and the exemption shall apply
to the next five thousand dollars for school purposes
only of assessed valuation. '3

This exemption has caused a serious loss in potential revenue

to the county and municipal governments. In 1965 the homestead exemp-

tions in the counties alone amounted to approximately $3.3 billlon.^^

Professors Sly and Franic estimated the liomestead exemption of $^.7

billion in 1963 represented a "lost" revenue of $I7'> million.'''' if

this same relationship still existed in 1965* and there seem to be no

reasons to think otherwise, the 1965 exemption represented approxi-

mately $196 million in "lost" revenue. The municipal governments also

suffered a loss in potential revenue along these same lines although

the loss was not as great as the loss to counties. The municipalities

18
had approximately $2.3 billion in homestead exemptions in 1963. The

actual anount of lost revenue from this source is probably impossible

to calculate with a high degree of accuracy since the millage rates in

most counties would have to be lowered with an increase in the assess-

ment ratios. The major loss occurs on those properties, however, that

now pay no taxes, which would be subject to at least some tax if 100

per cent of fair market value were used as an assessment base.

ISconstitution of the State of Florida. Article X. Section 7.

16state of Florida, Comptroller's Report of County Finances

ffff th^ FISgal Ye^r Epded S^pt^er 30. »3^5» P- 66.

'^siy and Frank, op. cit .. p. 55.

'Splorida League of Municipalities, Tjie Municipal Prooertv Tax
(Jacksonville: Florida League of Municipalities, April, l96o).
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In Flagler County, the county with the lowest assessment ratio

(17. 5^ per cent), the homestead exemption on the average exempts prop-

erty with a fair market value of less than $28,300 from any property

tax liability. This extreme example Is being partially corrected, ac-

cording to the Flagler County assessor, on the I966 assessment. He

estimates that this year's taxables will jump about four times, '^ or

the 1966 assessment ratio will be approximately 70 per cent of fair

market value. This new assessment will undoubtedly shift some of the

tax load to the owners of residential property, who in the past have

paid very little If any of the property tax.

Another area of the property tax that causes many problems Is

that of personal property. Personal property Is divided Into five

different classes: (I) Household goods—furniture, clothing, house-

hold equipment and personal effects of all kinds; (2) Machinery and

equipment—commercial and industrial—al I Instruments of production

that are not attached to the building; (3) Inventories—materials,

supplies, finished goods and goods In process; {k) Agricultural per-

sonalty—cattle, livestock, supplies, machinery and equipment; and (5)

Intangibles—stocks, bonds, notes, deposits, accounts receivable, et

cetera. The fact that the first $1,000 of household personalty is ex-

empt eliminates most Individual homeowners from the tax and, according

to Professors Sly and Frank, leaves a "base [that] is hardly worth

'%t. Peters burg Times . June J, 1966, p. 14-B.
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mentioning as a tax asset. "^^ Therefore the persona) property tax,

excluding intangibles which are taxed separately, is primarily a tax

on business and agricultural personalty. Since agricultural property

is taxed at special rates, the major problems arise out of machinery

and equipment and inventories.

Machinery and Equipment .—The estimated value of machinery and

equipment used by businesses in Florida in 1963 totaled $1,050 million

with the assessment ratio being t>5 per cent. This assessment ratio

was much higher than on other business property and higher than the

estimated before-homestead-exemption-assessment ratio of kQ per cent

for residential property. If this is the case, then the machinery and

equipment, which is the basis of much of the economic growth in

Florida, is being taxed in a discriminatory fashion.

in a questionnaire sent out to a large number of Florida busi-

nesses by the Florida Council of 100, the property tax on machinery

and equipment was placed third behind the tax on real estate and the

tax on inventories in the number of criticisms received with the larger

firms (firms with more than 1,000 employees) placing this tax first of

the three taxes mentioned above. ^'^ ftost of these companies, however,

felt that their assessment was fair as far as this tax was concerned in

relation to the other businesses. That is, they felt they were assessed

20Sly and Franic, op. clt .. p. 26,

2'i^id., p. 27.

22 Ibid ., p. 36.
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fairly and the resulting burden was equitable relative to the other

businesses of the same type.

Inventories.—The estimated value of inventories on hand by

businesses In Florida in 1963 was $2,030 million. Inventories included

materials on hand, goods in the process of production, finished prod-

ucts, and products held for resale by wholesalers and retailers. Hanu*

facturers inventory made up $700 million, wholesale $4^0 million, and

retailers $900 million of the above figures.^^ x^e tendency for inven-

tories to fluctuate in value probably makes It Impossible to assess and

levy a "fair" tax on them. The tax on inventories has been under dis-

cussion for repeal in almost every legislative session for a number of

years but as yet these attempts have met with no success. This Is

probably very strongly infljancad by the fact that new revenue sources

would have to be provided to malce up the lost revenue If it were re-

pealed. In the survey mentioned previously, taxes on Inventories were

in second place behind real estate taxes In the number of criticisms

received.

Intangibles J^

The Intangibles tax was first approved in Florida In 1924 but

was not enacted Into law until 1931. it has been repealed and

^3|bid .. p. 27.

^^At least not until the November, 196:., election. A consti-
tutional amendment was passed In this election which allows the coun-
ties to exempt inventories from the tax. To date there has been no
indication of the effects this amendment will have.
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25
re-enacted several times, the last being in 1965. The actual as-

sessment and collection is carried out i>y the assessors and collectors

of the various counties although the State Comptroller has general

supervision over the tax and has the authority to make such rules and

regulations as necessary to execute the intent of the law. He is also

authorized to conduct separate investigations to discover any property

that may have been omitted in the assessments.

The intangibles tax is the nearest tax that Florida has as far

as a broad based tax on business or wealth is concerned. This appears

to be one way of getting around the prohibition by the Florida Consti-

tution against the taxation of income, although very indirect. There

are at least three states such as Florida that have no general income

taxes but which have gotten around this (New Hampshire. Ohio, and Ten-

nessee) by levying a special income tax on income from stocics and

bonds. 2^

Intangibles are divided into five classes and are subject to

three different rates. The classes and rates are set forth in Table

21 of Appendix D and the yield from the intangibles tax is shown in

Table 19 of Appendix D. In 19^5 Classes A, B. and D had an assessed

value of $24,253.2 million and had a yield of $19.2 million while Class

C had a yield of $5.9 million.

^^Florida Tax Reporter (Chicago: Commerce Clearing House,

1966), p. 25.

26wylie Kilpatrick, Results of the 1963 Tax Revision in Florida
(Gainesville. Florida: Bureau of Economic and Business Research.
April. 1965). p. 9.
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The intangibles (which nwst be assessed at their market value)

tax has been subject to much criticism in recent years. Much of It

comes about because some securities (those traded on one of the stock

exchanges) are easily valued at their current market value simply by

looking at the market price at any given time while others (particu-

larly those of closely held corporations) are almost Impossible to

value at their current market value since they do not change ownership

very often. As an example of this the State Comptroller has recently

been investigating a case in which stock in the St. Joe Paper Company

was declared to have a value of $525 a share for state tax purposes

but the bid price in New York City was around $1,500 a share. ^7 The

tax has been called a "tax on honesty"^^ as far as Individuals are

concerned since individuals are responsible for the declaration of the

value of the securities held and these securities are easily concealed.

These values can, of course, be questioned and Investigated If they

are believed to be unrealistic. Also the Comptroller has the power to

investigate if he feels that securities have been omitted from the

declaration.

Professors Sly and Frank concluded that the intangibles tax is

"a heavy competitive burden on finance companies in Interstate transac-

tions, a disadvantage to corporations holding securities of their sub-

sidiaries, and a detriment to the residence of wealthy citizens. ^^

^7st. Petersburg Times . February 20, 1966, p. 2-0.

28siy a

29|bld.

28siy and Frank, op. cit .. p. 43
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They did not, however » recotmend that It be repealed since a good re-

placement at that time appeared to be unavailable.

The St. Petersburg Times In a study ntiade in \96i presented an

example where the intangibles tax amounted to approximately 39*b per

cent of the gross Income from the securities involved. This Is a much

higher rate than any of the states that use the income tax levy. This

example follows:

Take ownership of 100 shares of Xerox, and 200 shares
each of Syntex, Polaroid, U. S. Life Insurance, Branlff
Airways and Baltimore & Ohio. On Dec. 31* 1965, this
portfolio would have a market value of $93,973* This
year's Florida tax would be $98.97.

But the 1965 income would not be $5,000 or $1,000.
In this case the list named would have yielded $230 in

1965—-perhaps an exaggerated case, but some of its ele-
ments are present In almost all portfolios.^^

While this is perhaps an unusual case, it points out that the

tax may fall quite differently on different individuals depending upon

the makeup of their individual portfolios.

oyftrvi^w 9f %hf? Prppqrtv t^

The property tax appears to be the most criticized tax in the

Florida system. This criticism is based largely on the non-unlformlty,

and sometimes arbitrary, assessment ratios and the divergent range of

rates that are placed on the property. This leads to burdens on Indi-

viduals and businesses which appear to be inequitable. (This criti-

cism should generally be eliminated as the counties reach the 100 per

cent of fair market value assessment.) Moreover, businesses In the

30:St. Petersburg Times. February 20, 196b, p. 2-0.
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counties with the assessment ratios of less than 100 per cent of fair

market value roust bear a relatively higher burden of the county taxes

than those businesses in counties assessed at 100 per cent of fair

market value.

In a study sponsored by the Southern Regional Education Board

(SREB) in 1962. the comparison was made between the states in the SREB

area as to the amount of revenue collected from the various taxes. In

comparing the property tax among the various states, Florida was found

to be collecting more than the average of the states. Florida was

collecting $32.56 per $1,000 of personal income while the average was

$29.43 per $1,000 of personal income.^' In other words, businesses

and individuals in Florida bear a heavier property tax burden than the

surrounding states. This could put Florida businesses in a competi-

tive disadvantage with businesses in these neighboring states.

Dr. Arthur L. Cunkle of the Legislative Reference Bureau has

sunned up the property tax problem in the following statement.

We do not know the amount of taxes paid by home-
owners, though the total is very large. We do not know
the amount of taxes or exemptions in Florida cities,
though both are large. We do not know the size of in-

ventory taxes, tliough there are perennial attempts to
exempt inventories. We do not know how vacant lots,

farms, forests, subdivisions, personal property, and
hotels are assessed comparatively, though we know there
are as many answers as there are assessors. We do not
know how much property other than homes is exempt from
taxation, or for what purposes. 3^

3'Kenneth E. Q.uindry, Revenue Potentials in Southern States
(Atlanta: Southern Regional Education Board, 196?), p. 33.

32cunkle, "impact of the Homestead . . . ," p. I3.
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Florida is one of k2 states and the District of Columbia that

maices use of a general sales and use tax as a major source of revenue.

In Florida it Is the major source of revenue for the General Fund and

is second only to the local property tax in the total revenue produced

in the state. The rates in the various states range from a lov/ of 2

per cent in 10 states to a high of 5 per cent in Pennsylvania. The 3

per cent rate is the most typical. Many municipalities also levy a

sales tax in addition to the state.

Florida enacted her sales tax in 1949 with a very narrow base

and at a 3 P&r cent rate. Every legislature since 19^9 has broadened

the tax base but the rate still remains unchanged at the 3 per cent

level. Thus the revenue produced from the sales tax has increased

steadily each year with one exception (1960-61) throughout the period

since its enactment with the total increase amounting to approximately

^50 per cent since I95J-JI, the first full year in which the tax was

in effect. Food and medicine remain the only major exemptions (except

those items which are subject to one of the special taxes—gasoline

being the major Item) with automobiles being taxed at a reduced rate

of 2 per cent. The yield from the sales tax Is sl>own in Table 19 of

Appendix 0.

There seems to prevail a feeling among many of Florida's lead-

ers that the sales tax is the best method of raising money for the ex-

pansion of the services that the state and local governments must pro-

vide. For example, in a period from October 21, 1965 until November

30, 1965 three prominent senators proposed an increase in the sales
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tax by either removing food as an exemption or increasing the rate-

one proposed an increase in the rate to 5 per cent.^^ one of the inost

prominent of these senators was Senator B. C. Pearce, Chairman of the

Tax Reform Coontlssion. He said in spealting of the retail sales tax

that "It has seemed to me to be the fairest of all taxes in that every-

one pays according to his ability and In proportion to h's purchases."^

The maximum increase in revenue that could be raised by elimi-

nating the exemptions and the special rate on automobiles and without

increasing the overall rate has been estimated to be approximately

$100 million. The brealcdown of this estimated Increase Is from gro-

ceries at 3 per cent, $45 million; automobile sales (increase from 2

per cent to 3 per cent), $13 million; automobiles (no exemption for

trade-In), $15 million; drugs (including prescriptions), $7«5 million;

and gasoline, $20 mi 1 1 ion, ^5 An increase in the overall rate from 3

to k per cent with no change in the base would yield (based on 1965

33see the Florida Times-Union. October 21, 1965, p. 23; Novem-
ber 25, 1965, p. 28; and November 30, I96>, p. 2k. The senators re-

ferred to were B. C. Pearce, Verle Pope, and George Tapper, all from
northern rural count! as. Also, several of the leaders in Ouval County

!<ave spoken strongly in favor of an increase in the sales tax. These
strong feelings apparently have grown out of the court ordered revalu-

ation of property since most of these proponents also favor the repeal

or a large reduction of all ad valorem taxes. It is also strongly fa-

vored because it taxes the tourist. Dr. Kllpatrick estimated that ap-

proximately 22 per cent of the sales tax is paid by tourists. Kll-

patrick, OP. cit.. p. 11.

Florida Times-Union . November 30, 1965, p. 2k.

35Florlda Legislative Council, Legislative Handbook; Current

Information on Florida's Tax Problems In 1965 (Tallahassee; Florida
Legislative Counci I) , p. 18.
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figures) approximately $87 million, however. If both the base were

broadened as indicated above and the rate increased to k per cent, the

tax Mould yield approximately $220 million more in revenue, assuming

there were no changes in spending by consianers, no effect on the tour-

ist trade, et cetera, it is, of course, highly unrealistic to assime

spending, et cetera, would be unchanged but it is difficult, if not im-

possible under our present state of teclinology, to determine the degree

of the change or, as a matter of fact, the direction o^ the change. ^^

To determine this change one would need an Intricate Itnowledge of tlie

demand for the taxed commodities and so far no one has been able to

formulate this desired Information.

At least one major fallacy that runs through all the arguments

presented by those who argue for an Increase in the sales tax Is that

they apparently assume a sales tax to be based on "ability to pay.

This is not the case. A sales tax is based on current expenditures

and current expenditures do not necessarily measure (altlvxigh they may

indicate) ability to pay. Current expenditures are not a measurement

of the ability to pay since current expenditures even excluding any

tax may exceed current Income, especially for the low Income group.

Also, those who favor increasing the tax do not consider the results

from the Increased tax burden, as was indicated above, particularly on

the low income groups.

3%or a discussion of this and other arguments both for and
against a sales tax see John F. Due, Sales Taxation (Urbana: Univer-

sity of Illinois Press, 1957). particularly pp. 1-48.
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This leads to the argunents against the sales tax. The major

argument here Is that the sales tax Is regressive, that is, the lower

Income groups pay a higher percentage of their income as sales taxes

than do the higher income groups. Several studies have been made on

the regressivlty of the sales tax and almost all come to the conclu-

sion that the tax is regressive but they differ on the degree of re-

gressiveness involved. Table 9 presents the results of four of these

studies.

TABLE 9

ESTIMATED RETAIL SALES TAX BURDEN AS A PER CEMT OF
INCOME—3 PER CENT RATE WITH FOOD EXEMPT
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it is intarostins to note that In the California and 21 Large

Cities studies tiie sales taxes turned prosresslve In the $6,000 to

$7,500 range atid then became regressive again. No explanation of this

phenoinenon was given In the studies. There is a probable explanation

that can be given for this, however. It Is probably due to this group

generally having a higher average propensity to consume the taxable

conmoditles than the two groups surrounding It, Moreover, this higher

average propensity to consume In turn is probably caused by the group

setting up households faster than the other groups. This would re-

quire a higher level of expenditures on consumer durables which are

generally taxable and therefore would require larger tax payments.

Professors Musgrave and Dalcoff made a similar study of the

H?chigan sales tax (food non-exempt) and came to the same conclusion

only to a higher degree. The results of their study are presented In

Table 10.

interpreting estimates such as these should be done with cau-

tion. One reason is titat the figures beyond the decimal point repre-

sent a very few dollars. For example, the difference of ,12 per cent

In the Florida study between the $3,000 and $i»,000 range presents

only $4,80, There are three other major points that should be noted. 37

I, In any one year the lowest Income group Includes
many Individuals and families vifho are there only
temporarily. Their spending Is more generally re-
lated to their higher "normal" Income than to cur-
rent receipts. This group also Includes people.

37Tax Foundation, Inc., Retail Sales and Individual Income
Taxes in State Tax Structures (Haw York: Tax Foundation, Inc., 1962),
p. 30.
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TABLE 10

ESTIMATED RETAIL SALES TAX OF 3 PER CENT AS A
PERCENTAGE OF INCOME IN MICHIGAN

LQ£2{ng_

Tax as Percentage
of Money and Non-
monetary income
before Income Tax

Tax as

Percentage
of Money

LOSomg

Tax as Percentage
of Money Income
after Federal
Income Tax

Under $2,000
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How does Florida corapard to the other states In the southeast

as far as the yield froin sales taxes is concerned? In the SREB study,

Florida ranked at least equal to other states In the SREB area.^ This

ranking was based on the yield and average rate that prevails among

this group of states. In his first study. Professor Sly found that

Florida's total collection from sales taxes exceeded the other four

southeastern states with which it was compared but the per capita col-

lection was behind that of Georgia.^^ This is probably due to

Uoorgia's taxing food at the same rate as other Items, while Florida

exempts food from Its tax base.

Th^ Motor FmqI Ta;se?

The Florida gasoline and motor fuel taxes were originally es-

tablished in 1921. The rate was Increased to seven cents per gallon

In 1931 and has remained at that level ever since (this is in addition

to the four cents per gallon federal tax). Hotor fuels are taxed In

all the states In the United States with a range of rates from a low

of five cents per gallon in Texas and a few other states to a high of

eleven cents per gallon in certain counties in Hawaii. Florida's

seven-cent rate is the rate found in 22 states. Twenty^threa states

and the District of Columbia have rates below seven cents and there

are five states above seven cents. All the states In the southeast

3®Kenneth E. dulndry. Revenue Potentials In Southern States
(Atlanta: Southern Regional Education Board, 1962), p. 3I.

39siy, ffpt 9U.. p. 18.
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have the seven-cent per gallon rate except Georgia which has a 6.5~

cent rate,^

Some states use t'^o different rates--one on gasoline and one

on other fuels. Florida has only one rate, although a strong argument

can be made for taxing other fuels, especially diesel fuel at a higher

rate since It yields greater mileage per gallon than does gasoline.

The yield from the motor fuel taxes in Florida is shown in

Table 19 of Appendix 0. These taxes have had a steadily increasing

yield over the past ten years despite the influx of compact and foreign

cars and this increase is expected to continue in the future. ^ The

State Revenue Commission administers and collects these taxes. The

monies collected are all earmarked for highway purposes only. The

first four cents goes to the unrestricted road fund to pay the costs

of road administration, maintenance, construction, and matching of

federal funds. The next two cents are reserved by the Constitution

for servicing county road bonds by the State Board of Administration.

This revenue is divided among the counties on the basis of a three-

part formula giving equal weight to area, population, and cost of roads

acquired by the state in 1931. As a criticism of the above formula,

it is difficult to see what relationship if any exists between the

cost of roads in 1931 and the present needs for highways. Apparently

'^Commerce Clearing House, State Tax Review . Vol. 27 (July 5,

1966).

^'Arthur L. Cunkle, Financing Government in Florida (Tallahas<
see: Florida Legislative Reference Bureau, 1962), p. 20.

k2 Ibid ., p. 21,
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this third factor has been kept In the formula since It Is beneficial

to the small rural counties and the legislature has been dominated by

the rural sections. The other two parts of tlie formula are probably

still valid but it appears as if the third part should be either elim-

inated or replaced with some other relevant factor. If any of the

above revenue is not needed for servicing the bends, the surplus is

distributed 80 per cent to the State Road Department and 20 per cent

to the counties. The remaining seventh cent is allocated on the above

formula and divided 80 per cent to the State Road Department for coun-

ties and 20 per cent directly to the counties for use on secondary

roads.

The SREB study rated the collection by states based on the

number of motor vehicles registered within the state and found Florida

about $13 million above collection calculated on average for all the

states. This study did not. however, take into consideration that

much of the Florida tax is paid by tourists.

These taxes have served Florida well as far as revenue is con-

cerned and have come under very little serious criticism except for

the third part of the formula mentioned above. The above method of

t«kxation is an attempt to use the "benefit principle' of taxation and

probably comes very close to accomplishing It.

^3(iuindry, }<?9i ?^^
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The Cigarette Tax

The Florida cigarettetax was originally established in 1943»

but the 1945 revisfon of the 19^3 law is usually considered the bosic

law.^ Cigarette taxation was originally looked upon as a form of

sumptuary taxation but now is obviously siinply an easy method of rais-

ing revenue. All but one state (North Carolina) noiv levies the; ciga-

rette tax with the rates ranging from a low of two cents per packa96

to a high of eleven cents per package. The typical rates are seven or

eight cents a package. The rate In Florida since July I, 1963, has

been eight cents per standard package with special rates applying to

odd sizes. (The municipalities are permitted to levy a rate up to

eight cents which is offset against ^\^e state rate; therefore, ail

municipalities do so since the eight -cent rata is the level permitted

by the state.) The yield from the cigarette tax is shown in Table 19,

Appendix D, and the distributions to muni ci pal i ties for the past 10

years In Florida are siKtwn in Table 22 of Appendix D.

The tax is administered and collected by the State Beverage

Department and Is ..icn distributed to the municipalities where the

original collection took place with any balance going to the state

General Fund. The large increase (55*65 per cent) in fiscal year

1963-64 was the result of the increase in rates from five cents to

eight cents per package.^5

^^ lor Ida Tax Reporter (Chicago: Conmerce Clearing House,
1966).

'Sxhis increase would probably have been larger had it not been
for the publication In January. I96^,by the United States Public Health
Service that there was a causal linkage lietwean smoking and lung cancer.
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The cigarette tax has received surprisingly tittle critlcisffl

although some criticism has been levied at the method of allocation

used by the state to distribute it back to the municipalities. (The

municipalities receive all the collections within their boundaries

after state administrative expenses have been deducted.) It has besn

charged that in some instances this has led to "cigarette tovHis" grow-

Ing up around supermarkets and places of high collections. "Ciga-

rette towns" are referred to as areas that incorporate around places

of business which have a high volume of cigarette trade. The induce-

ment to incorporation is the tax distribution from the state of all

cigarette taxes collected within the incorporated boundaries. For ex-

ample, the "supermarket-restaurant-bar town of South Pasadena got

back in the 1964-65 fiscal year approximately $137 per capita while

St. Petersburg received back less than $10 p&r capita.^''

The SREB study rated Florida below the level of the other states

In the SREB area by a little over $3 million In 1962.^ This was due

to the five-cent rate in existence at that time and has been alleviated

by the increase of the rate to eight cents. The only states In the

southeast to equal or exceed Florida's rate are Georgia with an eight-

cent rate and Mississippi with a nina-cent rate. This has generally

been a highly productive tax for Florida's municipalities.

^^St. Petersburg Times . February 20, 1966, p. 1-D.

^7|bld.

^uindr/. op. cit .. p. 32.
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Alcoholic Beverdqe Taxes

"Alcoholic beverages have been a favorite object of excise

taxes [in the United StatesJ since the time of George Washington and

are today one of the most heavily taxed commodities."^^ Florida along

with all the other states and the federal government levies excise

taxes on alcoholic beverages at high rates. The taxes in Florida were

imposed in the early thirties shortly after prohibition ended. The

rates in Florida range from a low of $.28 per gallon on malt bv^verages

to $3.06 a gallon on beverages containing more than ^ per cent alcohol

by weight. In addition the state, counties, and/or municipalities

also levy an array of annual license fees running as high as $1,350 on

manufacturers rectifying or blending the beverages. Generally the

cost of these licenses depends upon the type of business (whether for

on-premlse or off-premise consun^tion, et cetera) and the population

of the county in which the business is located. ^^ Special rates are

levied on beverages manufactured in Florida from Florida citrus prod-

ucts. The yield from the alcoholic beverage taxes is shown in Table

19 of Appendix D.

The large increase in 1963-6^ fiscal year apparently resulted

from increases in the rates. The State Beverage Department adminis-

ters and collects these taxes. They are now the second largest con-

tributor to the state General Fund, falling behind only the sales tax.

^^Cunlcle, Financing Government in Florida , p. 22.

5%ee Table 23 of Appendix D below for a detailed schedule of

rates and license fees currently in effect in Florida.
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In addition to the above taxes, the beverages are also subject to the

state sales tax (this amounts to a tax on a tax) v^ich adds an addi-

tional $.60 to $.70 per gallon to the cost. According to Or. Cunkle

of the Legislative Reference Bureau, total taxes (federal, state, and

local) on alcoholic beverages can amount to "about $13.20 (per gallon);

which is more tlian ten times the total cost of production."^ These

high taxes and poor law enforcement have tended to build a wall around

the illegal liquor industry and it has been estimated that at least

52
one-third of the total volume of distilled beverages goes untaxed.-*

The Si^EB study rated Florida approximately $8.3 million above

tlie average for the SREB area states.^^ This study again failed to

take Into consideration that a large amount of these taxes is paid by

tourists. Or. Kilpatrick estimated that amount to be 20 per cent in

the 1963-64 fiscal year.^^ It is, however, difficult to compare re-

sults from this tax since several of the southeastern states iiave state

owned liquor stores and the monopoly profits from these stores do not

reveal the true amount of taxes. As was the case with cigarette taxa-

tion, alcoholic beverage taxation began as sumptuary taxation but it

appears now as if it has grown beyond this and is just another easy

method of raising revenue.

5*Cunkle, Financing Government in Florida, p. 23.

52]brd.

53Qulndry, Iqp. clt .

5\npatrlck, Results of the 1963 . . . . p. 11.



Motor Vehicle Llcanf«

The motor vohtcle license was established as a requirement of

law In Florida in 1905 and has been used in the state ever since. All

the states and the District of Columbia use license fees as a method

of regulation and of raising revenue. The Florida tax is administered

and collected by the State Motor Vehicle Commission and various county

officials. The yield from the motor vehicle licenses Is shown In Table

19 of Appendix and the rates for the various classes of automotive

equipment in effect In Florida are shown In Table Zk of Appendix D.

Florida subjects motor vehicles (automobiles and trucks) to

only the license fees while 27 of the states subject them to the prop-

erty tax also. The range of license fees on a "medium sized passenger

car is from $3.00 in Louisiana to $38.00 in Iowa as compared with

Florida's $20.30 which is eighth of the 23 states with no property

tax. Neither tusulsiana nor iowa levies a property tax on motor vehi-

cles. The property tax on these vehicles ranges from a low of $5.00

($10.00 license fee) in Maryland to $88.14 ($20.00 license fee) in

Rhode is land. ^5

Trucks are treated with even more diversity among the states.

This is probably unavoidable due to the divergent sizes and the uses to

which trucks are committed. In a study made by the U. S. Bureau of

Public Roads, an attempt has been made to "standardized' these diverse

fees and taxes for comparative purposes. As an example In comparing

55u. S. Bureau of Public Roads, Road-User and Property Taxe^
Md ,M9tor

ing Office, 1964)

on Selected Motor Vehicles. 1964 (Washington: U. S. Government Print-

^). p. 45.



a standard "three-axle tractor-semitrailer combination" in Florida

with its border states, we find that the truck in Florida would bear

total taxes (license fees and property taxes) of $272.20; Georgia,

$3J^.12; South Carolina, $3^9.60; Alabama, $532.00; and Mississippi,

$716.53.^ CodHjarisons in other classes show about the same results.

These data lead to the conclusion that truckers in Florida are in a

relatively good ccxnpetitive position compared to bordering states.

The motor vehicle license fees are generally thought of as

"highway user fees" based upon the benefit principle and to be used

for highway purposes. This is a complete misconception in Florida

since most of the receipts from these levies are earmarked for educa-

tion. The first receipts from these sources amounting to $400 per

classroom unit are earmarked for the minimum foundation program and

any remaining revenue is put into the state General Fund. Mo revenue

from this source is used directly for highway purposes. ^7

The large increase in receipts (44.92 per cent) which occurred

during the 1963-64 fiscal year was caused by an increase in the fees

enacted by the 1963 Legislature along with the beginning of the 13-

month plan now in effect for the licenses. Dr. L. L. dual Is of the

State Budget Director's staff has reduced this to a 12-month basts and

estimated the Increase to be 31 per cent after the removal of the

thirteenth month. 5^

5^lbld.. p. 50.

^^Cunkle. Financing Government in Florid^ , p. 21.

S^Kllpatrlck, Results of the 1963 . . . . p. 11. The 13-month

plan grew out of moving the license due date from January to July each



The 1963 increase in license fees came under fire in the 1964

governor's election with the promise that it would be repeated. This

repeal did not take place, however, probably due to the critical need

for the revenue provided by the increase.

The SREB study rated Florida approximately $14 million over

par in comparison to the other states In the SREB area.^^ This is

highly misleading since the study considered only the license fees and

did not consider the personal property tax levied in some of tlie

states. In fact, only five states (including Florida) out of the 16

in the SREB area do not have personal property taxes on motor

vehlcles.^^

All the other types of motor vehicles in Florida are subject

to license fees at varying rates. These include house trailers, air-

craft, motor cycles, various other types of trailers, et cetera, but

automobiles and truclcs are the major sources of revenue from the motor

vehicles license fees and taxes.

Pari-mutuel Taxes

Florida legalized gambling on horse and dog racing in 1931 and

on jai-alai in I933. Twenty-seven states levy pari-mutuel taxes with

rates ranging from a low of \/k of I per cent in Montana to II per cent

year. This plan is to be implemented by 1970 at which time the licenses
will revert to a 12-month license with due date in July.

59(iulndry, op. cit .. p. 38.

^'^i. S. Bureau of Public Records, loc. cit .
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of the total pool In excess of $600,000 In New York.^' None of the

other southeastern states levy the taxes due to the fact that gambling

is not permitted. The rates In Florida are as follows: horse tracks,

8 per cent plus breakage; ^^ dog tracks, 7 per cent plus breakage

(there is a rebate of $700 a day to dog tracks); and jal-alal, 5 per

cent plus 50 per cent breakage. The yield from pari-mutuel betting is

shown in Table 19 of Appendix 0. The distributions to the counties

are shown in Table 22 of Appendix D.

The tax is administered and collected by the State Racing Com-

mission and Is distributed approximately 50 per cent to counties and

50 per cent to the state General Fund. The major criticism of these

taxes is not of the tax itself but of the method of distribution to

the counties. The amount allocated to the counties must be divided

equal Iv among the counties. This requirement leads to sane strange

results. In 1965 the total distribution per county was $265,500 which

in Lake and Liberty Counties amounted to approximately $91 per capita

and In Dade County approximately 2^ cents per capita. Horeover, Dade

County collects approximately 46-W per cent of the total taxes col-

lected within the state and must provide the necessary public services

to serve the race tracks and jal-alal frontons. This actually means

that the smaller the county population the better off the county Is In

61 Sly, OP. cit .. p. 2^.

^^Breakage is the popular term used for the legal term "Breaks,"

which is defined as follows: "The 'breaks' should be known as the dif-

ference betv«en the amount contributed to a pari -mutual pool and the

total of the conroissions and sums redistributed to the contributors."



terms of revenue from these taxes, in seven counties the receipts

from the pari-mutuel taxes amounted to mora than the total ad valoram

taxes levied by these count ies.^^

Dr. Kllpatrick has criticized this method of distributing the

racing tax revenues very severely. This can be seen from the follow-

ing statement.

The equal distribution of nearly one-half of the rac-
ing taxes among the counties though rejected by the elec-
torate in the I960 election, continues on the statute
books to defy all logic. The division of racing taxes
into equal parts among the sixty-seven counties Illus-
trates the aritiimetic axiom that the equal treatment of
unequals accentuates, rather than lessens, inequality.
The larger part of the counties' share is devoted to
schools In amounts that too often exceed the county prop-
erty tax for sc^iools. Preferential treatment to counties
sparsely populated and under-average in tax ability is

justified, as with the School Minimum Foundation Program,
without warrant for racing tax distribution that has no
relation either to population or to tax ability.^

The major burden from these taxes, however, has been estimated

to fall on tourists. Dr. Kllpatrick estimated that for the 1963-64

fiscal year approximately 57 per cent was paid by tourlsts.^^ He also

estimated that a repeal of the $700 rebate per day to dog tracks would

add approximately $1 million to the total collected from these taxes.

^^hese counties are: Calhoun, Franklin, Gilchrist, Lafayette,
Liberty, Union, and Wakulla. State of Florida, Comptroller's Repor

,̂

of County Finances for the Fiscal Year Ended September 30. 1965. p. 65.

t^llpatrlck. Results of the 1963 . . . . p. 16.

^5|bld.. p. II.
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The DQgMfli^ntflry ^%mf Tyc

The documentary stamp tax was established In Florida In 1931

but only recently did it become important. There are IS states that

use some form of documentary tax but only two states (Maryland and

South Carolina) have a tax base approaching the coverage in Florida.

The rates in Florida are 15 cents per $100 on stocics, bonds, notes, et

cetera, and 30 cents per $100 on deeds and other instruments relating

to land. The yield from the documentar/ stamp tax is shown in Table

19 of Appendix 0.

The tax is administered and collected by the State Con^troller

who has the authority to issue special rules and regulations regarding

it but to date no such rules and regulations have been issued.^^ The

receipts from the tax go to the state General Fund. As can be seen

from Table 19 of Appendix D the receipts fluctuate rather widely. The

large Increase (59.33 per cent) In 1963-64 fiscal year coincides with

rate increases of 50 per cent made on most instruments by the 1963

Legislature.

The insurance premium tax was established in Florida In 1907

and Florida, Mice most of the other states, has consistently made use

of this tax as a method of regulation (particularly of foreign compan-

ies) as well as a method of raising revenue. The general rate in

^Sly, 9P. 9K.. p. 16.

%lori<1^ T^ Repor^^r. p. 5771



Florida is 2 per cent as It Is In 24 states. Florida, however, exempts

domestic companies (as do three other states) and gives a credit equal

to 50 per cent of the tax imposed to foreign companies with regional

home offices here, plus an allowance equal to the full amount of the ad

valorem taxes paid by the Insurer during the year on property owned

and occupied by the regional office. This credit cannot, however, re-

duce the tax below 20 per cent of tlie total amount imposed."® Other

rates in Florida arc; 1 per cent on annuity premiums and 3A of I per

cant Met marine and transportation insurance profit and a faw other

minor rates. License fees are also generally Imposed at a rate of

$200 annually. The tax is administered by the State Treasurer acting

as the Insurance Commissioner. The yield from the Insurance premium

tax is shown In Table 19 of Appendix D.

The other states have rates on domestic companies ranging from

a low of 2/10 of I per cent In Ohio to a high of 3 per cent In Idaho

and on foreign companies from a low of 2 per cent in 2k states to a

high of k per cent In Oidahoma.^^ The yield from this tax In Florida

could be increased significantly If domestic companies were not exempt

and If the credit to foreign companies vtas not allowed.

Other T^??

The remainder of the Florida tax system is made up of a medley

of taxes and fees with the contributions from these Individual sources

Florida Tax Reporter , p. 8822.

^9siy, OP. cit .. p. 22.
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usually insignificant in relation to the total taxes collected witiiln

the state. The yield from the other taxes is shown in Table 19 of

Appendix D.

Most of these taxes and license fees are of the regulatory

type. The major exception to this is the estate and inheritance taxes.

The yield from this tax fluctuates wi<i«ly (depending upon the number

of wealthy individuals who die during the year). For enample, the

1963-^ yield was an increase of approximately l6o per cent over the

1962-63 yield. In 1964-65 there was a decrease of approximately 33

per cent from the 1963-64 yield. This tax is limited by the Florida

Constitution to the amount of the federal credit. Therefore, the In-

dividuals bear no additional burden from the state taxes. This, how-

ever, is a potential source of additional revenue which could be used

by the state.

The public utilities tax is relatively insignificant as far as

the state collections are concerned but this Is not the case for local

governments. In 1964 the local governments collected approximately

$36.5 million from the tax. The rates in the different governmental

sectors rar^'je from 2 to 6 times as great as the state rate.'° It can

generally be said that Florida has no compact, unified system of tax-

ation applying to all or substantially all public utility corpora-

tions."^ This tax is generally passed directly on to the consumer

70siy and Frank, op. cit .. p. 19.

7iFigrN^T^ ft^pgrt^r. p. 8075.



m
since the public utilities are allovifed to Include It In the rates

charged to the ultimate consumer.

Another item in this group of particular interest is the Citrus

Commission fees and taxes. These are licenses, inspection fees, ex-

cise tc»<es, et cetera, which are levied on the citrus fruit Industry.

These taxes are levied at different rates and at different levels in

the Industry. For exeunple, an orange grower would pay an annual li-

cense fee of $10.00, two and one-four cents per standard box for In-

spection services, nine cents per standard box as an excise, and pos-

sibly an additional five cents for special promotional campaigns.'

The yield is used chiefly for promotional purposes and in a sense re-

placc»s expenditures that would otherwise be made by the individual

firms to private prompters. The industry can partially control these

taxes since the Florida Citrus Code provides for referendums to b«

held within the industry to authorize special promotional programs (up

to five cents per standard box) of Florida-grovm citrus fruits.

72$ ly and Frank, loc. cit ,

73|bH .



CHAPTER VI

THE FISCAL STRUCTURE OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA:
AN EVALUATION—

2

jductli

Tho preceding chapter contained a description of the ta;; sys-

tem as it now exists in Florida along with relevant data on the tax

system. In addition the criteria for evaluating the tax structure

were proposed and a partial evaluation was made, it is the purpose of

this chapter, using the criteria set up, the data given, and other

analytical tools, to complete the evaluation of the tax system as it

now exists in relation to its potential future yield, whether or not

it is equitable, and if it will be necessary in the future to supple-

ment the existing tax system with new revenue sources. In addition

to the basic data given in the previous chapter, data on population

and income will be required. These are presented in Table 25 of Ap-

pendix 0.

The T^ Load

How have Florida's taxes been growing over time? Three cri-

teria are used to measure the extent to which Florida taxes have grown

over the past ten years. A summary of the results of this analysis

Is shown in Table II.' The first criterion Is the amount of taxes per

'For another analysis along this same line and for interstate
comparisons, see Wylie Kilpatrick, Taxation in Florida-^A Comparative

]k9
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capita . This is a traditional measure of the tax load and it can be

seen from Table II that the per capita taxes have increased from $143

In the 1955-56 fiscal year to $247 In the 1364-65 fiscal year or an

Increase of approximately 67 par cent. That is, an individual, on the

average, paid approximately one and two-thirds as much In taxes in

1964-o5 as in 1355-56. If the property tax is eliminated and only the

state taxes are included, the per capita taxes increased from $90 in

1955-56 to $139 in 1964-65 or an increase of approximately 54 per cent.

The second criterion Is the ainount of taxes collected per $1,000

of personal Income. Personal Income Is often referred to as one of

the best measures of tax-paying ability,^ sines most If not all taxes

are paid out of current personal inccmv^ Tegardless of the tax base.

Tax per $1,000 of personal Income has increased from $89 In 1955-56 to

Analysis," State Economic Studies No. 16 (University of Florida: Bu-
reau of Economic and Business Research, 1964), pp. 29-37. In this

analysis Dr. Kilpatrick used Bureau of Census data and did not include

the property tax. His index of tax load decreased from 3.94 per cent

In 1355 to 2.94 per cent In 1963. This represented a decrease of ap-
proximately 25 per cent compared with a decrease including property
taxes of approximately 12 per cent. Thus it appears as If the tax
load is shifting toward the property owner.

2for per capita yield of all the various taxes see Table 26 of

Appendix D. It can be seen from these data that only two taxes have

shown a significant l.icrease in per capita yield. These are the prop-
erty taxes which Increased from $58 In 1955-56 to $108 In US4-65 or
an increase of approximately 86 per cent and the sales and use taxes
which increased from $22 In 1955-56 to $45 In 1964-65 or an Increase
of approximately I 04 per cent.

^or examples of this opinion see John F. Due, Government Fi -

nance (2d ed.; Homewood, Illinois: Richard 0. Irwin, Inc., 1959), p.

110; Philip E. Taylor, The Economics of Public Finance (3d ed.; New
Yorit: The MacMillan Company, 1961), p. 342; and Kilpatrick, op. cit ..

p. 29.



$107 In I96i»-G5 or an increase of approximately 20 \;>er cent. Moreover,

If the property tax Is eliminated and only those taxes collected by

the state are considered, tlie collections per $1,000 of personal in-

come increased from $5^ In 1955-56 to only $60 in 1964-65 or an in-

crease of only about 11 per cent.

Neither of these criteria present the full picture as far as tax

load Is concerned; therefore, some measure to combine them is needed.

This Is found in the third criterion—the index of tax load. "This

Index consists of the amount of taxes per $1,000 of personal Income

divided by the amount of per capita personal income."^ By this meas-

ure the tax load fell slightly from 5.37 per cent in 1955-56 to 4.61

per cent In 1964-65 or a decrease of approximately 14 per cent. The

overall tax load decreased due to the personal Income Increasing at a

more rapid rate than collections from taxes. Again if only taxes col-

lected by the state are considered, the tax load fell even more from

3.26 per cent In 1955-36 to 2.59 per cent in 1964-65 or a decrease of

about 21 per cent.

From this discussion It can be concluded that the relative tax

load has, as was pointed out in the preceding chapter, been shifting

toward the property owner. That is, the index of tax load considering

only the property tax decreased only 4.26 per cent while the index of

tax load not including the property tax decreased approximately 21 per

cent. It should be recognized, however, that the above discussion is

%llpatrlck, OD. cit .
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considering only the tax revenue aspect of government and makes no

consideration of the expenditure side.^

Income EJasti clties of the Various Taxe^

The income elasticities (the percentage change In the tax as a

result of a I per cent change in income over time) of the various taxes

are given in Table 12. It should be noted that these elasticities are

presented in the table In unadjusted form; that Is, no attempt has

been made to take Into consideration changes In either the bases or

the rates over the period. This will be attempted as the analysis

progresses with the above data being used as a frame of reference for

further discussion.

All of the major taxes have been in use over the entire period

under consideration and most of them have been subject to either a

broadening of the base or a change in the rate. The above unadjusted

data indicate that the tax system Is slightly Income elastic In that

the coefficient of elasticity Is 1.3. From these data, only the motor

fuels taxes, the alcoholic beverage taxes (and this Includes some rate

changes), and the pari -mutual taxes appear to be income inelastic. If,

however, we consider the cigarette tax only until 1963 when the rate

change from five to eight cents went Into effect we find that It also

falls Into the income Inelastic group. This leaves only six of the

major taxes that are income elastic on the basis of the unadjusted

^For a more realistic "tax load" to be presented would require
consideration of the expenditures made from the tax monies. That is,
an attanpt should be made to consider the benefits received from the
expenditures made. As was pointed out earlier, this of necessity would
need be made in a separate study; therefore, for purposes of consider-
ing the tax load only taxes are considered.
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data. Since these six taxes have been subject to either rate changes

or changes in the base during the period, we can get a better indica-

tion of the elasticity of the system if the years in which such tax

changes occurred are eliminated and the remaining periods isolated.

This is done in Table 13.

The four-year period, fiscal years 1956 through 1959* shows a

slight income elasticity of 1.04. It should be pointed out, however,

that In this period there were some isolated tax changes that affect

this figure. Three major changes occurred in the 1957-58 fiscal year.

One involved a base change in the sales and use tax and the others in-

volved the documentary stamp tax and the intangibles tax which are of

lesser importance. V/ith thesis three changes eliminated, the coeffi-

cient of elasticity would certainly go below unity. The second period,

a three-year period, which includes fiscal years 1960 through 1962

shows a coefficient of elasticity of 1.02 which Is also slightly

greater than unity. If the property tax is eliminated from this pe-

riod the coefficient of elasticity drops to .7 which Indicates inelas-

ticity as far as the state taxes are concerned. The other period con-

tains the 1964-65 and the 19^5-66 fiscal years and shows a coefficient

of elasticity of 1.13. If the property tax is eliminated, the coeffi-

cient of elasticity is only .8. in this period the only other taxes

which have a coefficient of elasticity greater than unity are the sales

and use taxes.

For those taxes that appear to be income elastic in the unad-

justed data, the property tax Is the most elastic. It has (with only

two exceptions) been Income elastic over the entire period. This is
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also true if the three adjusted periods are considered. These figures

are difficult to evaluate, however, since data as to base and rate

changes are not available for the property tax. Considering that over

the ten-year period the coefficient of elasticity Is only 1.5. it ap-

pears to be safe to assume that if rate and base changes could be con-

sidered and eliminated it would be found that the income elasticity of

the property tax would approach unity and might probably be inelastic.

That is, the receipts from this tax would have increased at approxi-

mately the same rate as income.

The findings with regard to the sales and use tax are more

surprising. The ten-year coefficient of elasticity is 1.9 but If the

years in which there were base changes are eliminated, we find that it

becomes relatively inelastic. That is, it appears to have been elas-

tic in years when the changes tool< effect with the years immediately

following becoming Inelastic. This problem here does not lie in rate

changes but in a broadening of the base v^lch has been carried out in

every legislative session since 1949.

The motor vehicle license fees appears to be elastic in the

unadjusted data. This elasticity, however, can Itc traced to the change

that went into effect In the 1963-64 fiscal year. If we consider only

the period up to this change the coefficient Is only .7 and steadily

decreasing except for the 1961-62 fiscal year when it was .9. These

fees also show an inelastic coefficient of .1 In the two-year period

after the changes went into effect.

The coefficient of elasticity for the documentary stamp tax

has been subject to wide fluctuations and has a ten-year coefficient
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of 2.2. These fluctuations have been the results of rate changes

(both Increases and decreases) and changes in the base. If the 1957

and 1963 changes in the rate are eliminated, then it apparently is In-

elastic. Generally the same thing can be said about the intangibles

tax. This leaves only the insurance premium tax which apparently Is

elastic since there have been no major changes In the period under

consideration and it has a coefficient of elasticity of 1.2. The "All

Others" category has a coefficient of elasticity of I.I which is the

result of changes in the various taxes included in this category plus

the inclusion of one tax that was not In affect in the base period.

Florida's Need tor Hew Taxas

Four criteria were presented In the previous chapter^ for the

evaluation of Florida's tax system. It is the purpose here to evalu-

ate the existing system in relation to each of these criteria. It is

recognized, lx>wever, that no tax system can completely satisfy all the

criteria. That is to say, the suggested criteria are the ideal toward

which the tax system should be directed even though it is recognized

this ideal may never be completely achieved.

D<?es the Tax ^^^^ A5 1 1; Npw ti^UU
Provide Adequate Revenue?

Comprehensive comparisons of different countries and

different times show that, among progressive peoples,
with which alone we are concerned, an Increase regularly

tai(es place in the activity of both the central and the
local governments. This increase is both extensive and

intensive: the central and local governments constantly

^See page HO above.
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undertake new functions while they perform both old and
new functions more efficiently and completely, in this
way the economic needs of the people, to an increasing
extent and in a more satisfactory fashion, are satisfied
by the central and local governments.'^

The above quotation is Wagner's so-called "law of the increase

of state activities." While this "law" was formulated many years ago

and many arguments have been given both supporting and condemning it,^

the Florida economy, at least over the past two decades of rapid de-

velopment, appears to have had a tendency to follow it.

It is easy, however, to assert that new taxes will be required

to provide the revenue for the state to provide the necessary public

services' ' over future years; tait It is another thing to prove" that

this need actually does exist. To throw some light on the situation,

iK>wever, one need only loolc at what has happened over the past few

years to see the rapid growth that has occurred in state and local

governmental expenditures in Florida. Expenditures made by the state

government in Florida over the past twelve years are presented in

Table 14.

It should be noted that these expenditures include only pperat*

Ing expenditures and aid to cities and counties and do not include

non-operating expenditures and expenditures on investments which

amounted to approximately $756 million in 1965-t6 as compared to

''Quoted from Philip E. Taylor, The Economics of Public Finance
(3d ed.; New Yort<: The MacMillan Company, 1961), p. kQ.

"See, for example, Frederic L. Pryor, "East and West German
Governmental Expenditures," Public Finance . XX (1965), 300-362.
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approxjmataly $225 minion In 195^-55 or an Increase of over 236 per

9
cent.

It can oe seen from Table 14 that expenditures during this pe-

riod have increased from $^36. 6 mi 11 Ion In 195^-55 to $1,256.3 million

in 1965-66 or an increase of approximately 188 per cent. This is com-

pared to total taxes collected by the state of $320.8 million In

I95V55 and $901.9 In 1965-6*j or an increase of approximately 181 per

cent which is 7 percentage points less than the increase in expendi-

tures. This difference of approximately $35^ million is currently

covered by non-tax revenues.

If it coiild be assumed that the non-tax revenues would continue

to grow at the same pace as In the past and that the existing tax sys-

tem could be expected, through rate Increases and the broadening of

the base, to yield an increasing flow of tax revenue at the same pace,

then no nev/ taxes to provide additional state revenue would be needed.

But this is a dubious assumption.

It should be fjrther pointed out that the above data consider

only the state revenues and expenditures and say nothing of the county

and local situations where most of the complaints about high taxes

have originated. Although no reliable data are available for the pe-

riod under consideration for county and local governmental expendi-

tures, there is reason to believe that these expenditures have been

growing at an even more rapid pace than state expenditures. If this

^Calculated from data found In State of Florida, Annual Reix>rt

of the Comptroller for 195^-55 and 1965-6b fiscal years.
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is the situation, then in the near future the state imjst either relin-

quish sotne of its existing tax revenues to the county and local gov-

ernments or raise additional revenue to aid the county and local gov-

ernments through new taxes.

Since the state tax revenues have been growing at a slower

rate than the state expenditures, it is unrealistic to assume that the

state can or will relinquish any of the existing tax revenues to county

and local governments. Therefore, the conclusion must be reached that

while the existing tax system has in the past provided adequate revenue

for state services the possibility of it continuing to do so in the

future seems remote and new taxes or a drastic change in the existing

taxes will be required to fill the gap between tax revenue and

expenditures.

Doe^ %h^ T^ Sy^^ffl Provide Equity in th?
Di stribution of the Tax Burden? '"

It should again be pointed out that no attempt has been made

to consider the expenditure side of government in this discussion-

only taxes are considered with expenditures taken as given. To get

an overall picture of the actual burden presented by the state tax

load both taxes and the benefits arising from expenditures should be

considered.

Equity was discussed to some extent in the previous chapter

under the discussion of ti)^ individual taxes. It was found in that

"h'his area is in neaJ of much detailed research and could

serve as a topic for a separate study if justice were to be done to

it.
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chapter that the property tax was administered in what appeared to be

an arbitrary manner with the tax burden apparently following no par-

ticular pattern throcjjhout the state. A different distribution of the

relative burden (business compared with home owners) was found in most

of the counties due to the fact that the assessment ratio varied in

all except eight counties which assessed at 100 per cent of fair marlcet

value with the property tax on homeowners being somewhat progressive

db^d to the $5,000 homestead exemption. The progress! veness of this

tax is decreasing due to an extensive revaluation and reassessment

prograRt Its goal being 100 -)er cent of fair market value assessment.

The property tax has been the one tax in the present system

that has come under continued criticism from the general population.

Although the property tax has been criticized extensively, the overall

burden from it is still relatively light compared with other states.''

The average per capita burden from the property tax increased from $58

in 1955-56 to $108 In l96't-65 or an increase of approximately 86 per

cent. During the same period the tax per $1,000 of personal income

Increased from $35 to $47 or approximately 3^ per cent. The index of

tax load resulting from the property tax decreased from 2.11 to 2.03

or a decrease of only approximately k per cent as compared to a de-

crease in the overall tax load of \k per cent and a decrease of ap-

proximately 21 per cent if the property tax is excluded.

"Kilpatrlck, op. cit . This is changing since Florida is

rapidly moving toward 100 per cent assessment.
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Th« tales and use taxes were discussed to some extent in tiie

preceding chapter, it was found that there was general agreement that

these taxes are regressive In nature. Disagreement In this area arises,

however, concerning the degree of regression. These taxes l>ocome more

regressive as the base Is broadened, especially when it includes food.

Since Florida does not include food in its base. Its tax apparently is

not as regressive as most other states which do Include food In the

tax base. In fact, it Is not completely clear whether the tax with

food exempt is regressive over all income classes.

The cigarette, alcoholic beverages, and parl-mutuels taxes are

cf a sumptuary' nature and, therefore, the burden rests upon the con-

sumption of each specific item. The amount of the tax actually paid

by individuals depends upon the quantity arid type of alcioholic beverage

consumed (v*ether wne, beer, »vhisl<ey, or others) and the amount paid

on cigarettes depends upon the quantity smoked. The amount of the

pari -mutual s tax paid depends upon the value of wagers. Thus from a

social viewpoint the equity in the distribution of the burden of these

taxes depends upon whether one "indulges." In other words, individuals

who do not indulge in these items bear no burden while those individu-

als who do partal<ie bear the full monetary burden.

The motor fuel taxes and license fees represent attempts to

tax via the benefit principle. The revenue from the motor fuel taxes

Is earmarked to be used to finance the maintenance and construction of

highways and, therefore, fulfills the basic requirements of the benefit

'^See page 130 above for empirical studies that have been made
on this point.
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principle. On the other hand, the revenue from the motor vehicle li-

cense fees is earmarked for educational purposes with the benefits not

necessarily going to the individuals paying the fees. Therefore, it

does not follow the benefit principle. If the t>enefit principle is

accepted as a criterion for judging equity then the motor fuel taxes

are probably the most equitable group of taxes to be found in the ex-

isting systan but this is not the case with the license fees.

The documentary stamp tax and the Insurance premium tax are

presumably regulatory taxes. It appears, however, that these taxes

have gone beyond mere regulation and are presently looiced upon as good

sources of revenue. This being the case, they are based more upon the

ability to pay principle thai upon the benefit principle. This con-

clusion is based upon the fact that assets represented by these docu-

ments are owned in larger amounts by individuals in the higher income

classes than by individuals in the \oMer income classes. This being

the case these taxes could be classified as slightly progressive.

Most of the taxes in the "All Others" category are of the reg-

ulatory type except for the estate and inheritance taxes and, there-

fore, the burden is somewhat arbitrarily distributed. The estate and

inheritance taxes are based on accunuilated wealth and the burden could

be said to follow the ability to pay principle and are generally

progressive.

From the prior discussion it can be concluded that the Florida

tax system Is approximately proportional to slightly regressive. The

major regressive tax is the sales and use tax with the major progres-

sive tax (at least in the low income classes) being the general
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property tsx. Professor Sly suggested that Florida should continue

". . . to emphasi^^e proportional taxation, . . . and to avoid progres-

sive taxation. "'3 He further concluded that "a citizen moving from a

comparable northern state to Florida may find himself surprisingly

comfortable when meeting his tax liabilities."^'^

Is tconofflic Efficiency Provided with the

Tax System As It Mov/ Exists?

To answer this uestlon and the one that fol lovs in the next

section v.ould re uire at least a study of e usl length as this one for

each ucstion. Therefore, all that will be attempted here is to give

general consideration to them. These considerations will not consider

what is morally or politically feasible but consideration will be from

an economic viewpoint only.

Taxes by their very nature are repressive. Therefore, for a

tax system to be economically efficient it should interfere with the

allocation of scarce resources as little as possible (except for the

desired interference of sumptuary and regulatory taxes). How does

Florida's system measure up In this category? The old adage of "an

old tax is a good tax" although not necessarily true in all circum-

stances seems to fit here. All of Florida's major taxes are "old"

taxes in that they have been in use for a number of years and there-

fore the Florida economy has adjusted to them. There are, however,

certain areas that should be considered separately. One is the

'^Sly, Tax Assets . . . , p. iii.
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homestead exemption. The homestead exemption channels resources into

home ownership. This could pose a serious problem In the future due

to the fact that the property tax rates have been continually moving

upward. It also directs resources to homebuilding when conceivably

tiiey could be used for the construction of other productive facilities.

In the past this has not been a serious problem due to the low rates

of the tax and the low assessment ratios that have existed along with

the rapid expansion of the Florida economy. But this is not the situ-

ation now as rates have increased and assessment ratios are approaching

100 per cent of fair marlcet value in many counties throughout the

state.

Another facet of the property tax that must be considered is

the portion of the tax relating to inventories as personal property.

It discriminates against businesses which have a low turnover and

therefore must maintain a high inventory. This would tend to direct

resources away from this type of business. Professors Sly and Franic

found, for example, that the inventory tax ". . . is particularly hard

on those dealing in heavy couipment-»th« turnover is slow; it is hard

on dealers in foreign cars, who must carry a large supply of parts;

and it is detrimental to the establishment of new retail outlets. "'^

The intangibles tax may force individuals to move their secur-

ities to localities v;hich have no such tax and thus may discourage

5siy and Franl<, Business Taxes in Florida , p. xi. Also see
Barry J. He rsl<er, "Inventory Tax and License Ineruities Affecting Dade
County Apparel Industry," Business and Econom i c Dimensions

, 11 (October,
•966), 3-^ and 21-22 for a discussion relating to the apparel industry
in Dade County, Florida.
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Individuals from locating in Florida. It places finance companies

dealing in out-of-state mortgages at a competitive disadvantage in re-

lation to those dealers in other states. ° To determine- just how much

influence the above factors have had in the past is impossible but

without uestion the influence has iaeen there and is now present and

will become more prevalent as tax rates increase.

The sales and use taxes discriminate against the consumption

of taxable items in favor of the consumption of food since food is ex-

empt from the tax. These taxes also discriminate in favor of saving

instead of consumption. In other words, the taxpayer pays taxes only

if he consumes the taxable items.

The tax system as a whole is made more efficient by the fact,

as noted above, that all of the major taxes are old taxes and the tax-

payer can plan for them. That is to say, there is very little uncer-

tainty in the tax system.''

Is There Ease in the Administration of and
in Compliance with the Existing T.'x System?

There appears to be relative ease in the administration of

most of the taxes in Florida's system. There are, however, some spe-

cific areas that nerd consideration. Again it is the property tax

that has received the most criticism. In addition to the criticisms

'"Sly and Frank, Business Taxes in Florida , p. xi.

•7The November, I966, general election may have built a degree
of uncertainty into the system at least for one or two years in that
the amendment to the constitution that would permit counties to exempt
inventories from taxation as personal property was passed. As yet,

however, there have been no indications from Tallahassee as to what
effect this amendment is going to have.
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that have been previously levied at the property tax, there appears to

be a distinct lack of professionalism in the area of assessment (due

to constitutional provisions and the fact that most assessors are

elected). Also th:3ro is a distinct lack of information as far as the

municipal property tax collections are concerned.'^

There appears to be a need to centralize the tax administration

and collection in Florida, possibly introducing some type of civil serv-

ice conditions in order to eliminate as much politics as possible from

the administration of the taxes. At present there are six different

agencies or departments administering the ten most important taxes.

There is a distinct lack of information on tax collections of

the other taxes, as well as the property tax mentioned above, espe-

cially in relation to the municipalities. This could probably be

easily corrected by requiring a few simple reports to be made by all

municipal governments to a state official such as the Comptroller set-

ting forth certain information such as assessed value for property tax

purposes (both real and personal), mlllage rates, exemptions, rates on

public utilities, et cetera. This could be accomplished with low costs

If the forms and reports were kept brief and simple.

Reliable data on the cost of administering the taxes in Florida

19
are unavailable except for a few taxes. The Florida Revenue

Instate of Florida. Comptroller's Report of County Finances.
This report is published annually and contains data on county and

school district property tax collections. Municipal collections, how-
ever, are not published in official form and must be estimated.

l^he entire system needs a detailed cost analysis made to see

whether or not the costs of collection and administration are as low as
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Conmlsslon collects approximately 50 per cent of total state taxes.

This Includes two major taxes (the sales and use and the motor fuels

taxes) plus the relatively unimportant capital stock tax, the retail

store license fees, and the 5 per cent wholesale tax. These taxes are

apparently efficiently administered. The cost of collecting thetn is

about 59 cents per $100 of revenue collected.^^ The retail store li-

cense fees influence this cost unfavorably. The direct cost of col-

Iectin9 these fees is approximately $3.B5 per $100. This does not in-

clude any of the indirect or unallocated costs which amount to approxi-

nateiy 35 per cent of total cost of the Revenue Commission. The re-

maining 50 per cent of the state taxes are collected by various agen-

cies or departments and are entangled with regulation. Therefore,

there are no figures available as to the costs of administration and

collection.

The property taxes collected by the county and special dis-

tricts cost approximately $2.60 per $100 in the 1964-65 fiscal year if

all the assessors' and collectors' expenses are assigned to the prop-

erty tax.^' These individuals do, however, perform other services for

they should be. A study of this type would also be useful to the leg-

islature in formulating new taxes or expanding old taxes.

20FIorida Revenue Commission, Statement of income and Expense .

July I. 1965—June 30. 1966 . These figures were calculated by divid-
ing total tax collection into total expenses incurred by the
Commission.

2lstate of Florida, Comptroller's Report of County Finances for
the Fiscal Year Ended September 30. 1965 . These figures were calculated
by taking total expenses incurred by the assessors and collectors (ap-

proximately $14 million) and dividing by the total property tax col-
lections of $539 million.
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tho various governmental levels and, therefore, sorae of the cost should

be allocated to these other services. There are no cost data availa-

ble on the other county and local taxes.

There appears to be a need to separate the collection of the

taxes from regulation and to divide ili© responsibility. This has been

done to a large extent In Michigan, for example, where the Michigan

Department of Revenue under the direction of a Couwissloner of Revenue

collects approximately 79 per cent of all state taxes. The cost of

collecting the taxes under this organizational setup has decreased

from 82 cents per $100 of revenue collected In 1952, to 59 cents per

$100 In 1964.22 If jhJ5 separation were accomplished in Florida and a

director on some type of civil service status were appointed, then

roost of the politics could be eliminated from the job of administering

tha taxes. The director could then work toward a more efficient sys-

tem of tax a<knlnlstration without the fear of political repercussion.

Some Possible Future Taxes in Florida

There are four possible areas which could be taxed In the fu-

ture that Florida generally has not attempted to tax. They are: (1)

severance taxes, (2) personal income taxes, (3) corporate Income taxes,

and ik) value added taxes. The first tvio will be mentioned briefly

here with the last two discussed in Chapter VII.

The severance tax has been relatively untouched in Florida.

The only tax levied at present Is on the infant oil and gas industry.

22Michigan Department of Revenue, 2^rd Annua l Report, p. 29.
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These items are taxed at 5 per cent of gross value at point of produc-

tion plus 12 1/2 per cent on escaped oil when its source is not dis-

closed (this is set aside as a reserve to settle future claims) and

$50 for each well drilled.^^ The gas and oil Industry is discriminated

against in relation to the other extracting industries which are not

taxed. The phosphate industry (In which Florida dominates production)

has not been reached although there have been bills Introduced into

the legislature to tax it.^' This tax, even though it would be paid

initially by Florida con^anles, could be exported to out-of-state cus-

tomers since there is little competition in this area from either

United States or foreign production. It has been estimated that the

potential yield v^ould run from $5 million upward, depending upon who

does the estimating. ^5 Moreover, this yield would only be a relatively

small contribution to viie needed revenue and even If a severance tax

were imposed it would still be necessary to loolc elsev^*>ere for addi-

tional revenue.

Personal income is not taxed in Florida since it is prohibited

in the constitution and It is highly unlikely that the gerieral popula-

tion would approve an amendment to the constitution to provide such a

^^Florlda Tax Reporter , p. 3573.

^'^Kilpatrick, op. cit .. p. 10.

^^ Ibid . Dr. Kllpatrlck estimated that p< severance tax on the
phosphate industry would yield approximately $5 million in 1963. In
the SRtB study it was estimated that a severance tax in Florida could
yield nearly $9 million in l9bl. Ouindry, Revenue Potent ia Is in South-
ern States

, p. ^1. In the May, 1966, primary election and the November,
1966, general election, a $20 million figure was mentioned although
this is probably an extrcmt:ly high estimate.
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tax. A large part of the burden could be shifted to the federal gov-

ernment, however, since state inconie taxes are allowable deductions

from income for federal income tax purposes. Nevertheless, there is

little evidence to suggest that Florida will attanpt a personal income

tax in the near future.

Summary

The Florida tax system has apparently worked well In the past

although there have been some major problems arising from time to time.

The system as it now exists, however, appears to be reaching the limit

of Its yield although there are some individual exceptions. Per capita

tax collections (which eliminates the population factor) have increased

approximately b7 per cent in the last ten years with the amount of

taxes collected per $1,000 of personal income Increasing only about 20

per cent. This is compared to an Increase of approximately 50 per

cent In per capita income. When the above two factors are combined,

it is found that the index of tax load has decreased slightly or ap-

proximately 14 per cent.

The tax system, if looked at from the point of view of income

elasticity, is apparently Income inelastic. The ten-year coefficient

of income elasticity is 1.3 but this does not take into consideration

the rate and base changes which have occurred over this period. Once

these rate and base changes are considered then the picture of the

system changes. This Is shown by the consideration of three specific

periods. The property tax is apparently the most elastic If only un-

adjusted data are considered. There have been rate and base changes.
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however, which have occurred In relation to the property tax that are

impossible to eliminate. The motor fuels taxes, the alcoholic beverage

taxes, the pari-mutuei taxes, the motor vehicle license fees (up until

the 1963 rate chanc^oa), and the ci-garette tax (up until tho rate change

of 1963 and then thereaftei) all are income inelastic. There Is some

question as to the sales and use taxes since there have been so many

changes in the base. The intangibles taxes are apparently inelastic.

The documentary stamp taxes and the insurance premium taxes appear to

be slightly Income elastic.

Expenditures in Florida have been increasing faster than tax

revenues with the difference being made up by non-tax revenues. It

appears as if Florida is going to have to find either a new tax or

widely expand its existing system to fill this gap between tax revenue

and expenditures. The distribution of the burden leaves something to

be desired. The property tax burden follows no set pattern with most

of the problems with it arising out of the non-uniform and sometimes

arbitrary methods the various assessors have used and are using in as-

sessing and setting the mi 1 1 age rates on property for tax purposes.

The overall system appears to be somewhat regressive to approximately

proportional. On the regressive side is the sales tax and on the pro-

gressive side is found the property tax and particularly the estate and

inheritance tax.

The Florida system as it now exists interferes probably as

little as any system can with the economic activity within the state,

excluding, of course, the desired" interference of sumptuary and reg-

ulatory taxes. It appears as if Florida has at least four possible
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sources of new tax revenue: (I) severance taxes; (2) personal Income

taxes; (3) corporation income taxes; and (4) value added taxes. The

first two were discussed briefly in this chapter and it was found that

even though a severance tax might be desirable its yield would be rel-

atively small. Also the personal income tax is prohibited by the con-

stitution and it Is highly unlikely that the general population would

approve an amenckitent to the constitution to provide such a tax. The

remaining two taxes are discussed in the next chapter.



CHAPTER VI

I

A PROPOSAL FOR FLORIDA

Introduction

The preceding chapters have discussed the history and the the-

ory of value added taxation as wall as the corporate Income tax. The

Florida tax structure as It now exists has been evaluated. This chap-

ter will compare practical applications of the corporate income tax

and the value added tax. These two taxes will be compared using re-

cent data (either actual or estimated) taken from the Florida economy.

They wi 1 1 be evaluated In terms of such factors as yield, stability,

ease of implementation, et cetera. It Is assumed that any business

either corporation, individual proprietorship, or partnership would

have sufficient information from the requirements of the Individual

income tax or the federal corporation Income tax to calculate the data

required for either cf the taxes. Therefore, collection of the raw

data necessary to Implement these taxes would not pose an insurmounta-

ble problem. In fact, there probably would be no changes required in

the accounting system of these businesses for either a corporation in-

come tax or a value added tax If these taxes ware Implemented as pro-

posed here.

The proposals to be made In this chapter are specifically for

new taxes and not to replace existing taxes, although they could be

used to modify and simplify the existing system. Also, they could be

176
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used to create greater equity in the existing system by changing the

distribution of the present tax burden.

Value Added Tax vs. Corporation Income Tax

If the assumption is granted that Florida must have a new source

of revenue within the near future, v^at Is going to be this revenue

source? Two alternatives will be discussed—the value added tax and

the corporate income tax.

As has been pointed out earlier, sound arguments can be pre-

sented for either of these taxes and since the corporate tax has been

used and accepted by the federal government and other states and the

value added tax has had little use» one could probably present a more

readily acceptable case for the corporate income tax. This chapter,

however, will be devoted to a comparison of these two revenue sources.

Both the value added tax and the corporation income tax have,

at times and in various ways, been proposed for use In Florida. In

I960, Dr. Wyiie Kilpatricl( proposed to the State Legislative Committee

on Finance and Taxation a "Value Added Licenses Taxes" as a replace-

ment for "Occupational License Revenue received by the counties and

municipalities. It was estimated that a tax of this nature would yield

'Wylle Kilpatriclc, "Estimated Revenue from Value Added Licenses
Taxes, 1961-62, Compared with Occupational License Revenue, I95B-59,

and 1960-61" (unpublished mimeographed paper). This paper made no at-
tempt to explain the theory of the value added tax or any other analy-
sis of it. The value added license tax was also mentioned in Wylie
Kilpatrick, Municipf^i Finance in Florida (University of Florida: Bu-

reau of Economic and Business Research, i960), unpublished study. Also
Professor William F'. Dillingham had a brief discussion of the value
added license tax in his study. Business Licenses. Fees, and Taxes in

Florida (Tallahassee: Florida Citizens Tax Council, 1957), pp. 43-^.
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$ii6 million for the 1961-62 fiscal year at a rate of .75 per cent based

on value added in the various counties. The proposal, however, appa-

rently did not receive serious consideration. Professors Sly and Franit

also mentioned thi^ tax as a possibility for Florida to replace the

taxes on business tangibles but they dropped it without any further

analysis assuming it v/ouid not yield enough to replace the revenue

lost by eliminating the business tangibles from the tax base.^

Professor uindry estimated that a corporation income tax In

Florida would yield approximately $4'+ million in 1961.^ This yield

vjas based on an average rate in the SREB area of $^t.09 per $1,000 of

personal Income without any consideration of the actual level of cor-

poration income. Professors Sly and Frank mentioned the use of the

corporation income tax but did not reveal any analysis of it. They

estimated that it vx>ijld yield approximately $60 million at a 5 per

cent rate.^

If we are to justify the use of one of these taxes to the ex-

clusion of tht other we must be able to carry our analysis farther

than the above and show that one would fulfill the needs and objectives

2sly and Frank, Business Taxes in Florida
, pp. ii5-^6

^Quindry, Revenue Potentials in Southern States , pp. 15, 2'-25,
36. This study made no attempt to estimate the actual corporation income
in Florida, but relied on an average rate based on personal income.
This appears to be assuming there is a direct relationship between cor-
porate income and personal income in the SREB states. While this rela-
tionship may exist, the assumption is certainly questionable.

'^Sly, Tax Assets » • « t p. '. and Sly and Frank, op. cit ., pp.
^5-^6. Neither of these studies provided any analysis of tht corporate
income tax nor any explanation of what constituted the potential tax
base nor the methodology for arriving at the potential tax base.
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of the state better than the other. To enable this comparison to be

made, certain data are needed. Probably the n»st Important are reli-

able estimates of the revenue yield of each of these taxes. In order

to estimate such yields* v/e roust have data on value added and corpo-

rate income in the state of Florida. Value added to be used In this

comparison is calculated by taking the "Industrial sources of civilian

income received by persons for participation in current production" as

presented by the Survey of Current Business and making certain adjust-

ments to it. The adjustments are necessary to remove government salary

payments from this amount since it is assumed that government "produc-

tion" would generally not be subject to the tax, and to add Income

from property which has not been Included. This method was chosen

over two other alternative methods of calculation of value added^ since

It will provide more data and Information as to where the initial im-

pact of such a tax would fall. A 2 per cent rate is being assumed for

comparison purposes only and the same comparisons could be made using

any rate. The corporation Income tax rate will then be calculated

5Alternatlve I would be to begin with total salaries and wages

paid in the state, subtract government salaries and wages, and add In-

come from unincorporated businesses and income from property. This

would give a total value added of $9,862 million or approximately $200

million less than the method chosen and would yield approximately $4

million less In tax revenue. Alternative 2 would be to begin with

total personal Income In Florida and subtract government salaries and

wages and government transfer payments. This would give a value added

of $9,824 million or approximately $100 million less than alternative I

and $300 million less than the method chosen and would yield approxi-

mately $6 and $2 million, respectively, less in tax revenue. Neither

of these alternatives, however, give as much detailed Information as

the method chosen. None of these alternatives would have to be used in

actual practice since the value added would be calculated using the raw

data. They are used here simply as methods of estimating the total

yield that would be provided by a value added tax.
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using the estimated yield from the value added tax. These data along

with an initial tax liability calculated for each sector of the economy

at an assumed 2 per cent rate are shown In Table 15.

TABLE 15

VALUE ADDED
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generally would be spread over all sectors) with services^ falling

into second place. This coincides with the general makeup of the

Florida economy.

For a corporate income tax to yield this amount of tax revenue

would require a rate of approximately 10.6 per cent^ ($202 million tax

yield divided by $1.9 million corporate income).^ The estimated burden

of the corporate income tax would have a teaidency to fall more on

the "heavy" industries and would tend to discourage the growth of these

industries. These industries are generally the ones which malce a rel-

atively high proportion of the "heavy investment within the state and,

therefore, they are industries which are tl>e leading contributors to

economic growth. To in^xise a relatively high tax burden on them would

therefore impair growth.

^See page 184 below for further discussion on this point.

'This 10.6 per cent rate is higher than any state corporation
income tax presently in effect. This highest is 10.23 per cent In
Minnesota. However, thirty-one of the thirty-eight states using the
corporation income tax have rates in the 4 to 6 per cent range. St^te
Tax Guide (Chicago: Commerce Clearing House, 1967), p. 215, Sec. 222.

^Actual corporate income data were not available for the state
of Florida for 1964; therefore, an estimate was made. To calculate
the 1964 income the average corporate income of the 1959-61 period as
calculated by the Library of Congress Legislative Reference Service
was used as a base. A relationship between Florida's estimated cor-
porate income for this period and tliat r^i the entire United States
was established and this same relationship was assumed to exist In

1964. (These figures probably understate the 1964 Florida corporate
income by a small amount since Florida has been growing at a more rapid
rate than the remainder of the United States but the amount would be
small relative to the total and would not affect the overall analysis.)
The 1959-61 figure was furnished by Gerard M. Brannon, Director, Office
of Tax Analysis, U. S. Treasury Department, Washington, D. C.
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Neither of the above rates are effective rates as much of the

Initial burden, especially from the corporation income tax, would be

shifted to the federal government. This vould be true since a state

corporation income tax Mould be allowed as a business deduction In the

federal corporation Income tax calculation. For exan^ile, assume a

federal corporate average effective rate of k2.€ per cent.^ Approxi-

mately $86 million of the initial burden would then be shifted to the

federal government. This would reduce the effective state rate to ap-

proximately C.I per cent. The reduction In the effective rate for the

value added tax would probably be impossible to calculate. If it is

assumed, however, that it would be deductible by individuals for fed-

eral personal Income tax at the average effective Individual rate of

12 per cent, this v»uld shift approximately $25 million to the fed-

eral goverrmient and reduce the effective state rate to around 1.7 per

cent based on calculated value added.''

If, instead of starting with a specific rate, a certain yield

Is required, the calculation would be similar to the above. For ex-

ample, assume a total yield of $75 million would be required for the

first year either of the taxes is in effect. What rates would be

9Thle retxi was calculated by dividing the total corporate tax

liability In the United States in 1964 by the total corporate income

In the United States in the same year.

'^hls rate is based on 1963 Income in Florida. It was calcu-

lated by dividing the federal Income tax after credits by the adjusted

gross Income In the state.

)>Dr. Arthur L. Cunkle of the Florida Legislative Reference

Bureau Is of the opinion that a value added tax of this nature would

be deductible for federal personal income tax purposes.
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required? The value added base rate would be approximately .7^ per

cent and the corporation rata would be approximately k per cent with

the effective rates being reduced as above. These rates could be ma-

nipulated to yield any amount of required revenue as long as a relia-

ble estimate of value added or corporation income Is available.

The Tax Base

The taxable base under a corporation income tax and a value

added tax would of necessity be different. This is true since the

corporation Income tax would cover only one segment of the economy of

the state (corporations) while the value added tax would cover the en-

1 1 re economy

.

The proposed value added tax base Is much broader than the

corporation Income tax base. It would Include all value added created

within the state. No exeR4>tlons or deductions (except as mentioned

below) from value added would be permitted since exemptions and deduc-

tions lead to complexity, and simplicity Is a major goal. Also, com-

plexity leads to evasion which obviously should be i<ept to a minimum.

Alstt, there wouia be no rate differentiation with all value added be-

ing taxed at the same rate. This no rate differentiation would also

apply to a corporation Income tax.

The value added tax base would Include all segments of the state

economy, such as, retail and wholesale trade, the service trades and

professions, financial Institutions, manufacturing, mining, transpor-

tation, and public utilities. The only exemptions permitted would be

governmental production. Governmental production would be exesnpt except



when in competition with private enterprise, if it is in contpetition

with private enterprise then It should be subject to the same tax rate.

This v«)u1d place its final production on a competitive basis with that

of the private firms (at least from a tax standpoint). The major ex-

ample of governmental production that would be subject to the tax

would be public utilities, such as gas. electricity, and water.

Since Florida has a service oriented economy, the value added

tax is one method of getting at this service base for the purpose of

raising revenue. This is important since most of the service organi-

zations are relatively small and unincorporated and, therefore, they

would not be subject to a corporation income tax.'^

A proposed form with hypothetical data is illustrated In Table

16 to show the ease with which a value added tax of this nature could

be in^jlemented. Most all businesses regardless of organizational form

or how small they are would have this basic information since at least

this much is required for federal tax purposes under either the per-

sonal income tax or the corporation income tax.

There are two additional items of particular interest In this

form. First, neither beginning nor ending inventories but only pur-

chases are included in this statement. This Is necessary since begin-

ning inventory was allowed as a deduction (In the prior period when

purchased) as a purchase of value added from the seller. Adjustments

'^A possible alternative for reaching this service base would
be to levy a separate services tax as is done in France. However, this
services tax is one of the least acceptable parts of the French tax
system and steps are being taken to remove It and place the services
under the value added tax. See page 79 above for other discussion on
this point.
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TABLE 16

FORH AND CALCULATIONS FOR STATE VALUE ADDED TAX PURPOSES

" 1—P—« . . mil .1 I > I <-m-mmimfrmmrm-r<mm 1,1 1 ii ii .i»««.ip-»Bm»MW»»i»MMie—

Contingent Value Added
Amounts Net Tax Liability at 2

of Tax Per Cent Rate

Gross Sales $1,000,000 $20,000
Less: Sales Returns,
Allowances and Discounts 10.000 200^

Net Sales . $ 990.000 $19,800
Rental Income'^ 50,000 1,000

Interest Income** 10.000 200

Total $1,050,000 $21,000
Less: Net Cost of Purchases 600.000 12.000^

$ 450,000 $ 9,000
Less: Depreciation or.Purchases

of Capital Equipment'^ 100.000 2.000^

Value Added $ 350,000 $ 7.000
Other Deductions fron Value

Added:
Rent Expense** $10,000 $200
Interest^ 5.Q00 iS.PPff. lOS 222

Net Value Added $ 335,000
Net Value Added Tax Liability $ 6.700

Other Operating Expenses:
Wages and Salaries IQQ.OOO

Net Income before Federal TaxesS ^ 235.000

Tax Liability if Corporation
Tax is Used {10.6% rate) $2^.910

Refunded to customers.

hThese items would be inc1udc»d only if all businesses are in-

cluded under the tax, i.e., interest expense would be value added pur-

chased from a financial institution which includes the interest in its

value added. The same holds true for rent. If neither interest nor

rental income is included as value added then the respective expenses

should not be allowed as deductions from value added. See further dis*

cussion in Appendix B which considers these special problems.

^Permitted as a credit since this amount has been shifted for-

ward to the company and paid by the shifting company.

^Whether depreciation or purchases of capital assets are de-
ducted depends upon the type of tax being used.
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could be made to permit the inclusion of these Inventories if it is

desired, however, without complicating the form. Second, the tax li-

ability of this company would be less under the value added tax than

under the corporation income tax. This would be true of most corpora-

tions (at least those with profits) If the total collections in the

state were equal under each tax since the tax base Is much broader

under the value added tax than under the corporation income tax.

Therefore, the initial tax load would be spread over more businesses,

making the load on individual businesses lighter.

If the state were to levy the corporation Income tax and was

willing to accept the base as calculated for federal corporation In-

come tax purposes as the state base, the state corporation Income tax

would be very simple to administer. On the other hand, if the federal

base were not acceptable, then it could become more complicated.

Moreover, the use of the federal base would simplify taxpayer compli-

ance with the tax. There would be no need for complicated forms, re-

turns, or additional records since records supporting the federal tax

would be sufficient. A very simple form would suffice. The example

in Table 17 based on the hypothetical figures used to illustrate the

value added tax will show the simplicity of this.

Auditing and collecting the tax liabilities would be relatively

easy if the federal base were accepted since the state already has a

working agreement with the Internal Revenue Service (iRS) and could

rely upon the audited figures obtained by the IRS. A problem would

arise, however, with ror?. ratloi that elect to be taxed as partner-

ships (these firms are listed in the internal Revenue Code as
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TABLE 17

FORM AND CALCULATIONS FOR STATE CORPORATION
INCOME TAX PURPOSES

Line I - Income for Federal Income Tax Purposes

(Taken from federal form) $235,000
Line 2 - State Tax Liability (10.6 per cent rate) 24.910

Line 3 - Net Income After State before Federal Tax $210,(^0
Line k ' Federal Tax Liability (i960 rates) 94.343

Line 5 - Net Income After State and Federal Income Taxes $ 11^.747

Source: Table 16 with remaining data calculated.

Subchapter S Corporations) under the federal tax. A corporation tax

of the magnitude proposed vould undoubtedly cause more of these corpo-

rations to elect to be taxed as partnerships for federal tax purposes

If the state also permitted it. Therefore, even though they might be

taxed as partnerships for federal tax purposes, they should be taxed

as corporations for state tax purposes so as to eliminate the discrim-

ination against other corporations. This does not, of course, elimi-

nate the problem of discrimination in favor of the individual propri-

etorship or regular partnership forms of business organization,

however.

From the above illustrations, it can be seen that for a hypo-

thetical firm the tax liability arising from a corporation income tax

would be $24,910 while the liability arising from a value added tax

would be $6,700 or only approximately one-third as great. Since either

tax would raise the same total revenue for the state, it is clear that

a corporation would bear a greater Initial burden from a corporation

Income tax than from a value added tax.
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Other Features of the Proposed Value Added Tax

Type

The income type of value added tax vould be preferable to the

consumption type since this would permit the reduction of the value

added tax liability as the capital assets are used up; for exai^sle,

the value purchased from other sources would be released through use

and serve as a reduction of the tax liability in the period of use.

The consumption type would permit a business firm to manipulate its

tax liability simply by purchasing assets rather than through pro<iuc-

tion. However, the consumption type could be Justified as an invest-

ment incentive since it would permit tlie recovery of the tax shifted

to it by the other firms earlier than would the Income type. If the

income type were chosen it would give a more current picture of the

vai'ia added within the period by the firm producing the final products

whereas the consumption type distorts this by reducing the value added

and understating It in the year in which the capital asset is purchased

and overstating it In the year in which the asset Is used up. (This

might l>e preferable for firms just beginning business, but old and

rapidly expanding firms could also obtain the same results.)

The income type would be preferable from the standpoint of

record-iteeplng also. Generally spealdng. It would not require addi-

tional records as would the consumption type.

Method of Calculation of Value Added

It would malce little difference which method would be used In

calculating value added, since each method would give the same final
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answer If all Items v«re handled alike. For sake of simplicity, how-

aver, a combination of the subtraction method and a crodlt system

would appear preferable. This was the method used In the above Il-

lustration. If a credit mechanism were used, no deduction from value

added would be permitted for purchases outside the state since these

purchases would not have been subjected to a value added tax. Not

permitting deductions for these out-of-state purchases would place

Florida businesses on an equal competitive basis as the out-of-state

businesses, while permitting these purchases to be deducted from value

added would place Florida businesses at ^ competitive disadvantage.

Origin or Destination Principle

Another question which must be settled under the proposed value

added tax is where the Initial tax burden Is to be placed. This prob-

lem Is closely related to the problem of allocation of value added to

Interstate businesses. Since there exists constitutional prohibitions

against discriminatory taxation of interstate commerce (and if the

destination principle were to be used, a state value added tax could

be labeled as discriminatory), the origin principle would be the method

required. This would place Florida's businesses In a slightly competi-

tive disadvantage unless some method of rebate could be made to those

firms "exporting their products to other states. '^ This problem

would, however, be related closely to the allocation of value added to

Interstate commerce, and 1 f an equitable method of allocating this

I3see pages 197 and 198 below for a discussion of the possi-

bilities of exporting the tax In relation to the tourist and extrac-

tive Industries.
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interstate business can be found it would tend to minimize the

tittve disadvantage. A value added tax would also put businesses at a

disadvantage in tlie state if purchases from out-of-state were permitted

as deductions from value added. This difficulty could aiso be mini-

mized by using tite tax credit mechanism as described above for calcu-

lating value added.

Special Problems Under the Value

There are several special problems that present themselves

under the value added tax. Three of these problems are discussed

below.

Rent and Interest .--Rent and interest pose somewhat of a prob-

lem under the value added tax. If rental and interest income (and

their related expenses) are included in the calculation of the value

added tax base for tax purposes in regard to businesses {end in the

opinion of the writer they should be) then the rental and interest in-

come received by individuals should be subject to the tax since they

will have been deducted from value added by the business. This Is a

particularly serious problem in dealing with financial institutions

since a large percentage of their interest receipts and payments would

be received from or paid to individuals. There are several v/ays of

getting around this problem. One would be to set some arbitrary tax

free figure of say $1,000, and If an individual receives rent and/or

interest in excess of this amount he would be required to file a value

added tax return. Another method would be to require the bu:iiness

roatcing the payment to withhold an amount equal to the value added tax
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liability of the Individual and to report it to the state along with

the regular payment. As a control device. If the business did not

make the deduction of the amount of the liability, the rental or in-

terest payment could be disallowed as a deduction in calculating the

value added for the particular business. For example, if a bank made

an interest payment to an individual of $2,000 it would be required to

deduct $40 (assuming a 2 per cent rate) for the value added tax lia-

bility and report it to the state or the bank would not be allowed to

deduct the $2,000 from its value added. This problem would not arise

In dealings between two businesses since a deduction by one would be

an addition to the other and therefore each would act as a control of

the other. A third, and least acceptable method due to the complica-

tions that would arise, would be to disallow the deduction or inclu-

sion of rental and interest payments or receipts in the value added

calculations if they were made to or received from individuals by

businesses.

Dividends .—Under the value added tax as proposed above, divi-

dends would not enter into the calculations and, therefore, would pose

no serious problems but the method of dealing with them should be set

forth in the tax law. Dividends would not present a problem since

they would be taxed as a part of the value added of the company paying

them and would not be value added to the company or individual receiv-

ing them. They represent a distribution of profits and not an addi-

tion to the total value added. Under the corporation tax, dividends

would also not present a problem since the methods used In the taxa-

tion of dividends are well established under the federal system and
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would need no modifications for state use as long as the federal base

were used as the state base.

Provisions for New Businesses .--As has been shown earlier''*

there exists a serious problem In relation to new businesses under the

value added tax that would not exist under a corporation inconie tax.

The problem arises from the value added tax Increasing the risks of

starting a new business whereas the corporate income tax spares all

businesses in years when there are no profits. Therefore, if the

value added tax were to be adopted, some method of eliminating this

additional Initial risk factor must be devised. Whatever nnethod is

chosen must be designed very carefully to prevent "old" businesses

from changing ownership and becoming new" businesses. Therefore, the

provisions should be restricted only to bona fide new businesses, that

is, businesses which do not grow out of an existing business since the

old businesses will have taken advantage of the provisions when formed

(at least If formed after the tax went Into effect).

One method of getting around this problem, which would be sim-

ple and easy to enforce, would be to permit the business to operate

for a stated number of years (perhaps two) before It incurred a value

added tax liability. Under this method the business would have no

value added tax liability until its third year (or whatever year was

decided upon) of operation regardless of tn& value it created during

Its initial years. This method obviously would be discriminatory

against certain types of businesses since some types of businesses

l^ee page 52 above.
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become profitable much earlier in their lives than do others. For ex-

ample, a new motel located on a new interstate highway as compared to

a steel mi 11

.

Another method would permit a business to operate without in-

curring a tax liability until its value added reached soma percentage

(say 75) of the average ratio of value added to total revenue found

within tn& respective Industry with perhaps a five-yeor limit for

reaching this level of value added. This method would be somewhat

more complex and more equitable (and subject to some tax evasion) than

the above method. The major problem here would be in defining what

industry a particular business would fall into and calculating the

value added ratio for that particular industry. It would, however,

recognize that it Is more difficult and the rislcs for firms are higher

In some industries than In others. This method would ease the early

burden on "heavy" Industries which usually take longer to become

profitable.

Other methods along these lines could be devised and these are

presented as examples only. Regardless of the method chosen, strict

guidelines should be set up defining what is and what is not a new

business, how to determine which industry a business is a part of, and

any other pertinent information necessary to the enforcement of the

proposed tax.

Stability in the Fiscal Structure

A new tax, if one is to be adopted in Florida, should provide

the maximum amount of stability possible In the fiscal structure and
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revenue yield. Relatively speaking, Florida's present fiscal system

has been stable; that is, there have been few wide fluctuations in

total tax revenues collected In the state although some individual

taxes have fluctuated widely. This stability was demonstrated in both

the 1958 and I960 recessions. There was a large Increase in total tax

revenue (approximately 10 per cent) in 1358 over 1957 in spite of the

1958 recession and a slight increase in I960 over 1959 (approximately

I per cent) in spite of the I960 recession.

How would the incorporation of the value added tax or the cor-

porate incomo tax into the fiscal structure of the state affect this

stability? The value added tax would yield more stable revenue flows

since value added Is not subject to as sharp fluctuations as is corpo-

rate income. This is due primarily to the fact that most businesses

would have some value added regardless of the economic conditions that

prevail or the amount of profit earned within a specific period. On

the other hand, the corporation income tax provides a degree of

built-in economic stability as far as the economy as a whole is con-

cerned. But stabilizing the economy cannot be achieved by the state,

although it can aid In the process, and probably should be left to the

federal government which has more effective resources and tools at Its

disposal. This is a question, however, that should be dealt with sep-

arately and is not the subject of this paper.

<?9nStUv1;i9"#'UY of a Vft'ue Add?d Ty< ip FlffrJd^

Probably the most serious problem that would have to be re-

solved in implementing a value added tax in Florida is whether or not
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it would be constitutional under the present state constitution. The

constitution strictly prohibits a tax on income including corporate

income; therefore, if a corporate income tax were proposed an amend-

ment to the present constitution would be required, it is highly

probable that a value added tax would be loolced upon as a form of the

income tax. This is particularly true if Michigan were regarded as a

precedent since the Michigan tax is specifically designed as an income

tax (although indirect), if this were the case a value added tax

would also require a constitutional amendment. If. however, the vaiue

added tax could be viewed as a form of sales taxation it would become

permissible, if the French type value added tax, instead of the

Michigan tax, were taken as the model then there is a possibility that

It would be acceptable as a form of sales tax. To resolve this ques-

tion of whether a value added tax is an income tax or a form of a sales

tax would require at least an opinion and probably a decision of the

courts.'^

A^l9gatiPn Qf int?r^^ate Bu^jney^

A difficult problem which must be solved under either a corpo-

rate income tax or a value added tax is how to allocate interstate

business without violating provisions of the United States Constitu-

tion. Some formula t JSt be derived to be used as a basis of this

'%ince this is a legal question, the present writer can only

point out the problem. He is not qualified to present a legal opinion

and any opinion made by an individual no matter how qualified would

still be subject to the review of the courts.
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allocation so as not to place any business In a competitively disad-

vantageous position in relation to businesses In the same Industry In

other locations. A beginning point could be either the formula used

In Michigan for the allocation of the Michigan value added tax to in-

terstate business or the "Massachusetts formula used for allocating

state corporation income taxes.

The formula used in Michigan uses a "simple arithmetical aver-

age of three factors of Michigan property to total property, Michigan

payrolls to total payrolls and sales with a Michigan destinatioti to

total sates everywhere."'^ The "Massachusetts formulaf' which Is only

slightly different than the formula used In Michigan Is used in over

half of the states levying the corporate income tax. It "gives equal

weight to the percentages of total payrolls, sales, and property which

are in the state in determining the percentage of total Income consid-

ered to be earned in the state." '^ Either of these formulae could be

adjusted or adopted as stated and would meet the requirements of a

Florida tax on either value added or corporate income.

Possibilltv of Export! no the Tax

An interesting question that arises In relation to any state

tax is can it be shifted to someone outside the state concerned? in

this situation Florida is In a unique position for at least a portion

'^Clarence W. Lock, Michigan's "lUst Unique' Tax," The
Michigan CPA (October, 1956), p. 1?.

•'John F. Due, Goveniment Finance (rev. ed.; Homewood, III.:

Richard 0. Irwin, Inc.. 1954), p. 267.
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of the proposed tax since It has an economy which Is highly oriented

toward the tourist Industry and has a large phosphate Industry which

exports (to both other states and foreign countries) a large percent-

age of Its output. Both these Industries offer outstanding opportuni-

ties for shifting the tax outside the state.

Exporting the Tax Via the Tourist industry.— In 1964 the total

estimated tourist expenditures In Florida amounted to $2,586 million.

These expenditures present an excellent base for shifting of the tax

to non-Florida residents since they are made up of the service type

expenditures. Assuming that 100 per cent of the tax is shifted forward

throughout the production and distribution process, this would indicate

that approximately $52 million or about 25 per cent of the estimated

tax liability from a value added tax in 1964 would have been shifted

to tourists.

There are two underlying assumptions here that must be ques-

tioned. First is the assumption that 100 per cent of the tax could be

shifted forward. This question of forward shifting of 100 per cent of

the tax has been discussed previously^^ and will not be discussed

further at this point. Second, the other underlying assumption Is

that tourist expenditures would be unaffected by a value added tax of

the scope and nature proposed. This Is a highly unrealistic assumption

'Florida Development Commission, 1^64 Tourist Study (Talla-

hassee, Florida, 1965). The 1965 tourist expenditures were approxi-

mately $3,873 million. The 1964 figures were used as an example since

the other value added tax calculations were based on the 1964 data.

'5see pages 33-37 above.
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although one can lake th<3 subjective argiunent that a tax of 2 per cent

would not affect the decision of those individuals who desire to visit

the state. While this is probably true for a large percentage of the

tourists, there are probably many Individuals who are on the margin of

whether or not to raalce the visit and this increase In prices reflected

by the shifting of the value added tax forward would undoubtedly affect

these people, it should be noted, however, that a 2 per cent tax as

proposed would have added on the average less than $4 to the individual

tourist's expenditures In 1964.^^ Whether or not an amount this small

would influence a significant number of tourists is certainly

questionable.

The possibility of shifting the tax to non-residents Is a

strong argument, if shifting to non-residents is to be a criterion to

evaluate the effectiveness of a value added tax relative to the corpo-

rate income tax. This is true since only a relatively snail amount of

the tourist's expenditures are of the type that would reflect any

shifting of a corporate income tax.

Exporting the Tax Via the Extracting Industry.—The exports of

the extracting industry (primarily minerals and wood pulp) represent

another excellent base for exporting either a value added tax or a

corporation income tax. In this situation the corporation income tax

would have relative merits over a value added tax since the former re-

quires a higher rate and most of the firms In this industry are of the

^^his amount is based on the average expenditure of approxi-
mately $179 per individual tourist per stay of about II days in

Florida. Florida Development Commission, 1964 Tourist Study , p. 8.
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corporate fonn; therefore, presenting an opportunity to export a larger

portion of the corporation incorae tax than of a value added ta;*. on the

saine industry.

It can be seen from Table 15 that a value added tax of 2 per

cent vdould place an initial tax liability of approximately $1.1 milUon

on mining. The actual anount for a corporation income tax would be

somewhat higher although the actual data on corporation income in this

sector are unavailable. This should not be used as a controlling fac-

tor, however, since an additional severance tax could be levied on the

Industry (especially the phosphate sector of it since phosphate is the

major segment of the extracting industry that does not have a severance

tax on It) to bring the yield from this industry up to the desired

level, it has been estimated that a severance tax would yield upward

of $5 million.^' Assuming that a $5 million yield would place an

equitable burden on this Industry, a credit of the amount collected

from the value added tax could be allowed as a reduction or a reduc-

tion of the severance rate by a percentage large enough to offset this

value added tax liability could be made to reduce the initial burden

doMi to the desired level. Either the value added tax or the corpora-

tion income tax would place a portion of the tax burden of the state

on an industry that has been in a very desirable tax position for many

years.

2'Wylie Kilpatriclc, Results of the 1963 Tax Revision in Florida

(Gainesville, Florida: Bureau of Economic and Business Research,

April, 1965), p. 10.



The question of what would happen to expenditures on the out"

put of this Industry if either of these taxes were adopted must also

be considered. The fact that this industry (at least the phosphate

portion) is in a relatively non-competitive position both on a na-

tional and foreign level places It In a strong position to be able to

shift the tax forward to the purchasers which, as indicated, would

largely be out of state. Due to this competitive position little ef-

fect on the expenditures Mould be indicated.

Sygm^ry

Both a value added tax and a corporation Income tax have been

proposed at various times for use In Florida. Neither has ever re-

ceived serious consideration, however. The corporation income tax is

prohibited by the state constitution and it is possible that the value

added cax would also run Into the same difficulty. The estimated

yield from a value added tax such as is proposed with a 2 per cent

rate In \%k would have been approximately $202 million. For a cor-

poration income tax to have yielded an equivalent amount it would have

required a rate of about 10.6 per cent. This rate would probably be

completely out of the question should such a tax ever be seriously

considered since it is higher than any other state in the United

States. The effective rates of both taxes would be somewhat lower

than the statutory rates since each would be deductible for federal

tax purposes.

The value added tax would increase the stability of the fiscal

structure of the state due to the broader base which it would have
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relative to the corporati<m Income tax. This increased stability

Mould come about since there would be less fluctuation in value added

than in corporation income. The proposed base for the value added tax

Mould include all value added created by all segments of the economy

whereas the corporation tax base Mould be equivalent to the base for

federal corporation tax purposes. The forms required to report to the

state under either of these taxes could be kept simple or they could

be made more complex which would be undesirable from an administrative

and compliance point of view.

The proposed value added tax would be of the income type with

either subtraction or a tax credit mechanism being used to calculate

value added. Due to interstate restrictions on taxation the origin

principle would need to be followed with adjustments made for products

coming Into the state that have not been subjected to the tax. Rent

and interest present an interesting problem and require some special

administrative treatment. Both would be included in the calculation

of value added under the proposed tax. Dividends would not present a

problem under either a value added or a corporation income tax.

Special provisions would be required under a value added tax

for new businesses to eliminate the additional risic factor introduced

by the value added tax on businesses that may create value added but

have no income. Strict guidelines would need to be established to

prevent businesses from talcing advantage of these provisions under

certain circumstances. These provisions are automatically built into

a corporate tax which spares all businesses in periods when no profits

exist.
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The corporation income tax is unconstitutional under the pres-

ent Florida constitution. There is a possibility that a value added

tax would also be considered unconstitutional especially If it were

labeled as a type of income tax instead of a form of sales tax. An-

other problem along these same lines is that of allocating interstate

business. Some formula must be devised to assure an equitable distri-

bution of this business. Two are suggested. The formula used in

Michigan could be adopted for use in Florida as could the well-

established "Massachusetts formula" used by more than 50 per cent of

the states with a corporation income tax.

Florida has two excellent bases for exporting the tax to resi-

dents of other states and foreign countries—the tourist industry and

the extractive industry. The tourist industry would present the

"best" base for exporting the value added tax while the extractive in-

dustry base would favor the corporation income tax. The effects these

taxes would have on expenditures relating to these industries must

also be considered.



CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY

The value added tax Mas 1 i rst proposed in 1919 and has been

the subject of much discussion since that time although it has had

very little use in practice. The two major applications are in France

and Michigan. It has apparently been highly successful in France but

the Michigan tax appears to have been a little less successful in both

revenue raised and administrative problems in connection with Its col-

lection. This has apparently been due to the complications* restric-

tions, and exanptions found in the Michigan version although it is now

one of the largest contributors to Michigan's General Revenue Fund.

The value added tax has taken several forms but these can be

summarized under two broad types: (1) the consumption type vihich per-

mits the deduction of capital equipment expenditures in the period

purchased, and (2) the income type which permits the deduction of cap-

ital expenditures over the life of the asset through depreciation de-

du-ucio.is. Value added may be calculated by adding the components com-

prising value added (the addition method) or subtracting from sales

those items representing value added purchased from other firms (the

subtraction method). Either the origin or destination pr^rtclple may

be followed. The origin principle represents the situation where the

tax burden a product bears is determined in the area where the product

originates. The destination principle represents the situation where

203
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the tax burden a product bears is determined in the area in which the

product is consumed. The origin principle would probably have to be

followed if Florida were to adopt a value added tax due to the restric-

tions on taxation of interstate commerce by the federal constitution.

All the major taxes prarrjttly found in Florida's tax system

have been in use for the entire ten-year period considered. The prop-

erty tax has been the backbone for county and local governmental rev-

enue and the receipts from it have been growing at a more rapid pace

than from other state taxes. The property tax has, however, been

plagued with many problems caused by such factors as arbitrary assess-

ment procedures, inadequate training of assessors, inadequate guidance

from the state, inadequate published information, et cetera. Further-

more, the $5,000 homestead exemption allowed under the tax has been a

loophole which continues as a potential loss of revenue to the county

and local governments.

Florida's tax system appears to be proportional to slightly

regressive. The tax load for Florida's taxes has been measured by us-

ing three criteria: (I) taxes per capita; (2) taxes per $1,000 of

personal income; and (3) the index of tax load. It was found that

taxes per capita increased from $I4S In the 1955*56 fiscal year to

$247 in the 1964-65 fiscal year. Collection per $1,000 of personal

income increased from $89 to $107 In the same period. The measures

need refinement In order to more precisely determine variations in

taxes and personal income or the ability to pay taxes. This is done

with the index of tax load. The index of tax load is the amount of

taxes per $1,000 of personal income divided by the amount of per
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capita income. It showed a decrease from 5*37 par cent to 4.61 per

cent or a decrease of approximately ]k per cent over the period. Tills

Index fell slightly because the growth of personal income per capita

was at a rate exceeding the growth in tax collections.

The elasticity of Florida's tax system has been measured using

the income elasticity approach. Income elasticity refers to the per-

centage change over time in the tax collections as a result of a 1 per

cent change in income. Florida's system appears to be slightly income

inelastic. The only tax in the system Mhich consistently had a coeffi-

cient of elasticity greater than unity was the property tax. Most of

this elasticity was probably caused by the inability to eliminate rate

and base changes which occured during the period. The sales and use

taxes appear from the unadjusted data to be elastic but when the base

changes are eliminated these taxes also are apparently inelastic.

The existing system appears to have provided adequate revenue

for the necessary state services in the past but it appears to be

reaching the limits of its yield. Although the system has provided

sufficient revenue in the past, the tax burden has bean somewhat arbl«

trari ly distributed because of the haphazard manner in which the prop-

erty tax has been administered particularly in regard to assessment

procedures.

The system as it now exists appears to influence as little as

possible the way In which the resources within the state are allocated.

That Is, whether or not these resources are allocated to manufacturing,

to service trades, et cetera. There is one major exception to this

and that is in the extractive Industries, particularly phosphate.
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which are In favorable tax positions. This lack of Interference is

due more to the economy being adjusted to the system rather than the

design of the system. That is, since all the major taxes are "old"

taxes, the state's economy has had time to make the necessary adjust-

ments for these taxes. Some problems do arise, however. The home-

stead exemption causes a potential revenue loss to the county and local

governments and possibly channels funds into homeownership that might

otherwise be used to build productive facilities. The possibility

also exists that the Intangibles tax may Influence Individuals to lo-

cate in a state where there is no such tax. The sales and use taxes

discriminate in favor of consumption of food and other n'>n-taxable

Items. The results here are probably negligible, however, due to the

apparent inelasticity of demand for these taxable Items.

There appears to be relative ease in the administration of and

compliance with the existing system. The major problem here again

seems to be with the property tax where there is a lack of professional

training for the tax assessors. A centralization or consolidation of

state agencies dealing in tax collections is needed with the elimina-

tion of as much politics as possible from the admin I strati en of the

tax system. There is need for a study relating to the cost of the ad-

ministration of the entire tax system In Florida. Only the Florida

Revenue Commission, of all the agencies collecting taxes within the

state, has any published information on cost of collections. The FRC

collects only two major groups of taxes—the sales and use and the

motor fuel taxes—and some minor ones. These taxes are apparently
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efficiently administered and collected as the cost is only $.59 per

$100 of tax revenue collected.

There appear to be two feasible alternatives for future taxes

In Florida. They are: (I) a value added tax, and (2) a corporation

income tax. A value added tax would yield approximately $202 million

at a 2 per cent rate. For a yield such as this, a corporation income

tax would require a rate of approximately 10.6 per cent which is

higher than any state corporation income tax in the United States. A

large portion of the burden from each of these taxes could be shifted,

however, to the federal government. This shifting would reduce the

effective rates to approximately 1.7 and 6.1 per cent, respectively.

A problem of major importance under either a value added tax

or a corporation Income tax Is determining where the burden of such a

tax falls. There is no complete agreement on the incidence of either

of these taxes but it appears that most tax economists agree much of

the value added tax burden is shifted forward to consumers. There is

less agreement as to the incidence of the (Corporation income tax. The

studies made In this area indicate that the range inay go from no shift-

ing to the other extreme of full shifting (and even more than full

shifting) with most conclusions falling somewhere between these two

extremes.

The value added tax appears to be one of thie most economically

neutral taxes that exists although It is not completely neutral. The

consumption type discriminates against labor intensive firms in favor

of capital intensive firms. It also places additional risks upon new

business firms since most businesses create value added and would be



subject to such a tax before earning a profit. The corporation income

tax, on the other hand, discriminates against the corporate form of

business organization and profitable firms, it would, however, spare

or remove the extra burden on new businesses since the tax would only

be assessed after profits were earned. The value added tax would

eliminate most of the pyramiding found under the turnover type taxes.

A major problem facing the adoption of the value added tax in

the state of Florida is its constitutionality under the present con-

stitution. An amendment to the constitution would certainly be re-

quired for a corporation income tax and this might well be the case

for a value added tax unless it can be classified as a form of sales

tax rather than a form of income tax. As compared to the corporation

Income tax, the value added tax offers two outstanding possibilities

for exporting It: (I) via the tourist industry, and (2) via the ex-

tractive Industries, two areas of major state eccnoa::c activity.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate a value added tax

for state tax purposes In Florida and to determine how it would fit

Into the fiscal structure of the state. This necessitated an examina-

tion of the existing system which indicated the very probable need in

the near future for additional revenue beyond those realistically pos-

sible through use of present taxes. The two nost loolcal new types of

taxes which could be adopted are the value added tax and the corpora-

tion income tax. The corporation income tax was selected for compari-

son purposes because it is unlikely that the people of Florida would

vote an amendment to the constitution to permit a personal income tax.
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A value added tax as proposed would give the fiscal system of

the state more stability than would the corporation income tax as

there would be less fluctuation in value added than in corporation in-

come. The value added tax base would be broader than a corporation

income tax base since under the proposal made all value added v«ould be

subject to the tax while the corporation income tax would tax only

profitable corporations. The proposed value added tax should be of

the inctxne type which would disallow deductions for capital equipment

purchases but would permit the deduction of depreciation. Value added

of a firm should be calculated by subtracting from sales those items

representing the purchase of value added from other fims.

The origin principle should be followed but purchases from

firms outside the state should be disallov«d as deductions from value

added since these purchases would not have been subjected to the value

added tax. Failure to disallow these purchases v^juld place Florida's

businesses at a con^ietlttve disadvantage with business firms located

outside the state. Special provisions should be included in the pro-

posed tax to remove the additional risks that a value added tax pre-

sents for new businesses due to the business creating value added and

therefore a tax liability before earning a profit.

The conclusions arrived at through this study can be briefly

summarized as follows:

1. A value added tax would raise the revenue necessar/ in

the future for state services. At a 2 per cent rate

it would have yielded approximately $202 million in

1964 while it would have taicen a 10.6 per cent rate,

which probably would be prohibitive, for a corporation

income tax to have yielded this amount.
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2. A value added tax would apparently fit into the
state tax system better than a corporation income
tax since it would yield a more stable revenue.
it would accomplish this by taxing all segments of
the state's economy thus giving a more stable base
while a corporation income tax would tax profita-
ble corporations only, thus giving a more volatile
tax base.

3. A value added tax as proposed would not discrimi-
nate against any sector of the economy as would a
corporation income tax and therefore would not have
as much negative effect on economic growth within
the state as would a corporation income tax.

4. A value added tax would apparently be easier to shift
fonward to the consumer than would a corporation in-
come tax. This is based on the theory that a value
added tax would apply to all segments of business ac-
tivity and a tax on all business activity is easier
to shift than a tax on only a portion of business
activity. Also the rate required to raise a given
level of revenue would be lower for a value added
tax than a corporation Income tax thus further en-
hancing shifting.
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APPENDIX A

THE CORPORATE INCOME TAX

Since the literature on the corporation Income tax In both

economics and accounting Is voluminous and much of It familiar, very

little space will be devoted to an analysis of this tax except in con-

junction with the discussion of the value added tax. Some space must,

however, be devoted to this analysis so as to have the background for

a frame of reference with which to compare the value added tax.

The corporate income tax was enacted In the United States in

1909 and Immediately met with success as a major source of revenue.

Since this enactment It has become very popular on both the federal

and state and local governmental levels. Presently there are 37 states

and many municipalities using the corporate income tax as a major

source of revenue. As an example of how Important the corporate In-

come tax has become on a state level. In 1962 It yielded approximately

6.3 per cent of all state tax revenue.' Considering that approximately

one-fourth of the states do not use this tax. It is even more impor-

tant to the states using It than the above percentage would indicate.

Also it should be noted that these figures do not include the revenue

produced in the local governmental units.

'Tax Foundation, Inc., Facts and Figures on Government Finaice.
Twelfth Edition. 1962-63 (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1963), p. 184.

212
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The corporate tncome tax has become an "old" tax and has all

the virtues and advantages of an old tax. It has been accepted as a

form of state and federal taxation by the courts and therefore the

problon of constitutionality under the United States Constitution has

been settled. This is not the case under the Florida constitution,

however, since there are provisions in the Florida constitution that

prohibit income taxation in any form. This could possibly be a prob-

lem under the value added tax also if it Mere to be classified as a

form of income tax as has been done in Michigan. Another inherently

difficult problem that must be faced by states using the tax is that

of allocating interstate Income. Any solution must be somewhat arbi-

trary and the states using the tax have not adopted any uniform method

and the courts have been reluctant to set up any direct rules or regu-

lations as to what income can or cannot be taxed by the states. (This

is not a problem solely with the corporate income tax, however, as any

adoption of the value added tax would face the same problem.) Approxi-

mately one-half of the states that levy the tax use the "Massachusetts

formula for allocation purposes. This formula gives equal weight to

the percentage of total payrolhpaid in the state, the per cc^nt of

sales made in the state, and the per cent of property c^<ned in the

state to the total of these items.

^

There are many arguments both for and against the corporate

income tax but simply listing these would serve little purpose. The

^John F. Due, Government Finance (3d ed,; Homewood, 111.:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1963), p. 2¥i,
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arguments general} y used to support the value added tax are those used

against the corporate income tax. 3 In recent years, however, there

have been many attacks on the corporate inccsne tax rather than just

the routine arguments against it. Professor Hilton Friedman has

stated flatly that "the corporate tax should be abolished"^ and that

all corporate income strauld be taxed as personal income. In 1963 the

Tax Institute of America sponsored a symposium for the purpose of dis-

cussing alternatives to present federal taxes and the corporate income

tax was used as the basic frame of reference for discussion purposes.^

In a Statement on National Policy released in April, 1966, the Research

and Policy Committee of the Comnittee for Economic Development made

the following recommendations regarding the corporate income tax and

the value added tax:

1. Serious consideration should be given to the adoption
of a value added tax on business to meet the current
need for additional revenue.

2. The value added tax also has merit as a substitute
for part of the corporate income tax, and it is rec-
ommended for this purpose.

3. As soon as revenue conditions permit, the corporate
income tax should be reduced to 33 per cent (the
rate which prevailed before the Korean War).^

Hee Chapters II and III above for a discussion of these i terns.

^Milton Friecknan, Capitalism and Freedon^ (Chicago: The Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1962), p. 132.

5Tax Institute of America, Alternatives to Present
,

Fpdsral
Taxes (Princeton: Tax Institute of America, 1964).

^Research and Policy Committee, A Better Balance In Federal
Taxes on Business (Committee for Economic Development, April, 1966),
p. 10.
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According to the Committee, these reconmendat Ions were made after care-

ful consideration of both short-run needs and long-run growth objec-

tives.' Although no consensus of opinion has yet been established,

the trend appears to be going against it at least in academic circles.

The basic problem involving the corporate income tax as with any tax

Is who must bear the burden of the tax.

Shifting and Incidence

The views held by economists and accountants on shifting of

the corporate lncom<^ tax range from no shifting to complete shifting

with most opinions apparently somewhere between the two extremes. "It

would seem that after many years of study and discussion it should be

possible to determine the Incidence of such an important tax with suf-

ficient precision to command general acceptance. But such is not the

o
case; opinions still vary from one extreme to the other. Professors

Ratchford and Han made a survey in 1957 of the studies conducted by

noted economists relating to the shifting of the tax and found the

g
above range to be true. This study Is discussed briefly below.

To simplify the survey, they divided the writers into three

groups as fol lows:

(1) Those v/ho seem to believe that none, or very little,
of the tax is shifted;

7 |bid . , pp. 9-10. Four members of the 50-member Committee
voted to disapprove the statement, 7 members voted to approve it vjith

reservations, and 1 member did not vote.

8b. U. Ratchford and P. B. Han, "The Burden of the Corporate
Income Tax," National Tax Journal , X (December, 1957), 310.

9|bld., pp. 3lO-32i^.
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(2) Thiose v;ho boHevo Chat varying, and oftan indo-
terminate, arh3unts of the tax are shifted; and

(3) Those who express a rather strons conviction that
most, if net all, of the tax is shifted.*'^

At the extreme of little or no shifting they found only two

writers among those surveyed—Professor M. A. Adelman and Professor

Richard E. SI i tor. They found it easy to classify Professor Adelman

in this category since he concluded from his study that there has

been no shifting of the corporate Income tax either to consumers or

employees. It was more difficult to classify Professor Slltor in

this category since he was not so spaclfic as Professor Adelman. Ap-

parently Professor Slitor has modified his position somewhat as he

recognized in the symposium noted above that the tax might be shifted

under certain circumstances.'^ Professor Dan Throop Smith classified

himself in this first category by an assumption he made in his study.

He has, however, since modified his position and would now be classed

in the second category. This can be seen from the following statement.

"Unsatisfactory though It is, the only practical generalization is that

the burden of the corporation Income tax falls to some extent on con-

sumers and to some extent on corporate stockholders." '3

'^ifeid.. PP- 3n-3U.

"Quoted from Ibid ., p. 312.

'2ri chard E. Slitor, "The Value-Added Tax as an Alternative to

Corporate Income Tax," Alternatives to Present Federal Taxes (Prince-
ton: Tax Institute of America, 196^), pp. 35-5^.

'^Dan Throop Smith, Federal Tax Reform (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1961), p. 191.
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A w{de range of economists were found to fit Into the second

classification. Professor Due held that there could be no shifting if

the market conditions of perfect competition or complete monopoly as-

sumed in the price theory upon which no shifting is based actually ex-

isted but he realized that these conditions do not exist in real world

situations. This is the position still held by Professor DueJ 5 and

with the above qualifications this Is the only logical position that

can be reached.

Professor Musgrave in his paper considered In the survey, gen-

erally held with the first classification if the principle of profit

maximization Is accepted but then in the same pap>er he made the as-

sumption that part of the tax could be shifted forward to the consumers

and part backward to labor with the remainder being absorbed by the

stockholders. '° Later, however, in an empirical study made with Pro-

fessor Krzyzanlak and completed in 1963 he apparently reversed his

former position wtien he tentatively concluded that both long- and

sliort-run shifting of the tax does in fact occur. '

The papers included in the survey by Professors Soroers, Poole,

Miller and Shelton, Shoup, Beck, Goode, and Colm also generally fell

'^atchford and Han, op. cit .. p. 313.

'5Due, OP. cit .. p. 218.

'^Ratchford and Han, loc. cit .

'7Marian Krzyzanlak and Richard A. Musgrave, The Shifting of
) rat ion.

Income T^ (Baltimore: The John Hopkins Pres?:. 1963).

See page 221 belowfor the specific conclusion the authiors made.
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Into the second classification at various levels. Of this group prob-

ably the most significant paper was Professor Goode's, since he is

"often cited as the standard authority on the corporate income tax."'®

Professor Goode concluded that in the short-run the tax could not be

added to cost since its atnount is not knov«i until tha results of a

fiscal period are Icnown; therefore, there can be no short-run shift-

ing. But for the long run "he holds that the traditional thaory is

'as valid as the price theory upon which It is based' but that theory

is 'actually an examination of a tax on supply' and suffers from th«

fatal weakness of being founded on the implicit assumption of fixed

demand."'^ Further, to reach a logical conclusion the effects of re-

duced investment on unen^}loyment, aggregate income, and demand must be

considered.

In the third classification there were two significant empiri-

cal studies. The first by Professors Lerner and Hendreksen studied

the ch«iges on the return on investment in manufacturing between 1927

and 1952 using data from Statistics of Income . They found that the

rate of return on investment fluctuated around an almost level trend

line over this period and concluded that the tax was shifted forw&rwl

to consumers. ^^ The second study in this group, by Professor

Clendenin, followed generally the same pattern as the above study. He

derived his data from both the Statistics of Income and the Monthly

'^Ratchford and Han, od. elt .. p. 31^.

'^Jbli.. p. 315.

^0 |bid .. pp. 3I5-3I6.
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Letter of the First National City Bank and his period was from 1926

through 1955. His conclusions were essentially the same as In the

other study. This could be expected, hoviever, since essentially the

same data »#ere used. He inserted an additional factor, however, that

of turnover and concluded that shifting was facilitated by the factor.

Studies by Professors Weston, Collier, Bodenhorn, and Brown were also

included in this group and the conclusions were generally along the

same lines as the above studies.

Professors Ratchford and Han concluded from their survey that

while "it probably is not possible to lay down any dogmatic rule as to

the part of the tax which can be shifted or whether any part of the

tax can be shifted under all conditions. But to us the evidence is

conclusive that over the past fifteen years a very large part of the

tax has been shifted."^^

Since the Ratchford and Han survey, there have been other

studies on the shifting and incidence of the corporate income tax.

Two of the more significant onss are a study in 1962 by Professor

Harb^rger of Chicago^^ and the study completed in 1963 by Professors

Krayzaniak and Musgrave noted above. These studies are of particular

interest since they arrive at almost diametrically opposed conclusions.

21IMd., p. 316.

22 Ibid ., p. 32k.

23amo id C. Harberger, "The Incidence of the Corporation In-

Tax," Journal of Political Economy . LXX (June, 1962), 215-240.
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Professor Harberger's study is basically a deductive analysis

while the other is basically mn empirical analysts. Professor

Harberger sets up a basic model and then applies certain assumptions

to this model. The following is a description of his model.

Our model divided the economy into two industries or
sectors, one corporate and the other non-corporate, each
employing two factors of production, labor and capital.
The corporate income tax is viewed as a tax which strikes
the earnings of capital in the corporate sector, but not
in the non-corporate sector. Both industries are assumed
to be competitive, with production in each governed by
a production function which is homogeneous of the first
degree (embodying constant returns to scale). ^^

After ensp lying the different assumptions as to market structure

to the model and considering the elasticity of substitution between

capital and labor, the elasticity of demand for the taxed commodity,

and the elasticity of substitution between different goods, he stated

that

I conclude from this exercise that even allowing for
a rather substantial effect of the corporation income tax
on the rate of saving leads to only a minor modification
of my over-all conclusion that capital probably bears
close to the full burden of the tax. The savings effect
here considered might well outweigh the presumption that
capital bears more than the full burden of the tax, but

it surely is not sufficiently large to give support to
the frequently heard allegation that large fractions of
the corporation income tax burden falls on laborers or
consumers or both.^^

Th«Krzyzanlak and Husgrave study was empirical and made use of

a combination of fourteen indicators of shifting. 2^ These indicators

^^Ibid .. p. 215.

^Sjbld.. p. 236.

2^Krzyzaniak and Musgrave, loc. cit .
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artt suimnarlzed in Table 18. Tha study covered the period from 1922

through 1957. These authors found that the degree of shifting depended

upon the indicator used. The range was from to 200 per cent shift-

ing. The per cent shifting arose out of the indicator that included

all capital earnings (including interest on debt equity) of corpora-

tions during this period. This according to the authors was the result

featured In the study made by Professor Adelman and included the survey

by Professors Ratchford and Han.^'' If only manufacturing corporations

using the equity base and rate of return indicator is used then 200

per cent shifting is Indicated. ^^ In other words, an amount that is

equal to double th3 anount of the tax is shifted. The other indica-

tors gave a degree of shifting somewhere between these two extremes.

The final conclusion reached by the authors as to the degree of shift-

ing possible can be seen from the following statement.

It appears that there are many ways of interpreting

the results for the particular indicators, and of recon-

ciling them with each other. General observation of the

data leaves the impression that there probably has been

substantial shifting, even in the short run, but no defi-

nite conclusion Is possible.^^

The accounting profession has apparently accepted the notion

that the corporate income tax can be added to the price of the product

and be recovered from consumers. This can be seen from the following

statement taken from the leading publication of the American Institute

of Certified Publ ic Accountants In 1961.

27ibi^., p. 15.

28md., p. 19.

^^M4-. P- 21.
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Income taxes are an expense that should be allocated,
when necessary and practicable, to income and other ac-
counts, as other expenses are allocated. . . . The dif-
ficulties encountered in allocation of the tax are not

greater than those met within many other allocations of
expenses . 3^

This same position was tal<en in the Inventory of Generally Ac-

cepted Accounting Principles for Business Enterprises published In

1965 by the AICPA.3' It is not surprising that this second study came

to the same conclusion as the first since It is an "inventory" of gen-

erally aKxepted accounting principles. What Is surprising, however, is

the fact that neither of these studies even as much as considered

(analytically) the problem of shifting and incidence of the corporation

Income tax or who must bear the final burden. If this were determined

the problem of interpcriod allocation which the studies consider would

probably disappear.

Another study published by the Accounting Research Division of

the AiCPA recognized the conceptual problem of whether or not income

taxes are expenses or distributions of incoims but dlsoUsed It in favor

of another discussion of interperiod allocation. This can be seen

from the following statement.

The study does not answer fundamental questions about

the nature of the income tax and the validity of the con-

cept of interperiod allocation. Whetlier Income taxes are

30Committee on Accounting Procedure, Accounting Research and

Terminology Bulletins^ Final Edition (New Yorl<: American Institute of

Certified Public Accountants. 1961), p. 88.

3' Paul Grady, Inventory of Generally Accepted Accounting Prin-

ciples for Business Enterprises (New York; American Institute of Cer-

tified Public Accountants, 1965), p. 120. This study is a research

study and does not represent the official view of the AICPA, however.
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conceptually expenses or dtstri buttons of income has not
really been resolved by the profassion.-

Although It apparently ha» been accepted by the accounting pro*

fession that the tax can be added to the price of the product (that is,

forward shifting) there is a distinct lack of analysis of it in the

official publications of the profession.

p^hipr ppnstd^ratjpns

If the corporate income tax were adopted by Florida, It offers

some distinct advantages over the value added tax in that many of the

problems that would have to be faced if the value added tax were adopted

would have already been solved by the other states using the corporate

income tax. As one example of a problem solved would be that the con-

stitutionality of a state corporation income tax has been established.

Implementing the tax would be a relative simple procedure in

that the state could follow the already established federal pattern.

If the state chose to follow the federal pattern, there would be no

new problems in dealing with capital expenditures and deprectet'on.

Nor would there be any additional problems in dealing with capital

gains and losses since a definite pattern has already been established.

The implementation of the tax could be made even simpler If the state

adopting it were satisfied with the liability to the state being sim-

ply a percentage of the federal liability. For example, the state li-

ability couH be 5 per cent of the federal liability or any other

32Homer A. B}aci<, Interperiod Allocation of Corporate Income

Taxes (New York: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,

1966), p. vli.
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percentage. Th!s would In Itself simplify Implementation and reduce

the voluminous paper burden on the taxpayer that usually follows a

given tax. That Is, the state could adopt a simplified form that

would show the federal liability and than simply apply the state per-

centage to this federal liability. This would reduce the compliance

cost to the taxpayer and the collection cost to the state. If this

method were followed the auditing of the taxpayer's return would gen-

erally require only a comparison with the federal return.



APPENDIX B

SPECIAL PROBLEMS UNDER Tl€ VALUE ADDED TAX

There are many interesting problems that present themselves in a

discussion of the value added tax. No one study can expect to explore

all these prc^leros but an attempt can be made to analye the more fre-

quently encountered and the more important ones even though the analysis

will of necessity be somewhat limited and biased in favor of the analysis

that pertains to the Florida economy. It is, therefore, the purpose of

this section of the paper to analy?e, in relation to the value ^dded tax,

the treatment of capital expenditures and depreciation, the treatment of

interstate commerce, and the probable effects that the value added tax

could have on investment expenditures. While no definite answers can be

reached on these problems, particularly the last one, some tentative an>

SMers can be explored.

Treatment of Capital Expenditures and Depreciation

Regardless of the form that the value added tax takes there is

one major problem that must be solved. This problem is the determination

of the items that must be included or that may be excluded from the tax

base. The main problem here centers around tho treatment of capital

equipment expenditures. How to treat these expenditures on capital

e-'uipment under the value added tax poses an interesting problem. (This

was briefly mentioned in the discussion of the types of value eidded tax

on page 18 of Chapter M above.) Even though tlie general feeling appears

226
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to be that some allowance should be made for the deduction of either the

purchase of the equipment In the period of purchase or later as depre-

ciation deductions at least one German writer has gone so far as to ar-

gue that not even a deduction for depreciation should be allowed.'

The argument for the allowance of depreciation deductions is

based on the theory that the purchase of capital equipment is the pur-

chase of value that has been added by other firms and has been subject to

the tax In these firms just as the purchase of parts, Inventories, et

cetera, have and If expenditures of this type are to be allowed as deduc-

tions it follows that the purchases of the capital equipment should also

be allowed as deductions in the period of purchases or later as depreci-

ation deductions. This being the case then the problem actually narrows

down to the question of when these deductions should be allowed and not

If they should be allowed. This problem would not arise if It were not

for the necessity of classifying disbursements as either capital expendi-

tures or current expenditures.

There are two basic methods of solving this problem. First, an

allowance can be made for deducting capital equipment at tf>e time of

purchase—the consumption type of value added tax; second, an allowance

can be made for deducting depreciation over the life of the capital

equipment—the Income type of value added tax. Both methods have their

Oue, Sales Taxation , p. 67. According to Professor Due,
Zlerold-Pritsch, a German writer, opposes even the depreciation deduc-
tion, on the basis of the argument that the tax would deviate too far
from a sales tax If this were permitted, and the curious argument that
the deduction is unnecessary because the firms fully recover the pur-
chase prices of the capital goods through depreciation charges anyway.
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advantages and disadvantages. Professor Leif Muten favors the immediate

deduction of capital expenditures because it is:

. . . more attractive on account of its simplicity.
Furthermore, such a method can be regarded as an invest-
ment incentive. But it can perhaps be said that such an
incentive is needed in order to compensate businessmen for
the additional cost involved in their having to pay tax on
the capital goods, the total amount of which cannot always
be deducted from the tax on sales until after a number of
years.^

If con^lete deduction of capital ecjufpment at the time of purchase were

a 1 loved, the base for the value added tax could conceivably be negative

for a rapidly expanding or new firm. This i-XHjld require some type of un-

used capital carryover allowance. (This could be either a backv.ard or

forward carryover but usually for a rapidly expanding or new firm it

would have to be a carry forward.) This carryover vould eliminate a part

of the problem of a high risk factor (noted above) faced by new and ex-

panding firms. However, the complete deduction of these capital expendi-

tures would not be in line with the generally accepted accounting princi-

ples used in income determination. It has also been argued that if this

OMthod v«re follov«d 'the tax revenue would be subjected to excessive

fluctuations, artificial incentive for expansion of investment would be

given, and the tax would be essentially a gross earnings tax, contrary to

intent. "3 This complete deduction of capital expenditures would imply

that the value incorporated in the capital enuipment would be released in

the period of purchase rather than over its useful economic life. (The

^Leif Muten, 'The Value-Added Tax—A Nev. Weapon in the Fisca
Armoury?' Skandinaviska Banken . XLIV, No. 2 (1963), ^2.

30ue, op. cit ., p. 67.
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problem mentioned earlier of the additional burden from maintaining extra

records would also be a factor.) This method of treatment is inconsist-

ent with national income accounting which ignores the purchase and sale

of capital assets but is careful to deduct an allowance for depreciation.

Thus the second method of allowing a deduction for depreciation

(or some modification thereof) is probably preferred to complete deduc-

tion of capital e ulpment at time of purchase. This in itself raises an-

other interesting prc^lem, however. That is, what method of depreciation

would be used in calculating the a]lov,«d deduction? This is a problem

under the corporate income tax also but it is a problem that must be

solved by administrative policy and not by theory. Theoretically this

would not be a problem since the deduction should be made when the asset

has depreciated in an economic sense but practically it is a serious prob-

lem tlwt can have both economic and political repercussions. For simplic-

ity the same methods could be allov/ed that are followed for financial re-

porting purposes under generally accepted accounting practices or, as an

alternative, the methods fol lov-yed for federal income tax purposes could

be allovrycd by the state adopting the value added tax. The method allowed

for financial reporting purposes would probably be preferabU dut to the

complications which have been introduced into the depreciation deductions

for federal income tax purposes.

There is also the possibility of following the depreciation route,

income type of tax, but modifying it somev/hat and permitting a deduction

at tlie time of purchase of all the value added tax that is shifted forward

on the capital erulpment purchased. (If this were follo\%ed the value

added tax would have to be Invoiced separately.) For example, if a firm
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purchased equipment costfng $10,030 net of tax and there existed a iO

per cent value added tax, in the first year the firm would be permitted

to deduct the $1,000 of tax shifted to it from its own tax liability.

This is the process that is folla/ed in France and was discussed in more

detail in Chapter IV above.

Capital Ga ins and Losses

A related problem exists in the treatment of capital expenditures

and depreciation. That is how should capital gains and losses be handled

under a value added tax? The severity of this problem depends to a cer-

tain extent on the type of the tax that is selected.

Consumption Type of Value Added Tax

If the consumption type of tax were used there would be no prob-

lem with capital losses since the full cost of the capital eauipment

would be deducted in the period of purchase and any loss as far as the

tax would be concerned i<x>uld simply be a booklceeping entry. In fact, as

far as this type of tax is concerned there VifOuld be no such thing as a

capital loss. This can be seen from the example below.

On the other hand, if the cost of the ecuipment is fully deducted

at the time of purchase it appears that if this ecuipment is later sold

that the sales price should be included in the value added of the firm

selling the a'uipmsnt In the period of the sale. In other v/ords , in re-

lation to the tax, any amount received for the equipment at the time of

sale would be a capital gain since the eouipment would have a ,^ero base.

For example, if a piece of e luipment is purchased for $100 and this amount

is subtracted from the value added of a firm at the time of purchase, the
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equipment will have a 'ero base. If later the eriulpment Is sold for $50

then It follows that Jt should be included In the value added of the firm

selling the ecuipment or disiil lowed as a deduction of the firm buying

that enulpment. Otherwise a double deduction for some of the value added

incorporated in the ecuipment would arise. This example also clarifies

the statement above that no capital loss v/ould exist under the consump-

tion type of tax. That Is, the cost of the eouipment would have already

been deducted and nothing Is left to "lose." This would also eliminate

any problems arising out of price level changes since the full amount of

the cost in dollars of the period when purchased would be deducted at

time of purchase.

Income Type of Value Added Tax

Under the income tyjje of tax the problem appears to be somev/hat

more complex. If one could assume that actual economic depreciation and

obscolescence of the equipment would be deducted over its life then any

bookkeeping gain or loss vjould simply be due to changes in the price

level. In a practical situation, hov/ever, this deduction of actual eco-

nomic depreciation and obsolescence Is probably impossible; therefore, we

are forced to consider the treatment of any capital gains and losses that

occur.

To illustrate the possible treatment of these capital gains or

losses, a simple example will be renuired. Assume that equipment is pur-

chased for $1,000 and has a ten-year life and straight line depreciation

is used. Assume further that the ecuipment is sold at the end of five

years. (For simplicity assume no price level changes have occurred.)
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At this time the equipment will have a base (undepreciated cost) of

$500. If the eouipment is sold for $600, v;e have a capital gain of

$100. Since this $600 purchase of the equipment by the other firm will

be depreciated over its remaining life, it follov'/s that the $100 should

be included in the value added base of the firm selling the equipment in

the period of sale since not to do so would permit the deduction of tlie

value added over the life of the ecuipment of $1,100 when only $1,000 had

been subjected to the tax.

On the other hand, if the equipment is sold for $^00 a loss of

$100 occurs. Since the firm purchasing tl>e eouipment will be permitted

to deduct only $^}00 from Its value added over the life of the equipment,

it follows that the firm selling the equipment should be permitted to

deduct this $100 from its value added in the period of sale since not to

do so vjould permit deductions of only $900 of value added for the equip-

ment over its life when $1,000 has been subjected to the tax. If the

situation were to arise where the losses vjere greater in any period than

the value added during that period, some method or carry bacit or carry

forward v/ould be necessary.

Treatment of Interstate Commerce

Another major problem would arise if the value added tax v«re

adopted on a national level. This problem deals with the treatment of

imports and exports. This '-vould not, of course, be a problem if the

value added tax were adopted in Florida since the United States Constitu-

tion provides that no state will impose any special taxes upon exports

and imports with foreign countries. But a similar problem does arise in
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Interstate conmerce and the same principles would hold true. This* of

course, is a legal problem which would have to be worked out under the

franework of the proposed ta)c. This Is discussed further in the chap-

ter uiwicr the empirical application of the proposed tax to the Florida

economy. To have an understanding of the tax and a frame of reference

for further discussion of the proposed tax for Florida, however, the

two basic principles followed in determining where the Initial burden

will fall In foreign trade must be briefly discussed. These two prin-

ciples are (I) the destination principle, and (2) the origin principle.^

The OestI nation Principle

The destination principle "implies that the tax on a good shall

be the same when the good is consumed. Irrespective of whether the good

comes from outside or is produced domestically."5 The tax under this

principle would be collected by the area In which the goods are con-

signed regardless of where they are produced and would carry the same

burden as the goods that are produced In the area where consumption

takes place.

^or a detailed discussion of the application of these princi-

ples in relation to imports and exports see Muten, loc. cit.; John F.

Due, "Should the Corporation Income Tax Be Replaced by the Value Added

Tax?" Proceedings of the Fiftv-seventh Annual Conference. 196^ (National

Tax Association), pp. 43l-if!*0; and Clara Sullivan, "Sales Taxes in

Europe and Canada," Report of ^%2 Conference (Canadian Tax Foundation,

1963), pp. 254-265. The destination principle Is the internationally

accepted method of taxation as far as indirect taxes are concerned

while the origin principle is the accepted method as far as direct

taxes are concerned. This is true since the exporting country can re-

fund the indirect taxes without violating GATT rules but it cannot re-

fund the direct taxes without violating these rules.

^Muten, OP. cit .. p. 43.
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The Origin Principle

The origin principle implies that the tax borne by a product

should be the tax Imposed by the area (state or country) In which the

product originates. That is, the tax should be collected by the area

In which the product originates regardless of where it is consumed.

This would probably be the principle that would have to be fol lotted by

any state that adopted such a tax due to the restrictions placed on

state taxation of interstate commerce by the United States Constitu-

tion mentioned above.

PCffb^blQ Effect? pn Inyegtfn^n^

This is one of the most iiqx)rtant and complex problems arising

from the value added tax (one that would serve as a basis of another

study of equal length as this if justice were to be done to the prob-

lem) and the one for which there is no dafinlte answer. It is clearly

related to the problem of the treatment of capital expenditures and

depreciation but It requires separate discussion. Although no definite

answer Is possible some aspects of the problem can be pointed out and

discussed. Any discussion of the effects on investment separately,

however, should be taicen Into consideration with the factors already

discussed above since it is through these factors in aggregate that the

final effects on investment will arise.

According to Professor Due if the corporate income tax is not

shifted and the value added tax is, then the value added tax would be

favorable to investment.^ If both are shifted, however, there would

^Due, OP. cit .. pp. kyk-k^S.
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be little If any difference In the effects on Investment. This can be

seen from the following statement:

Any shift in the tax burden which reduces the rela-
tive impact on savings will in all likelihood increase
somewhat the portion of national income saved at full

employment levels, and thus permit a higher rate of
economic growth.

^

If, on the other hand, we compare the value added tax with the

retail sales tax, the probable effects are the same since it is assumed

both are shifted forward to the ultimate consumers.

Professor SI i tor argues that even if the corporate tax Is

shifted

. . . the process of shifting involves retardation of
investment. This happens because the 52 per cent cor-
porate tax, by cutting net returns in half, raises the
threshold of acceptable modernization and expansion proj-
ects to the corporate management. If management has a

target rate of return of 8 per cent after tax, invest-
ment opportunities will be turned do\m unless they promise
to pay 16 per cent before tax.°

From the above discussion It can be seen that the probable ef-

fects on investment depend largely on what assumptions are made con-

cerning the degree of shifting attained for the tax under considera-

tion, whether It be the corporate Income tax, the value added tax, the

retail sales tax, or any other tax.

SyiiyneirY

There are several special problems that arise under the value

added tax. Three of the more Important ones are: (1) the treatment

7|bld .

^Richard E. Si I tor, "The Value-Added Tax as an Alternative to
Corporate Income Tax, Alternatives to Present Federal Taxes (Prince-
ton: Tax Institute of America, 1964), p. k\ . '
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of capital axponditures and depreciation, (2) the treatment of inter-

state commerce, and (3) the probable effects on Investment. Under the

first problem the capital expenditures may be deducted from value added

at the time of purchase or an allowance can be made for depreciation.

The taxpayer would receive some benefit from the early deduction and

It would tend to be an incentive for investment. However, the allow-

ance of a deduction for depreciation instead of complete deduction of

capital expenditures would insure a more stable tax base and, therefore,

a more stable revenue. The allowance of depreciation deductions create

a secondary problem of what method of depreciation should be allowed.

This, however, is a matter of policy and not of theory.

There must also be some method drawn up for the treatment of

capital gains and losses. Under the consumption type of tax any re-

ceipts from the sale of a capital asset would appear to be a capital

gain and, therefore, should be added to the value added of the finn in

the period of sale. Under this type of tax there would be no capital

losses since the entire purchase price is deducted in the period of

purchase. Under the income type of tax, it appears as if the capital

gains should be Included In the value added of the firm in the period

of sale while capital losses should be deducted.

In dealing with Interstate commerce one of two principles may

be followed: (1) the destination principle, and (2) the origin prin-

ciple. The destination principle implies all goods when consumed

should bear the same tax burden In the area where consumed while the

origin principle implies all goods produced In an area should bear the
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burden. The origin principle would probably have to be followed

by a state adopting a value added tax due to the restrictions placed

on state taxation by the United States Constitution, it appears that

the probable effects on Investment depend largely upon what assumptions

are made regarding the shifting of the tax under consideration.
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OUTLINE OF THE PROPOSED JAPANESE VALUE ADDED TAX

I . Tax base:

The balance between total gross receipts of a businesrs enterprise
in the wide sense of the words, and all amount paid to other
business enterprises.

II. Computation of value added:

A. Business in general:
I. Gross receipts—Total gross receipts from sales of

goods and fixed assets, or from the performance of
strvices, and receipts from related trade or business
act ivi t ies.

ii. Exclusions— Interest, dividends, rent and rentals
rece i ved.

iii. Deductions—All amounts paid for the acquisition of
fixed as'iets , commodities, semi-manufactured goods,
materials, or supplies; commission paid, storage,
property insurance, premiums, advertisements expense,
and taxes paid, except thoi-e levied on net income.

iv. Non-deduct ible—Rent, rentals and interest paid.
B. Financial business, including banlcing and insurance:

i. Gross receipts— Interest, dividends and others
rece i ved

.

ii. Exclusions—Rent and rentals received.
iii. Deduct ions— Interest paid.

III. Exemptions:
A. Farmers, lessors and forestry traders.
B. Business enterprises with the value added of less than 90,000

yen per year.

IV. Rates:
The standard rate of h per cent for business, and 3 per cent for
professions, stock-breeding and fishery, the maximum rates being
8 per cent and 6 per cent, respectively.

V. Allocation of the tax yield between prefectures:
In the case a concern does business in various prefectures, the
tax base is to be allocated according to payrolls, but in the
case of manufacturing, electricity supplying, gas supplying, et
cetera, yl per cent weight in the allocation is to be based upon
payrolls, and the remainder on the value of fixed assets.

VI. Transitory provisi ons ;

In order to avoid a sudden increase in the tax burden, a relief
is given to banking busine'^s, insurance business, warehousing
business and the like. Namely, notwithstanding the preceding

23a
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provisions, the following percentages of gross receipts will be

used as the tax base for tht first year after the enforcement of

the tax law:

^+5 per cent for banking business,

100 per cent for trust business,

15 per cent for life insurance business,

50 per cent for transportation (except railway) business,

ko per cent for warehousing and railv-^ay transportation

business.

Source: Motoka:;u Kimura, "An Unreal i-ed Plan: The. Value Added

Tax In Japan," The Annals of the HItotsubashi Academy , VII I, No. 2

(April, 1958), 117-118.
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TABLE 21

CLASSES ANO RATES OF THE INTANGIBLES TAX, STATE OF FLORIDA

vmrn^Mmmtmu iii i

R-ite Pe

Class Description $1 ,00Q

A B>)nk deposits and money $ .10

B Securities, lien instruments dated prior to

January I, 19^2, and beneficial interest
in trust estates 1 .00

C-j^ Lien instruments dated subsequent to Decem-
ber 31, 19^1 2.00

C-2'' Lien instruments on real property located

outside the state 2.00

D All other intangible property 1.00

SNon- recur ring—payable at time of recording only.

Sourcer: Constitution of the State of Florida , Article IX,

Section 1; Florida Tax Reporter (Chicago; Commerce Clearing House,

1966).
'
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TABLE 22

DISTRIBUTIONS TO COUNTIES AND MUNICIPALITIES OF CIGARETTE TAX
AND PARI-MUTUEL TAXES: 1955-65, STATE OF FLORIDA
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TABLE 2Li

STATE OF FLORIDA MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSES AND
FEES, 1966 RATES
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